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PLUS Easy-to-use,lightning-fa~t /' II \\\\\\~" 
ROM chips save valuable Portable Plus memory '" 
and eliminate the need for a disk drive. i \ '\ \, \ 

The most powerful and unique 
feature of your Portable Plus is 
that it lets you store programs on 
ROM (Read-Only Memory) chips 
for instant access. 

Almost all other portable com
puters require a disk drive in 
order to function. A disk drive
even a portable one-is a bulky 
piece of equipment, easily break
able, and slow in loading pro
grams. 

By contrast, a ROM chip weighs 
next to nothing, is virtually inde
structible, and lets you load pro
grams instantly. (Programs on 
ROM chips don't take up any 
space on your Edisc.) 

All of which means that your 
9-pound Portable Plus is the fast
est, most portable, and most re
liable computer you can own
provided, of course, you take full 
advantage of its ROM technology. 

YOUR SOFTWARE 
DRAWER WAS MEANT 

TO BE FULL 
The engineers at Hewlett

Packard designed the Portable 
Plus so it could accommodate an 
optional "software drawer" con
taining 12 ROM sockets. Clearly, 
their intention was that those 
sockets be filled with useful 
programs. 

But if you're like most Portable 
Plus users, you probably are using 

just a few of the sockets for ROM
based programs like Lotus 1-2-3 
or MemoMaker. 

That's fine as far as it goes, but 
if you aren't using all the ROM 
sockets-or if you have to carry 
around an HP9114 disk drive 
wherever you go-then you are 
not using your Portable Plus to 
full advantage. 

Th st&rt using thefull potential 
of your Portable Plus, look over 
the chart at the far right. It con
tains more than 50 programs and 
utilities available on ROM chips 
from Personalized Software. 

Taken together, these ROMs 
cover every application you're 
likely to need-from. word pro
cessing to spreadsheets to data 

OUR EXCLUSIVE 
DOUBLE GUARANTEE 

ON ROMS 

60-DAY GUARANTEE 
OF SATISFACTION 

If, within 60 days, you are dissatisfied 
with a ROM product for any reason, 
you may return it for a full refund. 

2-YEAR GUARANTEE 
AGAINST DEFECTS: 

If a ROM proves defective at any time 
within 2 years, we will replace it at no 
charge. 

communications, graphics, pro
gramming languages, and more. 
Which means once you install 
these ROMs, you'll have every
thing you need right inside your 
Portable Plus. You'll never have to 
carry a disk drive again. 

We invite you to browse through 
the chart, read the information at 
the right, and then order one or 
more ROMs today. You'll find 
them to be fast, reliable, and an 
incredible boost to your produc
tivity. 

Whatever your reason: to free 
up valuable memory space ... to 
eliminate the need for an exter
nal disk drive ... or just for the 
convenience of lightning-fast pro
gram loading, fill your software 
drawer with ROMs and you'll 
turn your Portable Plus into the 
powerhouse its designers intend
ed it to be. 

With our exclusive Double 
Guarantee, the risk is all ours. 
Why not order right now? 

P.S. If you have questions about 
any of the ROMs, give us a call. 
Brian or David will be happy to 
make some recommendations as 
to which ROMs might best meet 
your needs for word processing, 
spreadsheets, or whatever ap
plications you're interested in. 

\ \ 

EASY TO INSTALL 
We supply clear instructions and 

diagrams with every ROM order. If you 
prefer, send us your software drawer and 
we will install your ROMs for you-and 
test them-at no charge. 

To remove your software drawer, first 
back up your A drive (so you won't lose 
your data), then use an ordinary screw
driver to remove the two outside screws 
on the drawe~. 

You won't be able to use your Portable 
Plus without the software drawer, so we 
recommend you call us first to make sure 
the ROMs you want are in stock, and to 
set an appOintment for installation. 

That way, we can install and test your 
new ROMs the day we receive your soft
ware drawer, then ship your drawer back 
that same evening. Return shipping with
in the Continental U.S. via UPS Second
Day Air is free for all orders over $200. 
Please add $15 to your order if you want 
overnight return shipping. 

(In most cases, if you set an appoint
ment in advance and use overnight ship
ping both ways, yOu'll only be without 
your software drawer for less than two 
business days. We'll ship the manuals 
and other materials in advance by sur
face carrier so yOu'll have them by the 
time you receive back your software 
drawer.) 

HOW TO OROER ROMS 
To order, use the postage-paid order 
form in the center of this issue. For even 
faster service-or if you have questions 
about any of our ROMs-give us a call. 

~) 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
ABOUT OUR ROMS 

We offer two kinds of ROM chips. One 
kind we produce ourselves; these are 
offered as part of our "ROM Backup 
Packages" (see below). The other kind 
a.re manufactured by Hewlett-Packard; 
we call these simply "HP ROMs." 
ROM Backup Packages 

A ROM Backup Package includ~s both 
the disk version of a program and the 
ROM version-plus the standard User's 
Manual and additional instructions for 
installing and using the ROM. (In the 
chart, prices of products marked "PS" 
are for entire ROM Backup Package.) 

According to the agreements we have 
with the original software vendors, our 
ROM version is considered a backup 
copy of the disk version. Unless you 
already own the disk version, we cannot 
sell you the ROM Backup by itself. 
Please note: 

1. If you purchased the disk version of 
a program from us, we have that in our 
records. If you purchased the disk 
version elsewhere, you will need to 
show us proof of purchase before we 
can sell you just the ROM Backup. 
2. Prices for ROM Backups alone are as 
follows: 
Best of DOS Tools .. 
The Editor. 
HPDuette . 
HPrint . 
Shelp. 
SideWinder . 
Shelp + SideWinder .. 
Sketch .. 
SuperROM. 
TermPlus . 
Turbo Pascal . 
Typing Whiz. 

. ..... $129. 
. ... $95. 

........ $95. 
. ..... $95. 

.$55. 
. .... $55. 
. ... $95. 

$95. 

Webster's Spelling Checker. . . $179. 

3. It is important that you read and 
adhere to the licensing agreement that 
comes with the disk version of any soft
ware you buy, because the same agree
ment applies to the corresponding ROM 
Backup. In most cases, this means you 
can use only one version of the software 
at a time on only one computer system 
at a time. Remember, the ROM is a 
backup copy of the software, not an 
independent second copy. 

HPROMs 
The HP ROMs that we sell do not 

include (or require) the corresponding 
disk versions. They are the same ROMs 
that HP sells, except ours are used
which turns out to be better than buying 
them new. Here's why: 

Unlike other used products you can 
buy, there are no moving parts on a 
ROM, and nothing that can wear out. 
Because of this, our two-year guarantee 
against defects applies to used HP ROMs 
as well as to our own ROM Backups. 
(Two years is twice the guarantee against 
defects that Hewlett-Packard offers.) 

Our used HP ROMs are also covered 
by our unique 60-day guarantee of sat
isfaction. 

Best of all, our used HP ROMs are 
priced as much as 50% below retail. 
Look at the chart at the right and com
pare! (In the chart, "Retail price" of HP 
ROMs is HP's price new. "Subscriber 
price" is our price used.) 

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON ROM 
For product details, see individual ads elsewhere in this issue or in our catalog, or refer to articles in past issues. In this 

chart, "Type" refers to either HP (used HP ROM) or PS (Personalized Software ROM Backup package-price includes both 
ROM and disk versions. 

Product 

WORD PROCESSORS 
The Editor II' 

The Editor II Upgrade 

MemoMaker 

MS Word 
Multimate 

Notes 

The Editor version 1 is available as part of 
our SuperROM chip (see "Combined ROMs," 
beiow). 
For The Editor ROM and SuperROM owners 
only. 
Comes on same chip as Time Manager (see 
"Combined ROMs," below). 

WORD PROCESSING UTILITIES 

Type 

PS 

PS 

HP 

HP 
HP 

Format110 Comes as part of SuperROM (see "Combined PS 
ROMS," below). 

FormatPlus1 

FormatPlus Upgrade 
HPrint 
Mini PrinterTalk 

Webster'S Spelling Checker 

SPREADSHEETS 
Lotus 1-2-3, Version 1A 
Lotus 1-2-3, Version 2.01 

SPREADSHEET UTILITY 
SideWinder 

DATABASE PROGRAMS 

ROM includes driver for Softword extra memory 
drawers. i" 

For SuperROM owners only. 

Comes as part of SuperROM (see "Combined 
ROMs," below). 

Also available on a ROM with Shelp, and on 
our SuperROM chip (see "Combined ROMs," 
below). 

Executive Card Manager (Lotus 1-2-3 can also be used as a database 
(ECM) manager). 

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE 
PC2622 VT100 and HP Terminal emulator 
Reflection Minor upgrade of PC2622. 
TermPlus 

PRODUCTIVITY BOOSTERS 

Also includes FormIBM, Jetctrl, and other great 
utilities. 

Best of DOS Tools Contains selected utilities from Portable Utilities 
Disk, Vol. 1: DOS Tools 3. 

FilePlus 
HP Calculator 
HP Duette 
Shelp 

Time Manager 

Typing Whiz 

GRAPHICS 

Includes SoftWord RAM Disk. 
From our 1987 Subscriber Disk. 
Contains Portable Plus half of software. 
Includes note extraction program. Shelp is also 
available on a ROM with SideWinder, and as part 
of our SuperROM chip (see "Combined ROMs;' 
below). 

Comes on same ROM as MemoMaker (see 
"Combined ROMs," below). 

Sketch (Lotus 1-2-3 can also be used for graphics). 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
MS BASIC This is not GWBASIC. 

Turbo PASCAL 

COMBINED ROMS 
MemoMaker + 
Time Manager 

Shelp + SideWinder 
SuperROM 
(5 programs on one chip): 

The Editor, Format110 
Mini Printenalk 
Shelp, SideWinder 

BUNDLES 

Includes RUN.COM, which can save you 10K of 
disk space from any program you compile with 
Turbo. 

Also includes SideWinder enhancement utility. 

Mini Printenalk is the abbreviated version 
included on the Printenalk disk; it is functionally 
equivalent to PrinterTalk for most applications. 
Shelp and SideWinder are the same versions as 
on the individual ROMs described above. 

Editor Pack with FilePlus The Editor II, Webster's Spelling Checker, 
FormatPlus, FilePlus. 

Editor Pack without FilePlus The Editor II, Webster's Spelling Checker, 
FormatPlus. 

1 Available by November 30 

PS 

PS 
PS 
PS 

PS 

HP 
HP 

PS 

HP 

HP 
HP 
PS 

PS 

PS 
PS 
PS 

PS 

HP 

PS 

PS 

HP 
PS 

HP 
PS 

PS 

PS 

PS 

No. of Retail 
chips Price 

$224.00 

$58.00 

$375.00 
$S2O.oo 

$174.95 

$58.00 
$175.00 

$25895 

2 $495.00 
$S2O.oo 

$134.95 

$341.00 

$395.00 

$395.00 
$194.95 

2 $178.95 

$164.95 
$9500 

$194.95 
$110.00 

$144.95 

$175.00 

$300.00 
$194.95 

$195.00 

5 $823.00 

4 $658.00 

2Two of the three ROM chips for Lotus 2.01 are required. The third contains the "Help" screens, and can be omitted. 

Subscriber 
Price 

$194.954 

$58.00 

$199.00 
$425.00 

$164.954 

$58.00 
$170.95 

$248.95 

$295.00 
$425.00 

$124.95 

$279.00 

$239.00 
$295.00 
$174.95 

$168.95 

$154.95 
$95.00 

$184.95 
$104.95 

$134.95 

$170.95 

$150.00 
$184.95 

$119.00 

$599.00 

$499.00 

Product 
Number 

ED12PP 

E015NR 

MS20UR 
MM20UR 

FP13PP 

FP14NS 
HP12PP 

WB13PP 

LT12UR 
LT15UR 

SW12PP 

EC11UR 

PC13UR 
RF11UR 
TE13PP 

DT12PP 

FE12NS 
CL11PP 
DU13PP 
SH12PP 

TW12PP 

SK12PP 

MS21UR 
TP13PP 

MM21UR 
SH13PP 

SU11PP 

FM17PP 

FM16PP 

3 Utilities included in the Best of DOS Tools ROM Backup Package are as follows. For program details, see Portable Utilities ad in this issue. 
PACK OUMP TV CYPHER RENOIR WHEREIS TEE SOL FDATE 
CLEAN OIRALL ARCE MOVE OFF CHANGE ARC520 MOVEALL TRIM LABEL OIRS TRANSLIT 
COPVNEW VOL TMA TJETA FCOPY ASK PRNCONF WAIT FGREP ~E6~y ~g~~p SM 

Note: ARC520 is shareware; the author normally requests a $35 contribution. However, you do not need to send any money. We've already paid your user fee. 



WordPerfect 5.0 customized 
for Portable Plus and HP150 

What is WordPerfect? 
It's the best 
selling word 
processor for 
the IBM PC. 
According to 
many reVlew
ers, it's the 
best word 
processor on 
the market. 

WordPer-
fect is a word processing power
house. Its advanced features 
include columns, mail merging, 
keyboard redefinition, styles, 
automatic footnote numbering, 
and text sorting. 

Now there are versions of 
WordPerfect for the HP Portable 
Plus and the HP150 Touch
Screen. In either case, it's the 
full blown Version 5.0 or 4.2, 
complete with comprehensive 
thesaurus and 115,000-word 
spelling checker. 

Not only can you use Word
Perfect on your HP computer, 
but if you already have WordPer
fect for your IBM PC, you can 
transfer files back and forth bet
ween you PC and your Portable 
Plus or HP150. The same Word
Perfect features and commands 
work on all three machines. 

WordPerfect's powerful yet 
easy-to-use features have made 
it a best-seller. It's perfect for 
the Portable Plus or the HP150. 
.. and it just may be perfect for 
you. 

(This advertisement was 
entirely produced using Word
Perfect and a LaserJet printer.) 

WordPerfect 5.0 For The 
Portable Plus 
There are three separate com
ponents to our WordPerfect 5.0 
package for the Portable Plus. 

First, PlusPerfect from Per
sonalized Software. It consists 
of IBM PC emulation software 
necessary to get WordPerfect to 
run on the Portable Plus, a four 
color WordPerfect keyboard 
template designed for the Por
table Plus, and an installation 
manual. 

The second component con
sists of the IBM PC version of 
WordPerfect 5.0 on 3 1/2 inch 
from WordPerfect Corporation. 

Part three consists of 6 ROM 
backup chips containing both 
WordPerfect and PlusPerfect files. 
These ROMs contain a significant 
portion of WordPerfect -- you 
still will need to store a 300K 
file on your RAM disk and set 
Main Memory to 376K. 

Version 4.2 consists of the 
WordPerfect packaging, a color 
template, and documentation 
from Personalized Software. • 

Portable Plus Memory Require
ments: 
Version 4.2: 512K of RAM 

Version 5.0: 896K of RAM 

A 1 Meg drawer is needed to fit 
the spelling checker or thesau
rus in RAM. Alternatively, 
WordPerfect files can also be run 
from the C drive. 

WordPerfect for HP150 
We offer single-sided disk and 
double-sided disk versions of 
WordPerfect 4.2, and a double
sided disk version of 5.0. 

All three versions come with 
the IBM PC version of WordPer
fect, 4 to 8 supplemental HP150 
formatted disks, a four color 
template, and a manual, 'Word
Perfect for the HP150". 

Requirements 
WordPerfect 5.0 requires 512K 
of internal memory and a dou
ble- sided disk drive. 

The single-sided 4.2 version 
requires a hard disk. 

WordPerfect 4.2 can run oI~c,) 
an HP150 with 256K ofintemat 
memory with PAM disabled. 

PRICING 
WordPedt 4.2 !B HPI50 WDI2NS 435.00 339.00 

WordPedt 4.2 ds HP150 WDllNS 435.00 339.00 

WordPerfect 4.2 P.PIus WD13NI 435.00 339.00 

WordPerfect 5.0 P.PIus WDI7NS 595.00 395.00 
(Includes PlusPerfect) 

PlusPerfect WDI4NS 129.00 99.95 

P. Plus WordPerfect 5.0 With 
ROM Backup WDllPP 919.00 595.00 
(Includes WordPetfect, PlusPerfect, Backup ROMs) 

WorrlPerli:t ROM Backup WDI2NR * 295.00 295.00 

*Requires proof of purchase of WordPerfect 5.0 and 
PlusPerfect, and written confinnation that you will 
honor the WordPerfect license agreement. 
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The Portable Plus lives on. 
The vibrant community of 
Portable Plus continues to 
support this wonder of a 
machine. Reader Jim. Scheef 
writes about Relay Gold, a 
powerful IBM PC 
communications program 
that has been customized for 
the Portable Plus. Frank 
Keresztes-Fischer tells us 
about his success using Dac
Easy Accounting on the Plus. 
In addition, word processing 
leader, WordPerfect 5.0 not 
only runs on the Plus, but a 

portion of it has been burned into ROM. 

Hal Goldstein 

Re-arranging the PAM 
screen 
Do I get my 1989 Disc automatically as 
a current subscriber? 

Is there any way to access the 
pam.mnu file to rearrange the PAM 
screen? Or must I live with the order 
the in which the ROMS are inserted? 
Can the File Attribute of the Norton 
Utilities help? 

A dir of B: tells me there is 3 
megabytes available. Is this accessible or 
just an indication of the space available 
for other ROM programmes? 
G. Jankowski 

lIP!! Milton Keynes, England 
II1I.I [In the past we have charged 19.50 to 
III subscribers for the disk to cover our 

overhead and cost of producing and 
mailing the disk. (It takes a 
tremendous amount of work to produce 
and document those disks each year.) 
As a promotion we gave the 1989 disk 
away to two year subscribers and to 
anyone who renewed by September 30, 
1988. 

However, this policy seems to have 
led to confuSion both internally and 
amon.s our customers. Beginning March 
1, 1989 we will give the yearly 
Subscribers disk away with a new 
subscription or renewal. If you did not 
receive a subscribers disk, and you want 
one, give us a call or drop us a note 
and we will send you one at no charge. 
(Your subSCription must include all 
1989 issues to get the free subscribers 
disk.) 

The A (RAM) drive PAM entries appear 
in the same order in which they are 

Those who want to double the speed of their 
Portable Plus can now have their central processing unit 
(CPU) upgraded. Finally, columnist's Ed Keefe's "FastAid 
Collection" contains a Wordstar-type word processor and 
a number of other goodies available to HP Portable 
users for the price of disk duplication. 

Also in this issue, our Wizard, Cliff Looyenga, takes 
his first look at the Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC. In 
addition, more products continue to surface for the HP 
Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC, including a 4 Megabyte EMS 
card, a LAN card, and a SCSI interface card. Finally, 
HPllO and~Portable Vectra CS users will find lots of 
useful infbrmation specific to their machines. 

a4J~ 
listed in the pam.mnu file found on 
the A drive. 

On the HPllO the order of the (B 
drive) ROMs are fIXed. On the Portable 
Plus, DOS is always the first 
application. Physically changing the 
ROMs in the Portable Plus ROM drawer 
will change the order on the PAM 
screen. 

The diagram of the ROM drawer 
below shows the order in which ROMs 
should be place to produce 
corresponding PAM entries. For 
example, any PAM.MNU entry in the 
ROM seated in position number 1 will 
appear immediately after the DOS and 
A drive entries. 

~~ ~m~ ............................ 
r·····~··;~·lmr···· .. ~···~ .. 1 

GmG 
One Bank of IC's /" 

If you don't mind a bit of 
redundancy, there is another approach 
for both the HPllO and Portable Plus. 
(On the Portable Plus, the position of 
DOS, as the first application, remains 
fIXed no matter what.) 

Suppose you would like 1-2-3 to be 
listed in front of the other PAM 
applications. Simply create or edit the 
A drive pam.mnufile. Make the first 
two lines of pam.mnu contain the 
follOWing two lines: 

Lotus 1-2-3 
123 

The first line is the 14 character label 
that will show up on the PAM screen. 
The second line is the DOS command to 
start the program. , (You will now have 

two Lotus PAM entries: one with an A 
on the second entry line, and one with 
a B.) Repeat this for as many 
applications as you would like. To 
answer your third question, my guess is 
that the ultimate capacity of the ROM 
drawer is 12 times 256K or 3072K bytes. 
There are 12 sockets and the maximum 
size for a B drive subdirectory is 256K 
So if we could find 256K EPROMs that 
would work in the Portable Plus we 
could store 3 megabytes of information. 
-Hal] 

Upgrading To LS/12 a I presently own a Portable Plus and 
.. intend to upgrade to an LS/12. There are 
... a feW questions I'd like to have answered 
It1I before I spend the money: 
rm 1) All my disks are formatted with 780 
IfiVl KB (format /Z). Can they be read by the 
~ LS/12? 

2) Will the software purchased from you 
(Formatter, Editor, Sketch, Private File, 
Sidewinder, Tigerfox) run on the new 
system? 
3) Will HP Duette for the Plus run of the 
new system? 
4) I'm using US-developed software as 
well as software developed in Europe 
(or customized to European standards), 
which means that I use characters above 
ASCII 127 a lot. This is easy with the 
Plus and the extended character set. One 
of the few things HP did to facilitate this 
was to supply a sticker showing this 
extended character set. Together with 
the 'extend char' key, it is easy to get 
the right letters to the screen (and 
printer). In short: I need this feature. Is 
this character set available on the new 
machine? 
5) Would it be possible to connect a 
colour monitor? 
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6) Is an adapter available for re-charging 
the batteries (both from a wall outlet 
and a car cigarette lighter.) 
7) Would you be prepared to accept my 
present system at the Portable 
Equipment Exchange? 
Rudolf J. Sommer 
Nussbaumen, Switzerland 
[1) The LS/12 provides software that 
allows it to read normally HPllO/HP 
Portable Plus/HP150 formatted double
sided disks. It will not read disks 
formatted with the Format /z. 
2) The Editor, The Formatter, Private 
File, SideWinder, and TigerFox will all 
work on the LS/12. Sketch will not. 
3) HPDuette allows you to transfer files 
between the HP Portable Plus and 
another PC (including the LS/12). To 
transfer files between the LS/12 and 
another Pc, you need the IBM version of 
Duette, Direct-Link, or LapLink. 
4) I know HP will sell the LS/12 world
Wide, so in keeping with its tradition, 
it should support the non-US character 
set. 
5) You can connect a color monifor to 
the LS/12. 
6) Such an adapter to charge your 
LS/12 from a car cigarette lighter is 
available. We'll be talking about this 
and other such LS/12 peripherals in 
future Portable Papers. 
7) We can take any HPllO, HP 
Portable Plus, or HP Portable Vectra in 
trade. -Hal] 

Thanks From Millipore 
Recently, Millipore purchased the 
CONDOR3 release 2.20 for use on our 
HP 110+. We ran into some problems 
when trying to use it reorganize 
(REORG) and to save report forms. 

fPI!t I would like to let you know that 
IIII,i your organization, through Joseph, was 
[ZI finally able to resolve the problems for 

us. Joseph was extremely courteous, 
II professional and helpful to me in each 
11"'.1 of the many calls I made, and went far 
DB out of his way to assist me. 

Millipore subscribes to The Portable 
Paper and I look forward to each issue 
with a great deal of anticipation. The 
articles are useful, interesting and, most 
important, directed towards users of the 
HP Portables. The style of the Portable 
Paper is business-like and professional, 
as we would expect, but in addition it is 
friendly and pleasant to read. 

Thank you again for the support and 
help provided and with special 
appreCiation to Joseph. 
Patricia Aue 
Cidra, Puerto Rico 
[One thing we do not advertise is the 
excellent support our phone 
representatives Brian, David, andJoseph 
give. Any of the three can help you 
determine your product needs as well 
as support you after you have bought 
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the product. Our three phone 
representatives genUinely enjoy serving 
you and solVing your Portable-related 
problems. -Hal] 

Larger Fonts For Plus 
With today's mail I received my copy of 
The Portable Paper. After a preliminary 
look, I again made a reflection that my 
Portable Plus usefulness to a great deal 

[ZI depends on this paper with all the tips 
and suggestions. 

[!!] To my astonishment, I find that my 
W1 statistical program is advertised as useful 
~ for practically all PC users (with the 

exception of MaC-Users). Since the 
~ program is written on a Portable Plus, I 

would suggest the possibility of 
compatibility problems with disappointed 
presumptive customers as a result. To 
avoid this disappointment and 
subsequent trouble is the intent of these 
lines. 

After sending you my latest version 
of my statistics program Nanostat, I fixed 
a bug and improved the program in 
several minor ways. 

Being a little bit ashamed sending 
you the third revision of the program, I 
thought I could send you another 
program with a bigger market in order 
to make you more favorably inclined to 
receive communications from Stockholm. 

I am quite sure that you now are 
convinced that the surgeon from 
Stockholm is only a "desk-surgeon", most 
of the time hacking Turbo-Pascal instead 
of patients. The truth is that I am not 
only a full-time operating surgeon, but 
also a part-time scientist and a part-time 
academic teacher. .As a teacher, I give 
lectures for which I use overhead 
pictures. To prepare them on my Plus, 
I had to make a new font. I would 
guess there are more teachers and other 
people among Plus owners who can use 
a big font. If you agree, I would be 
happy to give this program, called Alf, 
to you and your readers. 

Alf produces letters and figures twice 
as big as the default font in your 
Po~ble Plus. You get a screen with 40 
letters per line and 8 lines. I use the 
program for diagrams and for overhead 
pictures. I made it compatible with the 
Personalized Software Sketch program. 
Dr. Berti! Poppen 
Stockholm, Sweden 
[I made the mistake of assuming your 
Statistics program would work on IBM 
compatibles. I was wrong and 
apologize to any readers we 
inconvenienced. 

The "Poppen Stats" disk we have been 
sending to customers contains both the 
latest revisions and the ALP program. 
Any reader who wants either program 
can just send us 19.50 and request the 
"Poppen Stats" disk. 

You have nothing to apologize for. 
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We appreciate your conscienciousness. 
Anybody who has every programmed 
knows the many pitfalls. Revisions are 
part of virtually every piece of software 
ever created. - Hal] 

Foreign Language Speller 
& Thesaurus 

[ZI I write this to caution Portable Plus users 
who are interested in a foreign language 
WordPerfect 4.2 Speller!Thesaurus. These 
foreign-language writing tools are only 
supported for IBM PC's, not the Plus. 

(continuedonp.43) 



Erased your files? 
Get them back with 
The Norton Utilities! 

HOW TO RESTORE DELETED FILES 

It happens to the best of us. One slip of 
a finger and a whole week's worth of 
text or data is past history. But not if 
you have THE NORTON UTILITIES! 

Just type qu (for quick unerase), give 
the first letter of the name of the file 
you erased, and the file gets restored. Mi
raculous as it sounds, in many cases 
that's all there is to it! 

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS 

How can a deleted file get unerased? 
Simple. The file isn't really deleted in 

£ the first place. When 
c:>'l>~er or.Ya you delete a file, all 
.~~~ that actually gets 
..::::: ~ erased is part of the 
-< Er file's directory entry. 
"= ~ (That's why it only 
~ ~ takes an instant to 

~Oll U,\~ delete an entire file.) 
Without a directory 

entry, DOS can't find the file, but THE 
NORTON UTILITIES can. 

Now, what about those cases where 
you can't possibly recover a file because 
you've already partially overwritten it 
with other files? Surely THE NORTON 
UTILITIES can't help you then? 

VERSION 4.0 OR ADVANCED EDITION 
-WHICH ONE SHOULD YOU BUY? 

If you have an HPllO, The Advanced 
Edition does not work. If you have a Port
able Plus or HP150, The Advanced Edi
tion of The Norton Utilities includes all 
of Version 4.0, plus many additional fea
tures. Among these are: 
1. Speed Disk: Packs the files on a flop
py, electronic, or hard disk more efficient
ly. This reduces disk head wear and 
significantly reduces the time it takes to 
save or retrieve a file. 
2. Advanced "NU" Program: Undeletes 
blocks of text from disks that have 
become "corrupted" (unreadable by 
DOS). Also lets you access and modify the 
DOS directory and F.A.T. table. 
3. Format/recover: Restores all the files 
on a hard disk if you have accidentally 
reformatted it. (Note: this feature does 
not work on the HP150 or Portable Plus.) 

Our recommendation: If you have a 
hard disk, or want to be able to mani
pulate directories, or need to access 
ASCII data from non-HP formatted disks, 
use the Advanced Edition. 

Wrong-they can! THE NORTON 
UTILITIES won't recover the entire file, 
of course, but they can help you restore 
the portions of the file that still rern;tin 
on the disk. ~ 

It's done with a powerful utility called 
uu that lets you display, change, and 
capture to a file any information on any 
disk. In complex cases you may need to 

"Indispensible." 
-PC Magazine 

"You'll bless this diSk." 
-Peter McWilliams 
(The Personal Computer Book) 

"Don't compute without it." 
-The New York Times 

do some detective work, but uu will 
help you find whatever remains on the 
disk, thereby saving you from countless 
hours of retyping lost data. 

POWERFUL FILE MANAGEMENT 
COMMANDS 

In my opinion, the ability to recover 
lost files alone makes THE NORTON 
UTILITIES well worth the price. But 
there's even more to the package: THE 
NORTON UTILITIES are also an excel
lent disk management system. Here are 
some examples of what you can do: 

Let's say you want to sort directories 
and files physically on disk-either by 
name, extension, size, date, time, or by 
any combination of these. Just use the 
ds (disk sort) command. I use this one to 
sort my electronic disk files by size all 
the time. Then when I display the direc
tory, the larger files come at the end of 
the list, and I can see at a glance which 
ones to move elsewhere to free up any 
needed amount of disk space. 

Or let's say you remember putting the 
phrase "a penny saved is a penny 
earned" into a text file on your floppy or 
hard disk but you can't remember which 
file it was-or even which directory. 
How to find it? No problem. Just type ts 
(for text search), specify the phrase, and 
the program will display every occur
rence of the phrase, identifying each oc
currence by directory and file. 

Or let's say you can't remember which 
subdirectory you put a given file into. 
Instead of hunting for the file manually, 

"THE NORTON UTllJTIES are 
among the most helpful 
utilities I've run across. I use 
them myself every day, and in 
my opinion, they're a must. 
Here's why." 

Hal Goldstein, Publisher 
The Portable Paper 

just type ff (find file) and specify the 
name of the file and the directories to 
search through. The program does the 
rest. 

Other useful features include the fa 
command, which lets you change file at
tributes (for example, to convert HP150 
read-only files into erasable files), and 
the fs command, which tells you the 
total file size of a group of files (I often 
use it to find out the total disk space oc
cupied by my Lotus worksheet "WKS" 
files or by all my text files from a given 
project). 

CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR COMPUTER 

Because of their great helpfulness and 
ease of use, THE NORTON UTILITIES 
are a best-seller in the IBM PC market. 
Personalized Software is authorized to 
distribute them on 31f2 " disk for users of 
the HP150, HPllO and Portable Plus. (All 
it takes is a few keystrokes to customize 
THE NORTON UTILITIES to your ma
chine; just follow the simple customiza
tion instructions included on the disk.) 
Also included in our package are the 
standard 5% " disk sold by Peter Norton 
for IBM PCs. 

THE NORTON UTILITIES are a time
saver for you and a life-saver for your 

data. Use them just 
once and you'll 
wonder how you ever 
did without them. 
Order your copy at no 
risk today. 

THE NORTON UTILITIES 4.0 .. $99.95 
Portable Paper Subscriber Price ... $89.95 

PRODUCT NO. NUllNS 

THE NORTON UTILITIES 
ADVANCED EDITION ....... $150.00 
(includes Version 4.0) 
Portable Paper Subscriber Price .. $129.00 

PRODUCT NO. NUl2NS 

HPll0 Portable I. I Portable Vectra I • I 
Portable Plus I • I HP150 I • I 

IBM PC and compatibles I • I 
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Sundog - Almost A Breakthrough 
m:I I've just finished testing Sundog Software Corporation's 
... Squish Plus, the automatic data compressor. If this 
... software can be made to work, it will be a tremendous 
II boon to HP Portable Plus and HP110 users, always on 
mill the look out for more RAM disk space. In any case we 
E will be talking about Squish Plus in the future as a 

useful product for HP Portable Vectra and HP LS/12 
Vectra Laptop PC owners. 

Squish Plus through software (a device driver) creates 
a "new" disk drive. When I tried it on my HP Portable 
Plus, a D drive got created. The first thing I did was 
successfully create a subdirectory structure on the D 
drive. I was able to save and retrieve my Lotus, Word 
Processing, and other IDes to this D drive. Without 
noticeable speed degradation, Squish Plus automatically 
compresses and decompresses saved IDes. 

In preliminary testing of the product, I found that my 
Lotus 1A .wks IDes took up about 55% of the space they 
normally would have occupied. One ASCII IDe I created 
occupied only 30% of its normal size. 

All of these compacted D drive "IDes" in reality made 
up one large predefined IDe on my A drive. That large 
IDe could easily be backed up and password protected. 
A user can create as many of these drives or IDes as 
desired. In practice, in the HP Portable environment one 
such IDe and one such drive would be sufficient. I'll go 
into further detail in a future article. 

The bad news is that in about half an hour's time, I 
was able to corrupt the structure of the D drive twice, 
once damaging one of my Lotus IDes. I talked to the 
Sundog Software people who seemed genuinely 
interested in working with me to create an HP110/HP 
Portable Plus version of there product. I told them it 
was a product that almost all HP Portable users will 
want, since in effect it is an inexpensive way to almost 
double the RAM size of the HP Portable. 

The problem might be that Squish creates an mM 
formatted D drive rather than an HP fortl1#tted D drive. 

We will probably send them a Portable for testing. 
Hopefully, we will have more to report next time. 

No More Plus Lotus 2.0 Upgrades 
III Portable Plus users may no longer upgrade their ROM 

version of Lotus 1A to Lotus 2.01; they must buy a new 
copy. HP has just recently raised the price from $495 to 
$520. Personalized Software will take your Lotus 1A in 
trade, but probably will probably only be able to offer 
between $25 and $50 for the Lotus ROM since we have 
many in stock. 

HP 1 Meg Drawer Price Increases 
HP increased the retail price of its 1 Meg Portable Plus 
memory drawer $55 to $1050. Given the high price of 
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... non-volatile memory and HP's tradition of charging 

... premium prices, it is very surprising that HP has kept 
it's pricing for these drawers so low . 

We will hold our price at $795 for the 1 Megabyte 
drawer for at least two more months. 

Refilling Your Own DeskJet Cartridges: 
by Bill Vesely 

II A lot of folks don't like dropping 20 bills for a new 
... DeskJet cartridge. It turns out that they can be reIDled 
.. fairly easily, if you can manage to score a hypodermic 
II needle. If there aren't any junkies in your area, you 

can probably get one from a drugstore. Use water-based 
IL1 ink, since drafting ink (used in plotter pens) clogs up 

solid (the ink is latex based). "Parker Permanent Black 
Ink made in England, USA reorder number 30010" 
works OK, and is available in most office supply stores. 
Inject about 10 ml of this into the cartridge top. It will 
print about 100 pages in letter quality, before running 
dry. The print seems as good as with the original 
DeskJet ink although maybe a little lighter. The total 
cost was about $4 - a fraction of the cost of a new 
cartridge, with still enough ink for several more reIDls. 
15-20 ml is about a full load of ink (the cartridge holds 
about 35 ml including the sponge). 

For anyone unable to obtain a hypo, just drill out the 
top of the cartridge to allow a dropper to fit, then 
perhaps loosely cover the hole with tape to prevent 
evaporation. To determine how black an ink is: Put a 
very small drop of the ink (diameter perhaps 1/2 the 
size of a pinhead) on paper, then smear it - wipe it -
with your finger. The smear on some inks is gray, 
others are intensely black - those would be best if they 
are the right consistency. 

Several people have had excellent results with 
Sheaffer Scrip brand ink, using black, blue, and blue
black. You might have difficulty with ink bubbling over 
if you try to IDI it too fast. Try squirting the ink in 
small spurts with short rests in between to allow the 
ink to soak into the sponge-like material inside the 
cartridge. If it starts leaking from the bottom of the 
cartridge, remove the excess by resting the cartridge on 
some folded paper napkins to draw some ink out from 
the business end. When ink no longer drips from the 
bottom, put the cartridge back in the DeskJet. Users 
report that this ink doesn't clog the cartridge and it 
actually smears less than the original stock ink. 

Setting the Alarm 
II The Portable 110 and Plus have a built-in clock and 
... alarm system that you can use to sound an alarm at any 
... time on any day you choose. The alarm is easy to set 

using Memomaker. 
Use MemoMaker to type in a line of the form 

MM/DD/YY hhlmm Message, where MM, DD, and YY 



Shelp Instant Access Pop-ups for the Portable Plus: 

Calculator • notepad • macros • and more 

Recommended by Hewlett-Packard, 
and used by more than 1,000 of their 
employees. 

"A great, easy-to-use productivity booster. If there's one program every Portable Plus owner 
should have, it's Shelp."-Hal Goldstein, Publisher, The Portable Paper 

The menu gives you 4 choices: Calculator, Notepad, Key 
Macros, and Off. 

cursor to "U!' in the Keyboard Macros menu and type 
"United States." 

Irs a program called Shelp (shell + help), and it runs 
on the Portable Plus from within any nort-graphics pro
gram. Here's all you do: 

Choose Calculator and get a 4-function calculator that 
works just like a pocket calculator with memory. You can: 

To recall "United States," simply press [Ctrl] [Extend 
char], then lUI. Presto....!'United States" appears at the 
cursor location in your application! 

• save results in ten • "paste" results at the 
Choose Oft and your Portable Plus turns off without 
having to return to P.A.M., and without having toSaVe 
your application file. When you turn your computer back 
on, you'll be in the same place in the same application, 
with no data lost. 

different storage cursor location in 
Press [Ctrl] [Shift] [Extend charI and up pops the Shelp 
menu, right in the middle of your application (Lotus in 
this example): 

registers and retrieve whatever applicatiop, you 
them again with two were using wherloyou 
quick keystrokes invoked Shelp. 

Choose Notepad and a "scratch pad" pops up on your 
screen. Type whatever you want into it, exit to your appli
cation, and then recall the notepad whenever you want. 

All the capabilities of IBM-PC programs like Borland's 
SideKick and SuperKey? Certainly not, but Shelp's the 
only such program for the Portable Plus. It's a clean, 
easy-to-use, and highly useful helper you'll want at your 
fingertips always. FEB 

No more having to scribble notes on paper to remind 
you of phone numbers, things to do, or bright ideas! 

Choose Key Macros and you can assign "strips" of up 
to 31 typewriter characters to any of the 26 letters in the 
alphabet. This saves you having to type the same 
phrase over and over again. 

Shelp runs on the Portable Plus only. It works with 
Time-Manager, MemoMaker, Reflection 1, Lotus, and 
any other non-graphics program. (Shelp does not run 
with MS Word.) 

Shelp was written by Randy Salo, the former HP 
engineer who authored MemoMaker on the original HP Example: If you type "United States" a lot, you could 

assign the entire phrase to the "u" key. Just move the 
Portable. PRODUCT NO. SHllNS 

Shelp ............. $55 ($49.95 for Portable Paper subscribers) 
60-day no-risk trial: If, after 60 days you are dissatisfied with this product for any reason, you may return it for a 
full refund. To order, use the postage-paid form at the back of this issue, or send check or credit card number to: 

SideKick and SuperKey are registered trademarks of Borland International, Jne. Personalized Software, P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472-6330 © Copyright 1987 Personalized Software 

are the numbers of the desired month, day, and year, 
hh and mm are the hour and minutes (using 24-hour 
time), and Message is what is displayed when the alarm 
sounds. For example, '04/01/89 16/45 "PS giving 
away software!'" would sound the alarm and display 
the preceding message on April 1, 1989 at 4:45 PM. 

Save the IDe with the name pam.aIm. Even with the 
computer turned off, when the time arrives, it will tum 
itself on and sound the alarm. When you look at the 
computer, you'll see the message on the screen. If you 
use Time Manager, you'll find it has probably already 
created the pam.aIm IDe. Every time you set an 
appointment, Time Manager modifies the pam. aIm IDe. 
(To set the clock from PAM, press f3.) 

Converting Time Manager Files to Lotus 
by Gary Goodman 

II I recommend that you do not use the CONVERT 
program to convert Time Manager tnt.nam IDes to Lotus 
(pP vol 3, num 3, p20). Since this not something that is 
done on a frequent basis, a special program is not 
needed; The Editor will do just fine. 

Bring tnt.nam into The Editor. Use the Replace 
function to replace all AMAJ with "AMAJ", i.e., put 
double quotes at the beginning and end of each line. 
[The symbol A means Ctr~ i.e. AM means Ctrl-M·l 
Then use the Replace function again to replace all A I 
with ",", i.e., replace Tabs with quote-comma-quote. 
Finally check for quotes at the beginning and end of the 

IDe. Save the IDe with a name names.pm. It takes 
only a few minutes. Personally, I believe that making 
full use of good general purpose tools is preferable to 
collecting many special programs of limited utility. After 
awhile you can't even remember what the program is 
good for. I like Ed Keefe's cat.bat. on the 1989 
Subscribers' Disk. I can do much the same without his 
SUB-GEN by using SWEEP, but the output is not quite 
as clean. It should be very useful to those of us tied to 
floppy disk computing. 

Directory Sort 
ftIP.II by Hal Goldstein 
IMl.I Fred Lipschultz of the Physics Department at the 
IZJ University of Connecticut sent me a number of batch 
1M IDes for printing. I re-worked one of the IDes for 
1&1 sorting. This batch file will sort the listing in any 
IL1 subdirectory by name, extension, size, or date. It uses 

the SORT program, which is on the DOS disk for Vectra 
users, in ROM on The Portable Plus, and on the Utilities 
disk for the 110. 

If you type dir I sort, the output from the DIR 
program will be sent to the SORT program instead of 
the screen. The output from the SORT program will 
then be displayed. This is called "redirection", and is 
indicated by the vertical symbol I, which shows up on 
the keyboard as having a slight gap in the middle. It is 
usually on the same key as the backslash (\). 

(continued on p. 41) 
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By Hal Goldstein 
[Vectra Views contains information which specifically 

pertains to the Portable Vectra and Vectra LS/12 Laptop 
PC In this column we note the latest developments in 
Portable Vectra and LS/12 products from Hewlett 
Packard, Personalized Software, and other third parties, 
and include specific tips for Vectra and LS/12 users. 
Please feel free to contribute on disk or letter to 
Personalized Software, PO Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556, 
or call (515) 472-6330. You will also find a complete 
listing of the products discussed.} 

The Best Software For Your Vedra 
II Our phone sales and support staff tell me that a number 

of Portable Vectra and LS/12 Vectra Laptop customers 
II have asked for our software recommendations for their 

computers. In this article I will recommend software 
based both on my own experience and on independent 
reviews published in a variety of computer trade 
publications. 

Please keep in mind that individual needs, computer 
environment, and budget constraints may require 
different software solutions. However, the products 
mentioned here are the ones that have come out on top 
in independent reviews or ones for which I have strong 
preferences. 

One other note when considering what software 
package to buy. It is often advantageous to buy the 
most popular package even if it is not the best. Books, 
tapes, additional software are available to support users 
of the most popular products. There are even magazines 
such as Lotus and WordPerfect devoted to their 
namesake. When relevant, I'll mention the popularity of 
the product. 

Your differing or concurring opinions are welcome. 
Drop us a note on what you think oS {or further 
suggestions. 

WORD PROCESSING 
WordPerfect 5.0 is the current leader of full-featured, 
heavy-duty word processing. WordPerfect can be used 
to produce simple letters or complex reports and 
brochures. Both this issue of The Portable Paper and 
the enclosed Portable Equipment Exchange brochure 
were produced from a Portable Vectra, an HP Laser Jet 
Plus, and WordPerfect. 

Features include mail merge, hyphenation, spell 
checking, a thesaurus, headers/footers, footnotes, 
columns, calculation, graphics with wrap-around text, 
styles, excellent Laser printer support, keyboard macros, 
and much, much more. 

There is a learning curve for WordPerfect especially for 
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complex activities such as the production of our 
Portable Equipment Exchange brochure on used 
equipment. However, because WordPerfect is such a 
popular program there are many books and learning 
tools available at your local book store. Also, 
WordPerfect toll-free support has the reputation as 
providing some of the best support in the industry. 

At Personalized Software we have standardized on 
two word processors: WordPerfect 5.0 and The Editor 
II. The Editor II is great for simple memos and letters, 
batch file editing, and any activity requiring the creation 
or manipulation of simple ASCII text files. Also, since 
The Editor runs on IBM Compatibles, the HPllO, the 
HP Portable Plus, and the HP150, we can use it on any 
computer we have in house. 

If you primarily do data base work (customer lists, 
etc) and word processing, then Q&A might be the best 
product for both those needs. See also the discussion of 
Q&A under data base. 

SPREADSHEET 
Lotus 1-2-3 is so powerful, practical, and easy to learn 
that it actually was the cause of the original IBM PC 
becoming a best selling computer. There are literally 
100's of pieces of software (templates and add-ins) as 
well as training products that exist solely to support and 
enhance Lotus. Even with all its competition, Lotus still 
remains near the top; a fast, easy-to-use, many-featured 
spreadsheet. 

MicroSoft Excel is probably the most sophisticated 
spreadsheet product in the market place and really 
excels if sharp looking printer output is important. 
Speed requirements make Excel a much better candidate 
for the LS/12 Vectra Laptop rather than the Portable 
Vectra CS. 

For the budget-minded who don't want to give up 
much, Quatro from Borland appears a good choice. If 
the great variety of add-ins (from spell checking to 
optimization) available for Lotus is not important, than 
Quatro might be your choice. 

DATA BASE 
For users with relatively simple (flat-file) needs, Q&A 
receives nothing but rave reviews. Q&A integrates a full
featured word processor along with the data base. If 
you plan to do a lot of mail merge activity or other 
functions that integrate your data base activity and word 
processing, then Q&A is probably your choice. Q&A 
does have some relational report writing capabilities. 

A flat file data base is useful for keeping lists such as 
customers, baseball cards, wine lists, purchases, and 
products. A relational data base is for those who need 
to "relate" two or more lists such as customers, 
purchases, and products. See the introduction to the 
Condor review in PP Vol. 3, No.6, P.27 for a good 
explanation between the difference between a flat file 
and a relational data base. 

DBase III + (now DBase IV) is the best selling 
relational data base program and the one we use in 
house. We use it because so many products such as 
our accounting system, our order fulfillment system, our 
report writing system, and so on use dBase III +. 
However, I do not recommend the product unless your 
requirements demand dBase III files and add-on 
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No more cutting and pasting
._Now you can print it sideways! 

~ 

SIDEWINDER 
, , , ,. 

HPll0 Portable • 
Portable Plus • 
Portable Vectra • 
HP150 • 
IBM PC and compat • 

At last! Sideways printing 
for the H P Portable, 
Portable PLUS, and Available on ROM Backup 

lor the Portable Plus ThinkJet' (And the HP150, Vectra, IBM PC, 
• MS-DOS computers, and most HP graphics printers.) 

It's called SideWinder, and it's perfect for Lotus 1-2-3 print 
files, MemoMaker files, or any other text (ASCII) file that's too 
wide for a normal page. 
Just type in the file name, and SideWinder does the rest, 
printing up to 53'rows sideways - for as long as your paper 
supply lasts. You'll never need to cut and paste again! 
SideWinder's high-quality graphics characters are 
indistinguishable from ordinary characters, and SideWinder 
prints just as fast as your ThinkJet can. 
In addition, a built-in mini text editor lets you get inside your 
print files and easily create double-""idth 
characters and underlines. 

SideWinder ............... $69.95 
$59.95 for Portable Paper subscribers 

PRODUCT NO. SWllNS 

SideWinder is published by Southern Software 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS! Southern Software of 
New Orleans, creators of SideWinder, have also 
created two companion utilities that work only on 
The HP Portables: 

SideChar lets you create your own sideways characters. 

_ _ -=_au.,_ 
..... " " .. hW 
~t.l'" ._s-
.. Q<itoo .... kIU""* 

~ ..... -
Simply fill in a grid on your Portable to modify SideWinder's built· 
in characters ..• create italics ••. Hebrew letters .. .integral signs ... 
whatever sideways characters you wish. 

Sketch & Print lets you make line drawings on your screen 
using the CuBOr and function keys. 

£2 
It's a Int like those EtchlSkekh toys you played with as a child. 
(Actually, it's even ootter because you can draw not just horizontal 
and vertical lines, but also diagonals with a single key.) Sketch & 
Print also Jets )'OIl print. and li/Ive • anything)'Oll draw on the screen. 
$10 for both utilities when purchased with SideWinder o For a complete graphics software program, see ad for "Sketch" 
in this issue. 
Order form and guarantee are on inside back cover or send 
check or credit card number to Personalized Software, PO Box 

SideWinder 1.01 owners may upgrade to current version 2.01, which supports 8 charslinch, by sending '105 rows for QuieUet Printer 
Personalized Software $7.50 or by mailing a self·addressed $.39 stamped envelope and the SideWinder ma>'rer disk. _____________ ....;...;...;. ... ..;.. __ ..... 

869, Fairfield IA 52556 (515) 472·6330. 

products. 
Paradox from Borland usually wins the review contest 

for both power and ease-of-use for a relational system 
and hence wins my recommendation. 

Finally, if your needs are relatively simple (100 names 
and addresses) Lotus has enough data base capability to 
illl your needs. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
There are a number of excellent products in this a,rea. 
Relay Gold 3 (version 2 is discussed in this issue in the 
"Special Feature" column) has received excellent reviews 
especially if you are in need for Terminal Emulation to 
talk to your mainframe computer. 

© Copyright 1987 Personalized Software 

ProComm Plus is an excellent, inexpensive, product 
for easy-to-use connection to other computers and 
bulletin boards and for terminal emulation. 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Ventura Publisher and PageMaker always top this list in 
independent reviews. Ventura is better for longer 
documents while PageMaker is easier to use for 
brochures, one page ads, and so forth that require a 
complex mixture of graphics and text. 

For straightforward layouts such as The Portable 
Paper, WordPerfect might do almost as good a job as a 
dedicated desktop publishing program and save you the 
time of having to learn yet another program. After 
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repeatedly hearing about how great Ventura is and how 
much easier it would be to do The Portable Paper using 
it, our managing editor, Bill Vesely, gave it a try. 
Somewhat disillusioned, he's back using WordPerfect. 
"The excellent macro facility ofWP makes the difference." 
Also, Ventura tech support "needs much improvement". 

OUTIlNERS 
Readers of this column know I am a big fan of outliners. 
I love getting my ideas down in outline format and then 
moving them from subhead to subhead. 

If I am, say, working on a user manual, and I have an 
idea for The Portable Paper, it is great to pop up my 
outline on the next Portable Paper, put the idea in its 
proper place in the outline, and then go back to work 
on the user manual. 

GrandView (reviewed Vol 3, No 5, P 18) is a 
tremendous, full-featured, stand-alone outliner. Ready 
is a pop-up, memory-resident outliner available any time 
no matter what you are working on. 

UTIliTIES 
I'm a big fan of utilities, products that make your life 
using the Vectra a little easier or safer. Every HP Portable 
user should possess a copy of The Norton Utilities. 
(Hard disk owners: purchase The Norton Utilities 
Advanced Edition.) 

Delete a file by accident and undelete with Norton 
just once during the life-time of your Portable and you 
have paid for the product. A dozen other incredibly 
useful utilities are included with the product (see ad in 
this issue). 

I use both FilePlus (our product) and QDOS as hard 
disk file organizers. The advantage of FilePlus is that you 
view two directories at once. QDOS uses a tree interface 
(that shows the subdirectory structure of your hard 
disk). Both programs let you move, copy, delete, edit, 
and hide files, as well as sort directories by name, date, 
size, or extension with ease. 

Although I know Paul Grimmer and Ed Keefe will 
disagree with me, I do not recommend Borland's 
SideKick Plus. Too me it requires too much internal 
memory and hard disk space and takes too much time to 
master. The original SideKick with its Notepad, 
Calculator, and Phone directory is enough for me. 

For those who like a keyboard macro program, 
Borland's SuperKey is a very good product. A keyboard 
macro program lets you redefine a keyboaJdI so that any 
character or sequence of characters can be assigned an 
keystroke. So, for example, you could assign your name 
and address to the Alt-a combination. Since most 
programs now (eg GrandView, WordPerfect, Lotus, etc) 
have macro facilities built-in, such a generic program is 
not as valuable as it used to be. 

The most popular Portable to Desktop file transfer 
program is Laplink. Files transfer quickly by connecting 
the Portable and Desktop with a serial cable and running 
software on both sides. Portable Vectra users with only 
a parallel port or all users who would like to have the 
option to transfer files either through the serial or 
parallel port should order Direct-Link Plus. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
You may not have to pay retail for software. Prices vary 
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and you must consider how much your time is worth 
shopping and how reliable your dealer is. Also, 
remember that the greater the discount you receive for 
your software, the less support you should expect from 
your dealer. 

Below is a list of the software mentioned in this 
article, the retail price, and the price if you order from 
us. (We are competitive but if you want to shop, you 
can find lower prices.) Portable Plus and HP110 users: 
the reason why Vectra users pay less for the same 
product is that we have to spend a great deal of time 
testing, documenting, modifying, creating extra disks, 
and marketing your version of the product. 

Be sure to indicate if you order the product from us 
that it is "for the Vectra, double sided disk required". 

Product 

WordProcessing 
WordPerfect 5.0 
The Editor II 

Spreadsheet 
Lotus 1-2-3 
Excel 
Quatro 

Database 
Q&A 
Paradox 

Communications 
Relay Gold 
ProComm Plus 

DeskTop Publishing 
Ventura Publisher 
PageMaker 

Outliners 
GrandView 
Ready 

Utilities 
Norton Utilites 4.5 
Norton Advanced 4.5 
SideKick Plus 
SideKick 1.5 
SuperKey 
FilePlus 
QDOS II 
Laplink 
Dir-Link Pack 
Dir-link (par. oniy) 

Suggested 
Retail Our 
Price Price 

$495 
129 

269 
99.95 

495 369 
495 369 
247.50 189 

349 
725 

295 
89 

795 
795 

295 
99.95 

99.95 
150 
199.95 
84.95 
99.95 
69.95 
79.95 

129.95 
134.90 
102.00 

269 
539 

179 
79 

595 
595 

224 
89.95 

79.95 
115 
155 
75 
89.95 
59.95 
69.95 
89.95 

115 
91.90 

Product 
No. 

WD55NS 
ED55NS 

LT55NS 
EX55NS 
QT55NS 

QA55NS 
PR55NS 

RG55NS 
PC55NS 

VP55NS 
PM55NS 

GV55NS 
RD55NS 

NU55NS 
NU56NS 
SD55NS 
SD56NS 
SP55NS 
FP55NS 
QD55NS 
LL55NS 
DL13NM 
DL15NM 

New Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC Products 
mil In last issue's Special Feature section we discussed the 
m American Cryptronics non-volitale RAM disk card for the 

LS/12. Because non-volitale RAM has remained so 
expension, American Cryptronics decided not to 
introduce the RAM disk card yet. 

Instead they made several other announcements of 



High Quality 3V2" 

Disks at a Discount from 
Personalized Software 

Why pay high prices for 10 disks in a 
fancy shrink-wrapped box with lots of 
artwork? We'll sell you quality name
brand disks without the manufacturer's 
labels, packaged in an ergonomically 
designed library case at no extra 
charge ($4.95 value). 

Disks for HPllO, Portable Plus, and HP150: 
10 unlabelled disks plus case ........................ $64.90 

Subscriber price .................. . . .. __ .. r 
PRODUCT NO. DSllNM 

1.44 megabyte high-density disks for HP Portable Vectra: 
10 unlabelled disks plus case ........................ $99.95 

Subscriber price ...................... $79.95 

To order: 
PRODUCT NO. DS12NM 

Lifetime Warranty: 
If a disk ever proves defective, return 
it to Personalized Software and we'll 
send you two good ones. 

Use postage-paid order form inside back cover or send check or 
credit card information (#, expo date, signature) to: Personalized 
Software, P.O. Box 800,"'Fairfield, IA 52556 (515/472-6330) HP150 
users: Be sure to indicate "single-sided disks" on your order form 
if necessary. 

interest to LS/12 owners. We will reviewing these 
products in depth in subsequent issues of The Portable 
Paper. 

4 MEGABYTES OF EMS MEMORY 
First, American Cryptronics introduced a 4 Megabyte EMS 
card for the LS/12. The card fits internally in the 
computer and plugs into the same connector as the 1-
Megabyte EMS card. According to American Cryptonics, 
the LS/12 operating system provides software required 
to drive the EMS board. 4 Megabytes of EMS permits 
the computer to run memory intensive programs such 
as os/2 applications. 

The unit has a list price of $2895. It comes with a 
one year warranty and a 30 day return priviledge. 
(Subscribers can order the card from Personalized 
Software for $2395.) 

In addition American Cryptonics introduced a 1 
Megabye EMS card for the LS/12 Laptop PC priced at 
$799 ($699 for subscribers). 

LAN CARD FOR LS/12 
American Cryptronics also introduced an ARCnet LAN 
card that will work with the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC. 
These LAN cards plug into the bus connector inside the 
computer in minutes and no soldering is required. 
These usnits permit the Vectra LS/12 to operate as a 
workstation in Novell's Netware Local Area Network 
environment. The ARCnet card comes with a one year 
warranty and a thirty day unconditional return policy. 
The unit is priced at $299 ($279 for subscribers). 

SCSI INTERFACE DUE SECOND QUARTER 
Finally, American Cryptronics will introduce a Small 
Computer System Interface (SCSI) interface card for the 
HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC. The SCSI card permits the 
LS/12 to interface with external hard disks, tape backup 
untis, and other SCSI interface devices. 

Reducing Eyestrain 
By Bill Vesely 
When I got my laptop with its nice backlit LCD screen, 

I thought all my headaches, eyestrain, and fatigue from 
CRT X-rays were over. Not so. I found that the problem 
lies mostly in the intense, prolonged focusing on the 
screen, rather than in the CRT itself. One common 
recommendation is to take a break every half hour or 
so. Set a timer, or you'll never do it. 

II Another solution is to enlarge the letters on the 
. screen, making them easier to read. Entering mode 40 

i.1 from DOS produces letters twice as large, resulting in a 
40 rather than 80 column screen. This larger mode 
works in DOS programs such a dir, edlin, and debug, 
and with some other software. For software that relies 
heavily on menus, the 40-column mode jumbles it up. 

To use the mode command, make sure that the 
mode.com me, found on your DOS disk, can be 
accessed from your present directory. Type mode ? to 
see what other options you can change. 

Also, I found that eyestrain is reduced if the 
computer can be situated so that the eyes look slightly 
downwards towards the screen, instead of upwards or 
level. (The lap is probably a good place for a laptop!) 

A Larger Cursor For The LS/12 
By Bill Vesely 

II Some IBM-compatible machines, including the LS/12, use 
a puny little underline symbol for a cursor. With an 

i.1 LCD screen, it's even harder to see. If you have 
WordPerfect, you can make a larger cursor by entering 
the command cursor at the DOS prompt. Also, there 
is a box cursor program on the 1989 Subscribers disk. 

You can also make a short assembly language routine 
to produce a full-sized box cursor by using the DEBUG 
program. (See Ed's "Through the Looking Glass" column 
in this issue.) After getting into DEBUG, type in a (for 
"assemble"). You should then see two 4 digit hex 
numbers, separated by a colon. Then enter the 
following 5 lines, followed by a an extra Return: 
MOV AH,1 
MOV CH,O 
MOV CL,7 
INT 10 
RET 
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II PV users: Please subtract $10 from subscriber price (since we don't have 10 send you additional customized 
disks or extra documentation). Be sure to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA" on your order WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY: 

and 

"If you want a database you can use immediately 
(without even opening the manual), , . Condor 3 is the 
DBMS to buy." 

CONDOR,JR. 
-Jim Morgan, Data Base Advisor 

" ... a textbook example of what a database manage
ment system should be." 

-James Perotti, PC Magazine 
Database management made easy! . for a straight database, I'll take Condor:' 

-Jerry Pournelle, InfoWorld 

If you have customer files, sales 
records, inventory, or lots of anything 
that you need to keep track of, you need 
a database management system (DBMS). 

AND COMPUTE TOT SALES.TO.DATE. and other files not created by Condor. 

If you want a sophisticated DBMS that 
even a beginner can use, try Condor :3 or 
Condor, Jr. 

Condor :3 runs on t.he Portable Plus, 
Portable Vectra, and HP150. Its smaller 
cousin, Condor, Jr., runs on the HP1l0 
and Portable Vect.ra only. Both versions 
let you set up a database in a single 
step, simply by typing a picture of the in
put form right on your screen. You enter 
and modify data-or even revise the 
database structure-simply by typing 
right on the same form. 

As a result, it takes only one fifth the 
time to compute, display, sort, search, or 
report on your data using Condor as com
pared with other database systems such 
as dBASE III. Most users find they can 
create and begin to use their first 
database within minutes after opening 
the package. 

Over 150,000 Condor programs are cur
rently in use. We think the Condor peo
ple have done a fabulous job of packing 
an enormous amount of database power 
into an incredibly easy-to-use system. We 
urge you to try Condor:3 or Condor, .Jr. at 
our risk today. 
C;)ndor 3 ............... $495.00 
$379.00 for Portable Paper subscribers Condor ~3 (but not Condor, Jr.) is a fully 

relational DBMS. That means you can 
use Condor 3 to compare, select, and 
combine data from two or more files. 
Condor :3 also lets you create your own 
custom report formats. (Condor, .Jr. in

PHODUCT NO. em INS 

Condor, Jr ................ $99.00 
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers. 

Condor 3 
I 1 Condor. J[ 

PHODLTT NO. Cm:3NS 

MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 
Condor 3 requires only 128K of memory to run. 
The entire program. including the report writer, 
fits in less than 360K. Since each command is 
in its own file. you can save memory space by 
deleting any commands you don't need. 

Unlike other database systems, you 
simply tell Condor what to do, not how 
to do it-and you tell it using simple, 
English-like statements such as LIST 
CUSTOMER BY NUMBER NAME STATE 

cludes a LIST com
mand for limit.ed re
port writing.) 

'1~~'Ii'IIi'II~:1I I'll.' ,:111 
HP110 Portable 

l 
• t--

You can transfer 
data back and forth 
from Condor ;3 to 
Lotus 1-2-:3 print files 

Portable Plus 
Portable Vectra 

~-P150 
IBM P_c.<l.'lQ..c.o~Jl~ 

• 
• • .-
• -- t--• • 

Condor, Jr. is even more memory-efficient: 
the main program is only 25K, and you add in
dividual 10K programs for each function you 
wish to use. 

(By way of information, the 0 and 7 in lines 2 and 3 
represent the starting and ending scan lines of the 
cursor, and thereby determine its size, a maximum in 
this case.) 

Before saving the program to disk, you must specify 
its size as follows: enter rex and the computer should 
respond with ex 0000 and a colon on the next line. 
Enter a 9, which represents the size of the program. 
Then enter n cursor. com, which will be the name of 
the program. Enter w, and the computer should respond 
with "Writing 0009 bytes". Finally, entering a q will exit 
DEBUG. 

Unfortunately, some software applications will nullify 
this change and give you their own cursor instead. 
Trying to go in and modify unfamiliar, uhdocumented 
software in machine language is difficult and quirky at 
best, so one sneaky way to get around the problem is 
with a program that splices the above routine into the 
disk I/O interrupt so that whenever the disk is accessed, 
the cursor gets enlarged. 

Portab!e Vectra:'s Screen 
The Portable Vectra'§ screen is sometimes difficult to 
read because it tries to emulate color with shades of 
grey. That makes some of the areas on the screen (where 
you have one color in the and another in 
the unreadable In Word Perfect, the 
line number sometlines when the program 

sarne. 

For more general use, one could try experimenting 
with the "palette", as described in the Setup program 
and its accompanying manual. Vol 3, No 3, P 8 of The 
Portable Paper contains a Tutorial for how to use the 
palette program. The best solution, of course, i.s to use 
a color monitor whenever the machine isn't being used 
as a portable. 

~ When using the LCD display, you can take advantage 
YiII of it's hires (64Ox400) mode. However, when 

connecting an external monitor, you are restricted to 
the standard CGA resolution of 64Ox200 monochrome 
or 32Ox200 color. It is possible to setup to support 
both resolutions with a .bat file to switch you back and 
forth. There is a file in your root directory caned 
hpviddb.bin. It's the file that contains the video 
display configuration. Setup your system for one 
resolution, then copy this file to some other name. 
Next, setup your system for the other resolution and 
make another copy of this file. Then, create a sin.lpie 
.bat job (or two) that will copy the desired file over top 
of hpviddb.bin. 

lLS/12 On. Compuserve 
CompuServe subscribers have two forums fro11'l. which to 
gain information about their LS/12 Vectra Laptop l'c' 
The CompuServe GO HlP command puts you in touch 
with the excellent HP forum supported by }IP engineer§ 
any many other knowledgeable users, 

Since the 1.5/12 is similar the Zenith 286 



of Zenith and Heath users who share insights and 
provide answers to technical questions for Zenith and 
Heath systems. The forum's libraries contain useful 
programs, including the Zenith/Heath Users' Forum 
Utilities and programs for the exclusive use by forum 
members. 

Type GO ZENITH at any CompuServe prompt and 
select Option 8 to join the forum. 

WordPerfect 5 Partially On ROM 
III As reported in the last two Portable Paper's, our Wizard, 

Cliff Looyenga, wrote IBM PC emulator software for the 
Portable Plus that allows the full implementation of 
WordPerfect 5 to run on the Portable Plus. 

Since last issue, Cliff's program, WPRUN, has been 
updated; a four-color template has been created for the 
Portable Plus; a Portable Plus installation manual has 
been written, and 384K of the WordPerfect program illes 
have been burned into six 64K EPROMs. We are naming 
Cliff's program, along with the manual and template, 
PlusPerfect. 

Cliff's PlusPerfect program now automatically puts the 
Portable Plus in ALT Mode and turns on the block 
cursor. Cliff also figured out a way to use the Select 
key, which had previously caused him problems. The 
Select key is now used for the Insert/Replace mode 
toggle. CTRL Select becomes the WordPerfect Go to. 

The big challenge was to put as much of WordPerfect 
on ROM as possible. We were able to put the 251K 
main WordPerfect ille (wp.EXE) with Cliff's PlusPerfect 
(WPRUN) program on 4 ROMS. We put the WordPerfect 
help illes, the ThinkJet and DeskJet printer drivers, and 
several other WordPerfect illes on two additional ROMS. 
Users will be able to use 4 or 6 ROMs depending on 
how much space is left in their ROM drawer. 

Users will still need at least an 896K Portable Plus, 
even with 384K of WordPerfect in ROM. A 300K ille, 
WP.FIL, should be stored on the A drive, and 376K of 
Main memory needs to be allocated for WordPerfect to 
run. 

Last issue we discussed an alternative to storing the 
main WordPerfect ille (wp.EXE) in RAM or ROM. After 
loading WordPerfect from the C drive, users can 
disconnect the HP9114 and Portable Plus, as long as 
WP.FIL remains on the A drive. 

Users who want the WordPerfect spelling checker in 
RAM will need another 350K. The Thesaurus requires 
another 350K. 

mE PORTABLE PAPER 

HOW I USE WORDPERFECT ON THE PLUS 
My work mainly consists of correspondence, writing 
articles, and creating fliers and brochures. WordPerfect 
is my main writing instrument. Being able to take 
WordPerfect home and on the road with me in my 
Portable Plus has been a great boon. 

I store my Laser Jet printer driver ille in the Plus with 
all its Bitstream font information. I don't store the fonts 
on the Plus. However, by keeping the LaserJet driver 
on the Plus, I can see how the pages break, how the 
columns look, and how many words on a line. 
Unfortunately, previewing the print ille in text mode is 
not very helpful on the Portable Plus. 

(Dr. Sergio Bigguzi of New York told me that for 
$40, a developer's kit can be obtained from WordPerfect. 
According to Sergio, with the kit it should be possible 
for a programmer to write a special driver for the 
Portable Plus (or HP150) and allow the Print Preview 
command to graphically display how a printed page will 
look. If anyone writes such a screen driver, be sure to 
contact me so we can distribute your result.) 

When it is time to print, I transfer a copy of the ille 
to my Portable Vectra using HPDuette. There I spell 
check it and Preview it before printing. For users 
dependent on the Plus, a 1 Megabyte drawer might be 
a good investment. Plus owners with such a drawer 
would have room for the superb WordPerfect spelling 
checker. 

My ROM drawer now consists of the six WordPerfect 
ROMs, FilePlus, TermPlus, HPDuette, Lotus lA, and The 
Editor II. I still use the Editor II frequently for batch 
illes, quick memos, and for reading and editing my 
CompuServe mail. 

STRANGE NEWS, GOOD NEWS, BUT DANGEROUS 
NEWS 
This is the second time that I have written this section 
of this article. The computer gods took my first version 
for too much hubris. 

In the first version, I reported about a strange 
anomaly running WordPerfect 5 on ROM (not disk) that 
could save you lOOK as long as you were careful. I 
was careful, but I still had to rewrite this section. 

Normally, WordPerfect requires 376K of Main memory 
(368 if you give up a little). During our experimentation 
we found that our ROM version of WordPerfect would 
load with Main memory set at as little as 280K. What 
made the situation very strange was that WordPerfect 
would not load with Main Memory set between 292K 
and 364K! 

After some experimentation, I found that if I avoided 
certain specific WordPerfect functiOns, WordPerfect 
operated normally at the 280K Main memory setting. In 
particular, I had to avoid shelling to DOS, printing, 
using styles, using backup illes, and created keyboards. 
To protect myself I redefined those keys, such as 
Shift f7, Print and CTRL fl, Shell, that caused 
WordPerfect to abort to give me a warning message. 
Furthermore, I frequently saved my ille. 

All seemed to be well. However, when it was time 
to retrieve the ille again, the ille was corrupted. I got 
that wonderful message, "Data Error Reading Drive A" 
and after saving the other illes, reformatted my Edisc. 
Perhaps, it was not WordPerfect running at 280K that 
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For users of MemoMaker and The Editor 

An integrated word processing command center 
for the Portable Plus Now you can format your text* and run your 

word processor, spelling checker, and other 
applications from a single easy-to-use program . 

FormatPlus is two valuable programs in 
one. Each is a great addition to MemoMaker 
or The Editor. 

First, FormatPlus is an easy-to-use text 
formatter that lets you create headers and 
footers, specify the number of lines per page, 
number your pages automatically, convert 
MemoMaker files to ASCn format, and more. 

Second, it's a time-saving Command Cen
ter that allows you to move back and forth 
between your text editor, spelling checker, 
and other applications without having to use 
P.A.M .. 

Add FormatPlus, FilePlus, and Webster's 
Spelling Checker to MemoMaker or The 
Editor, and you'll have virtually every word 
processing capability you could ever need
right at your fingertips. 

TEXT FORMATTING MADE EASY 
In its text-formatting mode, FormatPlus 

gives you numerous features that are simply 

WORD PROCESSING SPECIALS 
If you use MemoMaker or The Ed~or and do any amount 
of writing at all, we recommend not only FormatPlus, but 
Websters Spelling Checker as well. (Even ff you're a good 
speller, Webster's will save you from those hard-to-spot 
typos that can cause embarrassment or worse.) 

Here are our special package prices. (Note: The Ed~or 
does everything MemoMaker does, plus: search and 
replace, easy file merging, editing two files at once, and 
more. For details about The Editor and Webster's Spell
ing Checker with its 115,000 word dictionary, see ads 
elsewhere in this issue.) 

If sold separately 
Suggested 
Retail Our Price of 
Price Price Package 

Editor II Pack 
The Editor II $129.00 
FormatPlus 79.95 
Websters Spelling 79.95 
Checker $288.90 

MemoMaker Pack 
FormatPlus $79.95 
Websters Spelling 79.95 
Checker $159.90 

$99.95 
69.95 
69.95 

$239.85 $195.00 
PROOUCT NO. 

$69.95 
69.95 

FM15PP 

$139.90 $125.00 
PROOUCT NO. 

FM14PP 

BONUS! Buy our FllePlus file management pro
gram along with either of the above specials, and save 
$20 on FilePlus ($39.95 instead of $59.95). For details, 
see FilePlus ad in this issue. 

Word Processing ROM Bundle (Portable Plus Only) 
-The following programs on ROMs and disks: 
The Editor II $185.00 $174.95 
Webster's Spelling 259.00 248.95 
Checker 

FormatPlus 175.00 164.95 
FilePlus 165.00 154.95 

$764.00 $743.80 $599.00 

(without FilePlus) 

PROOUCT NO. 
FM17PP 

$499.00 
PRODUCT NO. 

FM16PP 

• Headers, footers, lines per page, automatic page numbering, and more! 

unavailable with either MemoMaker or The 
Editor. These features make excellent use of 
your Portable Plus's function keys. 

For example, let's say you've created a doc
ument with MemoMaker or The Editor and 
you want to print a header on top of each 
page. 

All you have to do is press the function key 
labelled "header" in the FormatPlus main 
menu, then type the wording of your header. 
When you print your document, the header 
will get printed along with it. 

Almost all of FormatPlus's text formatting 
features can be accessed in this same way us
ing your Plus's function keys. (See list of 
features at the right.) 

If you prefer, instead of using the function 
keys to specify your formatting options, you 
can imbed simple FormatPlus commands 
directly into your text (using MemoMaker or 
The Editor), then use FormatPlus to print 
your document. The commands will cause 
your printer to produce the desired format
ting automatically. 

HOW THE COMMAND CENTER WORKS 
'lext formatting, however, is only part of 

what FormatPlus offers. 
In its Command Center mode, FormatPlus 

lets you run MemoMaker, The Editor, File
Plus, or Webster's Spelling Checker at the 
touch of a function key. (You can also 
customize the Command Center so you can 
run RightWriter or any other program you 
wish without leaving FormatPlus.) 

Being able to run word processing pro
grams from within FormatPlus is a great 
time-saver, because you can move back and 
forth. between text editing, text formatting, 
spell-checking, etc. without having to bother 
withP.A.M .. 

For example, let's say that you've written 
a document using MemoMaker, and have 
used FormatPlus's Preview feature to see 
how the document will look when you print 
it. Suppose you discover that there's a widow 
line. 

With FormatPlus, you simply press the 
function key labelled "MemoMaker." Instant
ly, you're in MemoMaker, where you can edit 
your text to compensate for the widow line. 
When you leave MemoMaker, you're back in 
FormatPlus automatically! 

COMPLETE WORD-PROCESSING 
ENVIRONMENT 

There is no better way to expand the capa
bilities of MemoMaker or The Editor than 
with FormatPlus. It turns your Portable Plus 
into a complete, easy-to-use word processing 

FORMATPLUS AT A GLANCE: 

• One-line headers and footers. Headers 
and footers can be centered, or shifted 
left or right on the page, or shifted left 
and right altemately for even and odd 
pages respectively. 

• Automatic page numbering. 

• User-specified line spacing, lines per 
page, and number of copies. 

• Chaining and merging of documents. 
You can even create a file containing 
nothing but merge commands, and use it 
to print a series of documents while your 
computer is unattended. 

• Change attributes within document. You 
can insert simple WordStar-like "dot" 
commands in your text to change print 
attributes (e.g., normal to bold to 
underline) at any point in your document. 

• Save document on disk. You can send 
your formatted document to a disk file. 
Useful if you want to print your document 
in the "background" (using the DOS Print 
command) while you're using your com
puter for something else. 

• Format saving. FormatPlus lets you store 
frequently used formats (e.g., for half
page memos or legal-size reports). Once 
you've created these formats, you never 
have to enter them again. 

• On-screen preview - lets you quickly see 
what your documents will look like before 
you print them. 

• Works with any pri nter. 

• Accepts any ASCII files. 

• Word processing Command Center - lets 
you run MemoMaker, FilePlus, The Editor, 
or Webster's Spelling Checker at the press 
of a function key (and run other programs 
using simple DOS commands) without 
leaving FormatPlus. 

environment. Order FormatPlus at our risk 
today. 

Better yet, order one of our Word Process
ing Specials and save. (See prices in box at 
left.) 

FormatPlus on disk ........... $79.95 
Portable Paper subscriber price. $69.95 

PRODUCT NO. FPllNS 

ROM Backup version ........ $164_95 
PRODUCT NO. FP12NR 



caused the problem. But I lost my bravado, and am 
writing this with Main Memory set at 380K (with enough 
room for Shelp). 

I still think running WordPerfect at 280K is worth 
experimenting with. Those of you who order the ROM 
version and try running at 280K, keep us informed of 
your experiences, and we'll pool our experience. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
There are three separate components to our WordPerfect 
package for the Portable Plus. First, PlusPerfect from 
Personalized Software consists of WPRUN, the mM PC 
emulation software necessary to get WordPerfect to run 
on the Portable Plus, a four color WordPerfect template 
designed for the Portable Plus, and an installation 
manual. The second component consists of the 
WordPerfect 5.0 on 3 1/2 inch from WordPerfect, 
Corporation. 

Part three is the 6-ROM backup portion that includes 
both WordPerfect and PlusPerfect files. In order not to 
violate either the WordPerfect or the Personalized 
Software licence agreement, you must own both 
WordPerfect and PlusPerfect before purchasing the ROM 
backups. We need to protect our excellent relationship 
with WordPerfect. Therefore, to buy our ROM backup 
package separately, you must send us proof of purchase 
of WordPerfect along with a note stating that you will 
honor the WordPerfect license agreement, which basically 
states that you must have purchased one copy of 
WordPerfect per computer. 

Product 

PlusPerfect 

WordPerfect 5.0 
for Portable Plus 
(plusPerfect and 
WordPerfect 5.0) 

WordPerfect 5.0 
for Portable Plus 
ROM Backup pkg 

6 WordPerfect 
backup ROMs* 

Retail Subscriber Product 
Price Price Number 

$129 99.95 WD14NS 

624 395 WD17NS 

919 595 WD11PP 

295 295 WD12NR 

*Requires proof of purchase of WordPerfect 5.0 along with a note stating that 
you will honor the WordPerfect license agreement, which basically states that you 
must have purchased one copy of WordPerfect per computer. 

Speed Up Your Plus With Faster CPU 
WHAT'S INVOLVED 
In Portable Paper Vol 3, No 1, p.12, we described a do
it-yourself method for speeding up a Portable Plus. The 
method involves isolating and de-soldering the main 
Harris 80C86 central processor (CPU) chip and replacing 
it with a compatible but faster NEC V30 chip. It also 
involves increasing the clock speed of the CPU. 

A number of readers performed the operation and 
have reported success. I am currently writing this article 
in WordPerfect 5 on a Portable Plus with the chip 
upgrade. Many of you have requested that we perform 
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the upgrade on your Plus. Starting March 1, we will 
provide such a service. 

The operation takes about one and one half hours 
and will be performed by one of our skilled technicians. 
The central processor speed changes from 5.33 MHZ to 
8 MHZ. (At the same time, we'll be glad to install any 
other ROM chips you order.) 

THE BENEFITS 
According to engineer Sam Chau who pioneered the 
effort: "a speed up of about 20 to 40% results from just 
changing the CPU in the Portable Plus to a NEC V30. 
From there, another 50% more speed can be obtained 
by altering the CPU clock from the original 5.33 MHZ to 
8 MHZ. ~ an indication of the increased performance, 
the unm'bdified Portable Plus reports a Norton System 
Info rating of 1.2-1.3 times the speed of the original 
mM PC. The same machine with an 8 MHZ V30 yields 
a SI rating of over 4. Given that the SI routine can be 
somewhat optimistic, the actual performance figure is 
closer to 2 times faster." 

IZI The PAM screen in an upgraded Plus comes up 
noticeably faster after you finish with a PAM application 
or with f6, System Config. Even operations that write 
to the screen such as DOS DIR and 1YPE are faster. For 
example, it took 58 seconds to DOS 1YPE a 25K file on 
an original Plus and 38 seconds to perform the same 
operation on an upgraded Plus. 

Calculation-intensive operations such as performed in 
a Lotus spreadsheet should be greater. 

I am not a benchmark expert; however, as a simple 
test I used the Lotus 1A /Data Fill command to create 
a column of numbers from 0 through 2047. I then 
used the /Data Sort command to reverse the order of 
the numbers. Here are the results in seconds. 

Data Data 
Fill Sort 

Original Plus 10.7 33.8 
Upgraded Plus 6.35 20.8 
Speed Increase 1.68 1.62 

Subjectively, I also noticed a difference in editing long 
WordPerfect documents. WordPerfect starts to really 
slow down when editing the last part of a 30K file that 
uses lots of styles. The upgraded Plus helped this 
situation somewhat. 

THE DRAWBACKS 
There are several issues that you should be aware of 
before sending your Plus in for an upgrade. 
First of all, once the machine is physically altered, all HP 
warranties are VOID. Since most Portable Pluses are no 
longer under HP warranty that should not be much of 
an issue. However, HP is under no obligation to repair 
your machine, even if something totally unrelated to the 
modification eventually occurs. In practice your HP 
dealer or service center or ourselves can probably help 
but take the warning into consideration before sending 
in your unit. 

Secondly, the power drain on the battery should be 
somewhat higher. Therefore the accuracy of the PAM 
battery gauge will be off to a certain degree. My guess 
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there is between 5% and 20% difference. However, 
studies have not been performed to test the difference. 

Finally, some diagnostics may fail even though the 
system is fine. In particular if you run the built-in self
test, the tests for the serial port, the modem, and the 
multi-controller can fail. This is normal and due to more 
effident performance of the NEC V30 microprocessor not 
exhibiting the expected behavior of the original Harris 
80C86 chip. As long as all the other tests pass 
consistently, the machine will function properly. 

HP110 CANNOT BE UPGRADED 
If the NEC V30 is put in the HPll0, the HPll0 will 
lockup erratically. Furthermore, it takes about three 
times as much time to take the HPll0 apart than to take 
the Portable Plus apart. 

HOW TO GET YOUR PORTABLE PLUS UPGRADED 
f\tI Give us a call. Our phone representatives can schedule 
IAiI an appointment for you. 
lli!l The cost of the upgrade will be $250, which includes 

normal UPS ground shipping back to you. Add $35 if 
you want us to overnight the Plus back to you. 

If you overnight your package to us and add 
overnight shipping charges, we will have it back to you 
the day after you send it to us. 

We will guarantee our work for 60 days. 

Dac-Easy Accounting 
by Frank Keresztes-Fischer 
About nine months ago I asked a CPA cum Consultant 
friend, if he could recommend any accounting packages 
that were competent without being monster applications, 
and that were also affordable. His immediate reply was 
that he used Dac-Easy Accounting (version 1) in his 
practice, and that it was a great value. Dac-Easy 
Accounting is a compact software package with 
capabilities to satisfy a wide range of accounting 
requirements. 

f\tI Enhancements in the later versions, including an 
IiY "improved" interface with pull-down menus, color, 
~ context sensitive help, more depth and more reporting 

options, plus external add-on modules for graphics and 
00 payroll all helped put its later versions, 2 and 3, in the 

award winner's circle. The later versions are written in 
"CD and made to run most effidently with IBM hardware. 
Unfortunately, they do not work on the Portable PLUS. 
However, there is good news. Acclaimed IJAC version 1 
runs perfectly, out of the cellophane, on the Portable 
PLUS, (unfortunately not on the Portable 110), and is a 
snappy performer. 

WHAT COMES WITH DAC-EASY 
A fully integrated package, DAC includes modules for 
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, 
Purchase Orders, Billing, Inventory, and Forecasting, as 
well as customized reports. This menu driven program, 
branching from the main menu to a set of module 
oriented submenus, allows one to traverse its powerful 
capability in just a few keystrokes. The submenus 
generally provide for data entry, reports, and posting. 
The Chart of Accounts supports five levels of account 
detail and an account numbering scheme to six digits 
numeric, alpha or mixed. 
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FilePlus: AIIIJ WlIm ::l: 
The Portable Plus file 
manager. Fast, sophisticated, 
easy-to-use! 
• List files in two directories simultaneously 
• Copy, move, and delete multiple files 
• Sort directories 
• Create protected ("Read-Only") files 
• Back up only those files that have changed 

since last backup 
• And much more! 
When Hewlett-Packard introduced the P.A.M. file manager in 1983, the program 
was ahead of its time. With P.A.M., users could copy; rename, and delete files 
by pressing function keys instead of having to enter DOS commands. 

Today, however, users are more sophisticated-and so are the file 
management programs that have come on the IBM PC market. These programs 
go way beyond P.A.M. in their abilities and in the convenience they offer the user. 

Most of these file managers won't run on the Portable Plus, but we've 
developed one that does. It's called FilePlus, and here are its benefits: 
1. Display two directories 

This is a feature that even some of the most popular IBM compatible file 
management programs don't have! FilePlus lets you list two directories (from 
the same or different disks) simultaneously on screen. This makes it especially 
easy to move files back and forth between the two directories. 
2. "Point and Shoot" 

You don't have to wade through P.A.M.'s function key menus to perform a 
simple operation like copying a file. 

Instead, you simply display the contents of the source and destination 
directories side-by-side, tag the file you want to copy, then use a simple Lotus
like menu to enter the "Copy" command with a single keystroke. 

You use the same "Point and Shoot" method to run programs and to move, 
delete, view, etc. any files you wish. 
3. Tag multiple files 

You can tag any number of files in a directory, then perform the same action 
(copy, rename, delete, protect, etc.) on all of them in a single step. 
4. Sort files 

FilePlus can list the files in a directory by name, extension, size, or date. (An 
alphabetical listing by name helps you locate files in a hurry. A listing by size 
is useful in determining which files to erase in order to free up any needed 
amount of disk space.) 
5. Single-step "Move" command 

To move a file from one directory to another, you no longer have to copy the 
file first then delete the original. FilePlus lets you do it with a single "Move" 
command-and you enter the command with one keystroke! 
6. Protect your files 

You can protect your files (make them "Read-Only") to guard against 
accidental deletion. FilePlus even lets you do this with entire directories! You 
can unprotect the files whenever you wish. 
7. Show attributes (Read-Only. Hidden, Archive) 

FilePlus displays the attributes of all the files in a directory so you can view 
them at a glance or change them in a flash. 
8. Backup only if changed 

FilePlus allows you back up just those files that have been changed since 
the last backup. 

FilePlus will save you time and effort, boost your productivity, and increase your 
enjoyment of your Portable Plus. Once you try FilePlus, you won't want to be 
without it. 
Order FilePlus at our risk today! 
FilePlus ................................................ $69.95 
Portable Paper Subscriber's Price ........................... $59.95 
ORDER NO. FEllNS 

HPll0Portabie PortableVectra. 
Portable Plus • HP150 • 

JBM PC and com atibles • 

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
See order form for details. 

TO ORDER 
I ~(' \'t1df)~pd po",taj.(l'·paid nnll't" 1"'1'111 

I ,I" ~('lld du'!"k IW ("n'dir ('ard inf"l'marill/l 
(=. ('''p. dalt' .... i).marlln·) 10 
Personalized Software 

PIl g,,;,,: Sri!!, FH1I'fu'ld. 1.\ -,;!.-,.-,Ii ,-;1·, 17;!·li.\:UI 



DAC features a wide array of hardcopy reports, 
preformatted and user defined; preformatted reports 
include the Chart of Accounts, General Ledger, Trial 
Balance, Account Activity, Journals, Aging, Receivables 
(including aging) and Payables, Product Listings, etc, 
providing user options to bracket content by account 
category or other variables. User definable reports, e.g. 
Income Statement, Balance Sheets, etc, enable the user 
to tailor financial reports for varied information needs. 

Interestingly, whereas DAC provides such extensive 
support and user definition for report output to a 
printer, there is no provision for writing a report to file. 
Thus any data that you may need in another application 
must be re-entered. Nor is there provision for importing 
data; However, these limitations are not unique to DAC. 

DAC's publisher supplies also a variety of custom 
imprinted business forms, including checks, that dovetail 
perfectly with the application; these are intended 
primarily for external communications with customers 
and suppliers; the use of these multipart forms requires 
an impact printer. 

RUNNING OF DAC-EASY ACCOUNTING 
Beyond the logical menu layout, the keyboard interface 
is surprisingly simple. The Esc key (or any of the 
Function keys) escapes up one menu level. The 
Backspace and Return keys have conventional usage. 
Three special editing keys complete DAC's commands; 
these are T, D and C for Total, Difference and Cancel, 
respectively, and are used for transaction entries. 

Whereas the full keyboard is available for text data, 
alphabetic responses to DAC prompts must be upper 
case. Alphabetic characters identifying accounts and 
journals are case sensitive; die code "GJ" is not the same 
as "gj". One of the great and recurrent features of DAC 
is that it protects its user from his or her impulses; for 
example, you can not delete an account from the Chart 
of Accounts if that account has a balance, because this 
would throw your books out of balance. 

Successful use of the more serious accounting 
packages, like DAC, requires that one also possess a 
grasp of financial accounting's basic conventions. For 
example, to record a transaction, two or more journal 
entries must be made for your books to balance. DAC 
not only makes this process simple and straight-forward, 
but allows distribution to any number of accounts via 
the entry screen. Each entry line is written to file when 
you press Return. 

If your entry totals balance, you can then proceed to 
another activity. Otherwise, DAC flashes a message, then 
displays your current entries and awaits your corrections. 
If you cannot find the error, or if the underlying 
documents are defective (but faithfully entered), pressing 
D then Return makes an automatic entry to account 
9999, named "VOUCHER DIFFERENCE", temporarily 
balanCing your books. This feature protects your books 
because you cannot escape a partially completed 
transaction recording sequence. Whereas the green 
eyeshade accounting purists may flinch at the though,t of 
deleting journal entries or ripping out pages, this can be 
done in the computer environment without leaving a 
smudge or a jagged edge. Don't you love it? 

The above all require steps which are drastically less 
complex then those I need to run my MS-Word word 
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processor. In a phrase, Dac-Easy is easy to use! 
Each accounting module within DAC provides for 

posting transactions entered in that module. There is 
also a module for End of Period Routines. DAC uses 
12 monthly, not 13 four-week, reporting periods. Thus 
your closing options are by month's end or year's end. 

After closing a period, DAC deletes account details 
except where such details have continued relevance, ego 
receivables and inventories. Therefore printing a trial 
balance, journals, activity reports, and financial 
statements prior to closing the period, but after posting .. 
provides you a record with audit trail from a particular 
period. Of course, you can also save a set of your data 
files before closing that period. Via the end of period 
routines Ilt\.C also builds its historical data base by 
updating' each account. 

I began using DAC in my consulting practice, and 
wish that I had started sooner. I track receipts and 
receivables, record my business expenses, monitor taxes 
paid and owed, administer my bank obligations and 
investments, pay myself, etc. I do not carry an inventory 
and have no need for a purchase order system. I run 
my checking account in a journal coded CK, though I 
have elected not to print my checks via DAC. My 
experience is defined by these somewhat modest needs, 
and the General Ledger satisfies them completely at this 
time. 

However, DAC's capabilities are not nearly tested by 
my application neither in scope nor in size, extent and 
complexity of account structure. The limitation of a 
DAC application's size is that of the available mass 
storage device. This means that with a 2-meg RAM disc, 
I can have a data file set approaching 2000 K-bytes; 
contrast this with my actual 1988 total data files of just 
under 90 K-bytes. However, for an application with 
relatively lively throughput and totally in RAM disk, as 
well as under batch file control for file management, I 
estimate that a practical limit is probably 1000 K-bytes 
for the data file set. 

My comments, as a user, would be incomplete if I 
did not mention SHELP, the memory resident pop-up 
utility (available from Personalized Software). It 
compliments DAC perfectly with its calculator, memory 
registers, and keyboard macros; these have proven most 
useful in the distribution of transaction entries, 
calculating and storing them, pasting as needed. 

INSTALlATION OF THE ACCOUNTING DATA 
The first encounter with DAC's 240 page manual 
demands careful reading before the picture snaps into 
focus for the novice; that is why I provided you a cook's 
tour of this multi-faceted package. The appendix, in 
conjunction with sections dealing with the installation 
and setup, is particularly important for the beginner. 
Setting up, creating and maintaining data files and 
accounts is accomplished via the "File Utilities", and "File 
Creation and Maintenance" menu branches. The former 
is used primarily for allocating data blocks in support of 
your expected data volume in the several modules of 
your application. The latter menu branch provides for 
the building of the Chart of Accounts, General Ledger 
Interface-Table, financial statements, etc; I have learned 
that even though my requirements may be satisfied in 
the General Ledger, it is best to setup all aspects DAC, 
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How to transfer files 
back and forth between 
31f2 II HP disks 
and 51f4" IBM disks 77 

effortlessly ........... M vH ~o ~J~n~k. ,J 

. c> flMi ~ ;( .. red tJ (, H MIS • 
. >. . fitavll-' prt~ r 
?'~p;e4'e., Cq(1 F-or C()(1P,eJII ,q. 

Manzana 3* 1/ disk drives let you share files . drive-M, let's say-without affecting the 
existing drives. Then you treat the new 

(WordPerfect, Lotus 1-2-3, ASCH, etc.) between,;' drive the same way you treat any other. 

HP d /B'JI,.,. PC ·b· J ,. (For example, if you use DOS, you your computer an an ~u compatl '.le could copy Lotus worksheets from the M 
with 5 ~ " disk drives. drive to a 51!! /I IBM disk by issuing the 

l' command: copy m: * wks a: * wks) 
>; WHICH KIND TO GET? 

(Bonus: The drives also let you use 81/J II IBM disks with a 5% 11 If you only need to access HP disks or 
IBM compatible system) f 720K IBM disks, and have an IBM AT 

compatible, get a 720K Manzana drive. 
Manzana was the first company to 

offer :3112 /I disk drives for IBM PCs (UJ85), 
and has been the industry leader ever 
since. 

Manzana :3% /I disk drives are the best 
choice for HP users who also have 5 111 /I 

IBM compatibles, for two reasons: 
1. Quality. Manzana drives are well 

made and reliable. PC Magazine (July, 
1987) has said, "[Manzana's] software 
and packaging are first rate, and, al
though :W2-inch disk drives are available 
for less from mail-order houses, the qual
ity makes Manzana's drives worth that 
little bit extra." 

2. Compatibility. We were able to 
locate only one other brand of IBM PC 
compatible drives that can read HP disks. 
When we checked this brand out, we 
found that Manzana's product quality 
and documentation are superior. 

4-WAY CHOICE 
There are four kinds of Manzana drives 

to choose from: You can choose either an 
internal or external drive, and for each of 
these you can choose between 720K or 
1.44mb capacity. 

MANZANA DISK DRIVES 

Height 
Width 
Length (not incL cable) 
Weight 

Internal 
41.3mm (1.625 ") 
148mm (5.82 ") 
191mm (7.5") 
1.0Kg (22 Ibs) 
4 watts avg., 

External 
42mm (1.63") 
106mm (4.17") 
191mm (7.5") 
1.1Kg (2.4 Ibs) 
4 watts avg., 

As the names imply, an internal dri~e 
installs directly into your IBM PC i~r 
compatible, while an external drive sUs 
on or near your PC, connected to it wi~ft 
cables. <,' 

','i 

INTERNAL DRIVES " 
An internal Manzana drive fits int(k1ia 

5 1!I/I half-height drive slot, and wor~s 
with an external floppy disk controll~~' 
that is already built into your Pc. (If yd~ 
have an IBM AT with two internf,ill 
floppies, call us about Manzana's ";l~ 
InternaL") ;';: 

EXTERNAL DRIVES f{~~; 
An external Manzana drive comes Wi~ 

a "MUX" card that fits into either a sh~~ 
or standard expansion slot inside yo~llr 
Pc. The MUX card serves as an interfa~~ 
between the drive and the computer; '~,;, 
does not affect the use of existing, built).::,,;/ 
in drives. 'f.:;;} 

If you also need to access high-density, 
1.44mb disks, get a 1.44mb drive. 

If you have space in your computer for 
an additional drive, you probably should 
get an internal drive. It will save you 
money, desk space, and an expansion slot 
(because you won't need a MUX card). 

If you don't have space inside your PC 
for a second internal floppy drive, or if 
you prefer the look and feel of an exter
nal unit, get an external drive. 

Whichever kind you choose, we think 
you'II be impressed with Manzana quality. 

To enjoy the convenience of accessing 
your HP formatted disks from your 5 111 /I 

IBM disk 
dr' 

Manzana internal 
disk drive, 1.44mb' ........ $290 ........ $275. 

'Requires AT compatible PRODUCT NO. MZllNM 
Manzana external 
disk drive, 720K .......... $395. .. ..... $369. 

PRODUCT NO. MZ13NM 

External Manzana drives get their':' 
power from the host computer. (If yoqi! 
have an early model IBM PC, it may recl 
quire a self-powered external drive. Man~ 
zana makes those too. Call us for pricing.~l 

,;' Manzana external 
EASY TO USE,>; disk drive, 1.44mb' ........ $475 ........ $439. 

When you buy a Manzana diskt;~~wires AT compatible PRODUCT NO. 
drive, you also get Manzana's"';"!;~':i,~";l'?'.>;');"" 
"3Five" software. 3Five is a "de
vice driver" that enables your PC 
to read and write HP single and 
double sided disks and :3 1/2 If IBM 
disks. 

Manzana disk drives and soft-

I I I I' 

6O-DAYMONftBACrt:Tll#fNTEE 
See order form for details. 

TO ORDER 
Use enclosed postage· paid order fonn 

or send check or credit card infonnation 
(N, exp. date, signature) to: Power draw from 

host computer 
Signal cable 

Access time 

8 watts peak 
NA 

100 millisec. avg. 

8 watts peak 
Attached FCC 

shielded 
100 millisec. avg. 

ware are easy 
to use. The 
software as
signs a letter of 
the alphabet 
to the new 

HP110 Portable • 
Portable Plus • 
Portable Vectra 
HP150 • 

Personalized Software 
P.O. Box 869. Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472·6330 

3FIVE and 3rd Internal are regIstered trademarks of Manzana MicroSyslems. 
Inc .. MSDOS is a 1rademark of Microsoft. Inc .. IBM PC and compa! • 



even creating accounts not otherwise needed, to satisfy 
the GIL Interface Table that literally wires together all of 
DAC's data files and program modules. 

A user with broader needs can build detailed 
customer and vendor files and customized reporting 
formats. For an inventory driven business, DAC's 
inventory file and management capabilities are extensive, 
judging from an informal reading of the manual and 
playing with the menus. 

During the setup process you can also enter historical 
data for the preceding two years; if you don't, DAC will 
build its data base in time .. and maintains a three year 
history. This data base becomes the foundation for 
forecasting and trend analysis. 

The space provided in this review to the setting up 
and installing of your accounts belies the effort to 
achieve a well designed and fully installed accounting 
system. Such care and effort however, is well advised 
to get the most out your DAC application. 

An elegant feature of DAC is the flexibility it provides 
you to adjust your system as your needs grow, as your 
focus shifts, as your user sophistication evolves .. as I 
can attest from a few months of personal experience. 
DAC does not jeopardize your existing data files when 
you amend your application; you can readily expand, 
modify or shrink it. 

DAC-EASY INSTALLATION ON TIIE PORTABLE PLUS 
There are some interesting ways to run DAC in your 
PLUS system because you have your fast E-disc options; 
how much E-disc capacity your system has is of course 
a key consideration in how you might use DAC. 

The reason I stress this is that DAC is I/O intensive, 
meaning that it uses and maintains many files, 27 data 
files, plus up to ten program files plus one or two 
temporary DAC files. The size of the data files will vary. 

Your PLUS installation may also include relevant 
batch files and a pam.mnu file. With these many files, 
you also need to consider the 64K file limit of the 
Portable Plus Edisc root directory. 

Furthermore, DAC is coded to look for its program 
module files in the root directory of the A-drive; 
however, this A-drive bias can be overcome using the 
DOS "assign" statement. The program modules can then 
be placed on the C: disk drive, or the SoftWord D: RAM 
disk, if you have extra memory. The entire set of 
program modules take up 348 KB total. Depending 
upon your applications, you might only use a few of the 
modules, possibly totalling under 100 KB. DAC's data 
files can reside in any drive designated in the "File 
Definitions" menu. Considering these aspects of DAC, 
you'll want to run it in the fastest system setup that you 
can muster on your PLUS. 

MY CUSTOMIZED VERSION OF DAC-EASY 
I have developed a set of menu-driven batch files to 
complement my application. I have aD-Drive SoftWord 
Edisk, but you can follow a similar procedure if your 
run DAC from the A or C drive. These batch files are 
integrated with my DAC application to manage my DAC 
files; I start can DAC from a PAM menu label or from 
the DOS prompt. My batch files checks for the presence 
of my DAC files in my D-drive, it does a conditional load 
of DAC files from an archive disk (C-Drive), it can check 
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the available memory levels of my system, if loads 
JETCTRL (from the '88 Subscriber disk to control my 
Thinkjet printer), modifies the system parameters via 
ASSIGN, and starts DAC. When I exit from DAC, the 
batch file resumes control, saves my data files into 
compressed files (data files compress by over 70%) in 
my D-drive, backs up to my archive volume in my 9114, 
and purges all DAC files from my D-drive if my RAM disk 
filespace is needed elsewhere. (The files are 
compressed using PKARC from the 1989 Subcribers 
Disk.) Systematic and convenient saves and backup via 
these batch files is just a keystroke away from 
completion, allowing for easy recovery of files with 
minimum loss of data, should trouble strike. 

I modified my original batch files to serve the same 
functiom for systems having different configuratiOns. I 
did this on the assumption that they may of interest to 
other DAC users, and are making them available through 
PS. 

Before leaving questions of installation, 90 K-bytes of 
Main Memory appears to be a bare bones minimum for 
running DAC. To be sure you have this amount available 
(allowing for any memory-resident software you might 
have installed), type chkdsk at the DOS prompt. 

CONCLUSIONS 
I see Dac-Easy Accounting as a very capable application 
for the smaller business: consulting firm, service 
organization, distributor, manufacturer, etc. Although 
lacking in on-line help, it is very easy to run and is not 
demanding that the user remember myriad keyboard 
interface procedures yet provides error messages where 
the integrity of the application requires. The logical 
menu structure is intuitive to navigate and DAC runs 
perfectly on The Portable Plus. 

The reports that I can now generate with a few 
keystrokes enable me to view my business with a keener 
eye than I was able to do with my manuaVpaper 
accounts, such as they were. Lastly, I already see that 
the maintenance of my' books with Dac-Easy Accounting 
requires less effort and these are measures of the true 
worth of this application. Happy and prosperous 
accounting, fellow Portable Bean counters! 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Dac-Easy for the Portable Plus and HP150 retails for 
$150, $129 for subscribers. Currently, Personalized 
Software has about 40 copies in stock and may have a 
difficult time getting more. Personalized Software will 
be checking with the Dac-Easy to see if they can get 
permission to photocopy the manual in order to 
produce more copies. The Dac-Easy master disk will 
contain further Portable Plus installation information 
including sample batch files of my creation. 

Relay Gold Version 2.0 On The Portable 
Plus 
by Jim Scheef 

Relay Gold is considered to be a full-featured 
communications program. 'Full-featured' means that 
there are more features than can possibly be described 
in a magazine article and Relay Gold defmitely qualifies. 
With this in mind, I plan to concentrate on potential 
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applications for Relay Gold rather than a detailed 
analysis of the program's capabilities and features. 

Relay Communications Inc. maintains a PC bulletin 
board where registered users can obtain help and 
information on Relay products. It was there that I 
discovered the Portable Plus version of Relay Gold. This 
event, combined with the timely addition of a 1 Meg 
RAM drawer to my Plus, has transformed the Plus into 
a more versatile work horse than I had ever imagined. 

As an IBM mainframe user, Relay Gold was the 
III answer to my prayers. My Plus is equipped with 
JPVI Reflection 1 in ROM. Using Reflection's VT-100 terminal 
~ emulation I have been able to access mainframe 
~ applications such as IBM PROFS electronic mail. 

Reflection is quite adequate for this purpose until I need 
to transfer a file from the Portable to the mainframe. 
Our mainframe environment does not support Xmodem 
and Reflection's proprietary protocol does not run on an 
IBM mainframe. I investigated Kermit and determined 
that it would be too much trouble to install Kermit for 
use by a very few individuals. This left the Plus 
condemned to continue as a dumb terminal forever -
until Relay Gold, that is. 
TIlE IBM MAINFRAME WORLD 
In the IBM mainframe world, the 3270 terminal is king. 
If a person needs to use a mainframe application, they 
will need access to a 3270-type terminal or they can 
make the mainframe think they are using a 3270. This 
is what Relay Gold does so well for the personal 
computer. Relay Gold provides two avenues to 3270 
terminal emulation, one based entirely on software, the 
other based on both hardware and software. Both 
solutions provide for file transfer as well as terminal 
emulation. In addition there are several ways to achieve 
distributed processing between the PC and the 
mainframe. These capabilities are now available to Plus 
owners. I'll explain what all this means as we go along. 

TERMINAL EMUlATION 
The heart of most communications packages is terminal 
emulation. Relay Gold emulates both the IBM 3270 and 
the DEC VT-100 and does it in an easy-to-use package. 
Relay Gold's basic user interface is all menus. Options 
are selected from the menus by pressing a function key. 

What makes Relay special? A real 3270 must be 
physically connected to the mainframe by a coaxial cable, 
a ton of special modems, or a protocol converter. Relay 
Gold can emulate a 3270 entirely in software,eliminating 
the need for the coaxial cable, or (")ther special 
equipment. To accomplish this requires software on the 
mainframe in addition to the Relay Gold program on the 
Portable. The software partnership between the 
mainframe and the Plus enables Relay to provide 
error-free communications for screen text as well as for 
file transfers. This is a nice feature: no more garbage 
characters in the middle of a nicely formatted mainframe 
screen. 

If your site has a protocol converter such as the IBM 
7171 or any of a half dozen others, Relay will provide 
full functionality there as well. In this case, the actual 
emulation is done in the protocol converter and error 
correction is provided by Relay Gold only during file 
transfers. 
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PC TO PC 
If you don't use a mainframe, Relay Gold also provides 
a wide range of solutions for PC to PC communications. 
In this arena, a choice of file transfer protocols is 
imperative. Relay Gold provides Xmodem and Kermit 
file transfer in addition to the proprietary Relay 
protocol. Thus Relay Gold can communicate with your 
favorite bulletin board system (BBS) and provide 
public-domain protocols for error-free downloading. 

Where Relay Gold really shines is when it's talking to 
another PC running Relay Gold. Once this link is 
established, all communications is error-corrected. The 
possibilities in this environment are almost beyond 
imagination. How about having a keyboard to keyboard 
conversation while sending files in both directions at the 
same time? Relay Gold will keep it all straight; however, 
throughput may suffer just a bit. 

Relay Gold also has an unattended mode. This 
instantly turns your computer into a simple BBS. 
Password protection is provided to give several levels of 
security. To have the unattended PC start a file transfer, 
there is the 'sendme' command. For example, 'Sendme 
\fname.bat' will instruct the unattended computer to 
send you its me called fname.bat. The unattended 
computer will recognize a Relay file transfer without any 
special command so just sending the me from your end 
is enough to get the transfer started. 

It is the unattended mode that first jumped out at 
me as a real benefit to using Relay Gold on the Plus. 
Anyone who travels a lot has the need to get 
information back to the home office. If the home office 
leaves a PC running Relay Gold in unattended mode, 
the Plus can be used to call in at night to send and 
retrieve meso Your secretary can leave your messages in 
a subdirectory for you to retrieve. You can send in 
letters for your secretary to format, print and mail. 
While this can be done using other communications 
programs, Relay Gold makes it incredibly easy to set up 
and use. 

One thing to note: when using Relay, the Plus's 
automatic screen shut-off is disabled, so if it's not 
plugged in, the battery will drain. The Shelp program 
(available from PS) can be used to shut the screen off 
without leaving Relay. 

MANUALS AND DOCUMENTATION 
Relay Gold's first line of user help is an excellent help 
system built into the program. From anywhere in Relay 
Gold, pressing the FlO function key (User System key 
on Plus) will display a related help screen. For use on 
the Portable, I find this indispensable since I really don't 
want to carry manuals with me when I travel. On the 
other hand, the help me can be omitted to save E-disk 
space. 

The documentation for Relay Gold is more than just 
good. Relay Gold comes with two manuals. The first, 
called "Getting Started", covers installation and then 
goes into the operation of the program from a "How do 
I...?" point of view. This approach makes Relay easy to 
use by beginners to telecommunications. 'Getting 
Started' is divided into twenty-one sections with each 
section small and easy to digest. For instance, there is 
a section on how to use Relay to call a FIDO bulletin 
board in addition to the sections on how to call an IBM 



Personalized Software 
Products and Services in Brief: 
(SEE PRICE LIST OPPOSITE ORDER FORM) 

SYMBOLS: D = HP110 

WORD PROCESSING 

DIIIII 
The Editor II 
Many features not in MemoMaker, including 
search/replace, editing 2 files at once, 
embedded printer codes, up to 255 col
umns per line and block centering and 
macros. Also does word wrap, right justify. 
Easy to use. Uses less than 40K. Versions 
for HP110, Plus, HP150, Vectra, and IBM PC 
all on master disk. 

11111 
WordPerfect 4.2 
Disk-based Portable Plus, Portable Vectra, 
and HP150 version of the best-selling word 
processor. Includes spelling checker and 
thesaurus. 

WORD PROCESSING 
UTILITIES 

Dill. 
The Formatter 
Sophisticated text formatter for large reports, program 
documentation, etc. Multiline headers, footers, page 
numbers, table of contents, glossary capabilities, and 
more. Works with almost all printers. (Note: Manual 
is in draft form: no technical support available.) 

III 
FormatPlus 
An integrated word processing command 
center for the Portable Plus. Let's you run 
your word processor, spelling checker, and 
other applications from a single, easy-to-use 
program. Also lets you do headers, footers, 
lines per page, automatic page numbering, 
and more. 

Dill 
HPrint 
Takes text (ASCII) files you've created with 
MemoMaker, The Editor, or other word pro
cessors and prints them on an HP printer. 
Comes with italic type font for Think-Jet. 
Also allows bold, underline, compressed, 
expanded, subscripts, superscripts, 
headers, footers, page numbering, double 
space, and much more-all of which you 
specify from a simple menu or by means of 
sensible control codes. HPrint also does 
mail merging, and it lets you create your 
own graphic characters. 

Dill 
Printer Talk and Formatll0: 
MemoMaker Enhancers 
Printerlalk lets you change type styles in the 
middle of a document, change number of 
copies and lines per page, do automatic 
page numbering, and much more. 
Forman10 lets you format headers, footers 
and page numbers; chain or merge docu
ments; compensate for "widow" and 
"orphan" lines and much more. 

III = Portable Plus II = Portable Vectra 

DIIIII 
RightWriter 
Flags errors in grammar, style, usage, and 
punctuation, inserting comments directly 
into your document. Also produces overall 
critique. Works with most word processors. 
Also available: RighlWords dictionary exten
sion utility: it has 7 auxiliary dictionaries 
(business, computers, engineering, etc.), 
and also lets you add words of your own to 
RightWriter's built-in dictionary. 

11111 
Webster's Spelling Checker 
Rated Editor's Choice by PC Magazine, 
Webster's packs a 110,000-word dictionary 
into 207K of disk memory. Webster's shows 
you incorrect spellings in context and sug
gests corrections, lets you preview ques
tionable words before you edit. 
Exceptionally easy to use. Customized for 
the Plus and HP150. 

D 
The Word Plus 
An excellent spelling checker with a choice 
of two dictionaries-45,000 words and 
35,000 words-plus the ability to input ad
ditional words and abbreviations of your 
own. Also does word counts. Customized 
to the HP Portables. 

III 

UTILITIES TO BOOST 
YOUR PRODUCTIVITY 

BacTools Disk 
Contains a wide range of utilities to help you 
back up files from a 1 Megabyte or larger 
Edisk onto floppy disks. Lets you back up 
selected files, automate the entire backup 
process, and more. 

Dill II 
DOS Tools: Portable Utilities Disk, Vol 1 
Well over 50 excellent public domain pro
grams that enhance DOS, all tested on The 
Portables. Documentation has been re
written for clarity and ease of use, and 
includes examples, index, and table of 
contents. 

11111 
FilePlus: File Management Software 
Lists the files in two directories simultane
ously. You can tag multiple files and per
form actions (such as copy, delete, move, 
etc.) on all the tagged files at once, without 
having to use P.A. M. or DOS. 

DIIIII 
LINK HP-IL Connector Software 
A software program that lets you transfer 
data from ruJY HP-I L device to any other 
HP-IL device. Now you can access your 
main computer (HP Portable, HP150, or IBM 

PC), its unlimited storage capability, and all 
its peripherals from your HP41 , 71, 75, or 
series 80 hand-held! 

DIIIII 
The Norton Utilities-Customized 
For The Portables 
Allow you to recover deleted Portable files 
and organize your\lElle"ctronic and external 
disks. Peter Norton has authorized us to 
include an extra 3112 "disk (formerly available 
only on 5114" disk). The disk includes The 
Norton Utilities, and instructions for running 
them on the Portables and the HP150. Ver
sion 4.0 and Advanced Edition are now 
available. 

Dill II 
1987 Portable Paper Subscriber's Disk 
Includes (1) DISKPACK, a disk-packing utili
ty whose commercial equivalent sells for 
$50. (2) Time Manager's Calendar Utility. 
(3) HP Calculator program. (4) C Drive Copy 
Utility. (5)Game and Lotus templates. Clear 
instructions are included right on the disk. 

DIIIII 
1988 Portable Paper Subscriber's Disk 
Contains: (1) New utilities for Time Manager, 
including an expanded Calendar program 
and an automatic mail-merge utility. (2) 
Some of the best public domain software 
and "shareware" for the Portable Vectra. 
(3) A password program to protect usage of 
the HP110. (4) TERM xmodem program for 
the Portable Plus. (5) Lotus templates. 
(6) Games. (7) New DOS tools. (8) A file to 
toggle HP and Alternate mode from DOS. 
(9) Lots more. Clear instructions included 
on the disk. 

Dill II 
1989 Portable Paper Subscriber's Disk 
Features: (l)File manager utility that lets you 
tag files for mass copying and deleting. 
(2) Lightning fast file compressor utility. 
(3) New RAM-based Time Manager pro
gram with Week-at-a-Glance screen. 
(4) CompuServe automation program. 
(5) A menu program easier to use than 
P.A.M. (6) Superfast file finder program. 
(7) Directory lister. (8) And much more. 
Clear instructions are included right on the 
disk. 

DIIIII 
Private File 
Protects your letters, documents, and data 
files by scrambling your file so only you can 
understand it. 

III 
Shelp 
From within almost any program, Shelp 
gives you immediate access to a notepad 
and calculator and lets you define up to 26 
keyboard macros-that is, assign up to 31 
characters to a single keystroke. Written ex
clusively for the Portable Plus. 

Dill II 
Tiger Fox 
A great video game of changing mazes and 
double pursuit. First video game designed 
for the Portables. 

D 
Time Manager 
The highly acclaimed Portable Plus ROM
based Time Manager program in a 3112 "disk 
version for the HP110 Portable. Does not run 
on Portable Plus. (Available to Portable 
Paper subscribers only.) 

Dill 
Typing Whiz 
Better than almost any typing tutor program 
on the market-designed specifically for 
The Portables and the HP150. Immediate 
numeric and graphic feedback of your 
progress. 

FILE TRANSFER MADE EASY 

II 
Direc-link 
A software program for high-speed transfer 
of files between your Portable Vectra and 
IBM PC or compatible. Versatile (works with 
parallel and serial ports), easy to use (sim
ple manual file-tagging or automatic unat
tended file transfer), and very affordable 
price. 

DIIIII 
Disk Conversion Service 
We will convert your data to and from 
single-sided, dou ble-sided, high-density, 
3112 inch and 5114 inch formats at a reason
able cost. 

III 
HPDueite 
A software program that lets you transfer 
files back and forth at high speed between 
your Portable Plus and an IBM PC or com
patible desktop computer-without the 
need for an HP-IL card. Comes with proper 
serial cable. 

DIIIII 
Manazana disk drives 
These are high-quality drives for IBM com
patibles. They allow a 5114 " IBM PC compati
ble system to access 3112" HP or IBM 
formatted disks. 

DIIIII 
ReadHP 
This software program allows an IBM com
patible computer with a 31/2" disk drive to 
read and write to HP formatted disks 
directly. 

SPREADSHEET ENHANCERS 

Dill II 
101 Macros for Lotus 1-2-3 
Useful in themselves and also as learning 
tools for novices and experts alike. Includes: 
recalculating ranges, double spacing 
spreadsheet prior to printout, hiding notes 
next to data cells, addressing form letters, 
and printing labels automatically. Custom
ized for Lotus 1A and 2.01. 



IIIlIIIIII 
SideWinder 
This program allows you to print your 
spreadsheets (or any other text file) side
ways on your ThinkJet. This means you can 
print your 60 column by 53 row spreadsheet 
from your Portable as one long printout 
without cutting and pasting. 

III 
Software Driver for Lotus on RAM 
A utility program that allows you to run 
Lotus 1-2-3 and Lotus Symphony from RAM 
or disk rather than ROM. 

IIIlIIIIII 
Statistix 
A comprehensive statistical package that's 
easy to learn and use. Runs on the HP110, 
Portable Plus, HP150, and IBM PC com
patibles. Data can be entered from keyboard 
or imported from spreadsheet or database 
files. Includes multiple regression, most 
standard parametric and non-parametric 
tests, p-values, plots, histograms, and 
much, much more. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

IIIlIIIIII 
CompuServe Starter Kit 
Gets you started on the Electronic Informa-
tion Service, CompuServe (which includes 
the HP Forum). Includes $25 worth of free 
time, and CompuServe's monthly magazine, 
Online Today. 

IIIlIIII 
Term110 and TermPlus communications 
software 
Exceptionally easy-to-use alternatives to 
Terminal for the HP110 and 
PC2622/Reflection for the Portable Plus. 
Both Term110 and TermPlus allow you to 
send and capture ASCII information. Both 
offer fast XMODEM transfer of programs, 
Lotus worksheets, and archive files. Both of
fer auto log-on, dialing directories, on-line 
help, and the ability to run other programs 
without severing the phone connnection. 

IIIlIIIIII 
WorldPort Portable Modems 
The World Port 2400 is a battery-powered, 
highly compact (4"x2"x1"), lightweight 
(6.5 oz.), full-featured 'external modem that 
transmits data at 300, 1200, and 2400 baud. 
Faster than HP's internal modems, the 
World Port 2400 is fully compatible with the 
industry-standard Hayes AT Command Set, 
and with both the CCITT and Bell communi
cations standards. The WorldPort 1200 
modem transmits at 300 and 1200 baud. 

DATA BASE 

IIIlIIIIII 
Condor 3 and Condor, Jr. 
Database programs customized for the 
HP Portables. Enter data, sort, search, 
manage files, and print address labels with 
ease. Condor, Jr. runs on the HP110 and 
Portable Vectra. It allows limited report 
writing, and is highly memory-efficient. 
Condor 3, runs on the Plus, Portable Vec
tra, and HP150. It is a fully "relational" 
system, allowing you to combine data from 
two or more files. It includes advanced 
report generating capabilities, data transfer 
to and from Lotus 1-2-3, and more. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

IIIlIIIIII 
2 Project Management Packages 
All 2 work on the HP110, Plus, Vectra, 
HP150, and IBM PC. Milestone is also for 
small to medium projects. (On HP110, you 
need to scroll to see entire Milestone 
screen.) Pertmaster is for medium to large 
projects (specify which machine). 

PROGRAMMING 

IIIlIIII 
Turbo Optimizer 
Saves run time and storage space by mak
ing your Turbo Pascal programs 10-30% 
faster and 15-50% smaller. Works with 
Turbo Pascal Version 3.0. Customized to 
HP110, Portable Plus, and HP150. 

IIIlIIIIII 
Borland Turbo Pascal 3.0-Customized 
For The Portables 
Turbo Pascal, the HP Portable programming 
language of choice, outstrips others in price, 
performance, compatibility, memory con
sumption, and programmer environment. 
The WordStar-type editor alone is worth the 
price. Borland has authorized us to include 
an extra disk customizing the Turbo editor 
to the HP110 and Portable Plus's editing 
keys. The Turbo Pascal Starter Kit includes 
Turbo Pascal, and Portable Pascal Pro
grams (a double-sided disk with more than 
50 program examples for the Portables). 

GRAPHICS 

11111 
Flowcharting 11+ 
This program creates professional-looking 
flowcharts and organizational charts using 
26 flowchart symbols in 95 sizes. Wide 
variety of text fonts for creating labels. Easy 
to add and delete lines without disturbing 
the rest of the flowchart. "Shrink Screen" 
feature lets you view up to 14 "x11" chart 
on 25-line screen. (Portable Plus only.) 

11111 
Logitech Mouse for the Portable Plus 
A 3-button mouse for the Portable Plus, 
bundled with our proprietary Portable 
Mouse Software and special connecting 
cable. USing the mouse to move the screen 
cursor makes using your Plus easier and 
more fun. The Logitech mouse was rated 
Editor's Choice by ec Pv1agazine. 

IIIlIIII 
Sketch 
A graphics program for the HP Portables. 
Lets you draw free-form using cursor keys. 
Also draw lines, boxes, circles by pressing 
a single key. Five character sets can be 
displayed normally, sideways, or even 
upside-down. Entire screen can be printed 
on ThinkJet at virtually any enlargement. 
Screens can be saved for future use. 
Screens can also be imported into Sketch 
from Lotus and other programs. Only uses 
44K of memory. 

ACCESSORIES 

IIIlIIII 
Cases for Portables and Peripherals 
Roomy, rugged, high-quality, highly padded 
cases to protect our ThinkJet, HP9114, and 
HP Portable when traveling. 

III 
External Numeric Keypad 
Allows fast nu merical entry for Lotus and 
other applications. Attaches to Portable Plus 
via serial port. 

IIIlIIII 
HP9114 Empowerer 
A hardware product that prevents the 
HP9114 disk drive from running out of juice 
in the middle of your work. Plug Empowerer 
into your HP9114 and a normal wall outlet, 
and you can run your HP9114 forever. 

IIIlIIII 
Mobile Recharger 
Lets you recharge your HP110, Portable 
Plus, ThinkJet, HP9114, HP hand-held etc. 
from your car's cigarette lighter. 

III 
2-Megabyte RAM card 
A giant leap in memory size for the Portable 
Plus. Simply remove your existing RAM 
drawer and replace it with this card. Works 
with any Portable Plus with 512K of built
in memory. We will accept your old RAM 
drawer and any extra memory as a trade-in 
towards purchase. 

III 
RAM/ROM Card 
A megabyte of RAM I!!!!§. four pairs of ROM 
slots. Add the RAM/ROM card to your Port
able Plus and you have a megabyte of extra 
RAM in addition to space for Lotus, Reflec
tion, Webster's Spelling Checker, Memo
Maker/Time Manager, and SuperROM 
(5 products on one ROM chip). We will 
accept your old RAM or ROM drawer and 
any extra memory as a trade-in towards 
purchase. 

IIIlIIIIII 
3-Ring Binders for Back Issues 
Handsome unprinted 3-ring binders for 
back issues of The Portable Paper. Specify 
Volume Number (1-4). 

INTEGRATED PACKAGE 

IIIlIIIIII 
T/Master and T/Maker 
T/Master is a fully integrated word pro
cessor, speller, relational database manager, 
spreadsheet, file manager, and communi
cations package. Also includes graph mak
ing. Runs on Portable Plus and Portable 
Vectra without modification, and on HP150 
with a PC emulator. T/Maker is an earlier 
version; it runs on the HP110 Portable with 
an external disk drive, and does not include 
the communications module. Both pro
grams are more integrated than any other 
package. Our reviewer says, " ... there is no 
other application I know of that matches the 
power, thoroughness, and simple elegance 
of T/Master." 

PORTABLE VECTRA ONLY 
PRODUCTS 

II 
Direc-Link 
See description in File Transfer section. 

II 
FloppyDRIVER 
A software program for the Portable Vectra 
that makes all floppy disk access operations 
(loading and running programs, accessing 
and copying files, etc.) up to 10 times faster. 

II 
Monitors for The Portable Vectra 
Convert your Portable Vectra to a desktop 
computer-and back to a portable-in 
seconds. Excellent values in monochrome 
and high-resolution EGA color monitors 
from GoldStar. 

IIIlIIIIII 
HP-IL Card for Portable Vectra 
Fits in Portable Vectra adapter slot. Func
tions exactly like IBM PC HP-IL card, allow
ing transfer of data to HP-IL devices like the 
HP9114, HP110, and Portable Plus. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

III 
Software on ROM 
Many of our best-selling programs are 
available on ROM chips via our ROM Back
up service. (Portable Plus only.) Saves 
valuable electronic disk space, minimizes 
need for disk drive. Custom ROMs also 
available. 

IIIlIIIIII 
Used HP Portable Equipment 
The Portable Equipment Exchange, a divi
sion of Personalized Software, buys and 
sells used HP110s, Portable Pluses, 
HP9114s, HP ROMs, and RAM drawers for 
the Plus. Because of HP quality, used HP 
products are a great buy. 30-day return 
pOlicy on all used equipment, plus one-year 
guarantee (parts and labor). 

IIIlIIIIII 
Volume Discounts 
Corporate buyers, users groups, and HP 
dealers: Order products and subscriptions 
from us in quantity and save. 
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Official Personalized Software Price List 
The Portable Paper 

Part Retail Subscr. 

The Ponable Paper 
1 Yr Subscription PPN1PU $55.00 
2 Yr Subscription PPN2PU 99.00 
1 Yr. Renewal PPR1PU 55.00 
2 Yr. Renewal PPR2PU 99.00 
1986·8,3 Yr back issues PP13PB 99.00 
1988 back issues PP12P8 39.00 
Individual Back issue PP99PP 9.20 
1987 Subscriber Disk SB12NS 115.00 9.50 
1988 Subscriber Disk SB13NS 115.00 9.SO 
1989 Subscriber Disk SB14NS 115.00 9.SO 
PP Binder Vol.1 PB11NM 5.00 
PP Binder Vo1.2 PB12NM 5.00 
PP Binder Vo1.3 PB13NM 5.00 
PP Binder VolA PB14NM 5.00 
PP Binder Vo1.1·4 PB15NM 18.00 

HP Portable 
HP1SO 

Free Catalogs 
CATPOR 
CAT150 

0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

Software and Accessories 
Word Processors 

The Editor II ED11NS 129.00 
Editor Pack FM15PP 289.00 
(Editor II, FormatPlus, Webster Speller) 
Editor II Disk Upgrade ED14NS 35.00 
The Editor IVFormatter ED13PP 149.95 
WordPerft 4.2 ss HP150 WD12NS 435.00 
WordPerft 4.2 ds HP150 WD11NS 435.00 
WordPerfect 4.2 P. Plus WD13NI 435.00 
WordPerfect 5.0 P. Plus WD17NS 595.00 
(Includes PlusPerfect) 
PlusPerfect WD14NS 129.00 

Word Processing Utilities 
FormatllO FM12NS 39.95 
FormatPlus FP11NS 79.95 
FormatPlus Upgrade FP14NS 35.00 
MemoMaker Pack FM14PP 159.90 
(Format Plus,Webster Spelling Checker) 
Formatter FM11NS 59.95 
HPrint HP11NS 80.00 
PrinterTalk PT11NS 49.95 
PrinterTalk, Format110 PT12NS 89.90 
Webster Speller WB11NS 79.95 
WordPlus spell WP11NS 1SO.00 
RightWords Diction Ext. RW12NS 29.95 
RightWriter RW11NS 95.00 

Databast-/ Accounting Software 
Condor 3 CR11NS 495.00 
Condor Jr CR13NS 99.95 
Dac·Easy Accounting DC11NS 1SO.OO 

Communications 
WoridPort Modem 1200 WM11NM 
WoridPort Modem 2400 WM12NM 

199.00 
359.00 

30.00 
199.00 

79.95 
19.00 

295.00 

WoridPort cable WM14NM 
WP 1200 Upgrade kit WM13NM 
WP Acoustic coupler WM16NM 
Kermit KE11NS 
Relay Gold (Plus) RG11NS 
TermPlus TE12NS 99.95 

99.95 Term110 TE11NS 

Productivity Boo!!ting Utilites 
BacTools 
Compuserve Starter Kit 
OOS Tools 
FilePlus 
HP Duette 
HP150 PC Emulator 
HP9114 Empowerer 
Norton Uitilities Adv. 
Norton Utilitiess 
Private File 
ReadHP 

BC11NS 49.95 
CM11NM 39.95 
DT11NS 44.95 
FE12NS 69.95 
DU11NM 99.95 
PC11NS 19.95 
PR12NM 99.95 
NUI2NS lSO.oo 
NU11NS 99.95 
PF11NS 39.95 
RD11NS 79.95 

99.95 
195.00 

35.00 
119-95 
339.00 
339.00 
339.00 
395.00 

99.95 

35.95 
69.95 
35.00 

125.00 

49.95 
75.95 
44.95 
59.95 
69.95 
99.00 
29.95 
89.00 

379.00 
89.95 

129.00 

179.00 
319.00 

20.00 
179.00 

79.95 
19.00 

279.00 
79.95 
79.95 

39.95 
35.95 
39.95 
59.95 
89.95 
19.95 
89.95 

129.00 
89.95 
34.95 
69.95 

Shelp SH11NS 55.00 49.95 
Tiger Fox TF11NS 32.95 29.95 
Time Manager SB11NS 9.SO 9.50 
Typing Whiz TW11NS 49.95 39.95 

Gral!hics 
Logitech Mouse MS14NM 119.00 99.95 
Logitech Mouse 
Portable Plus System MS15NM 219.00 79.95 

P.Plus Mouse Sftwre MS11NM 70.00 60.00 
P.Plus Mouse Cable MS13NM 30.00 20.00 
Sketch SKI1NS 80.00 75.95 
Sketch Halftone disk SK11NS 9.SO 9.SO 
Flowcharting 11+ FL11NS 232.00 209.00 

Sl!readSheet and Statistics 
101 Macros MC11NS 69.95 62.95 
Lotus 123/Symphony P.Plus 
Software Driver LT14NS 69.95 59.95 

Lotus 123, Driver LT11NS 495.pif' 435.00 
SideWinder and Utilities SW13NS 79.95 69.95 
SideWinder SW11NS 69.95 59.95 
Statistix ST11NS 69.00 59.00 

File Transfer 
Direct Link (DL) Package DL13NM 134.90 115.00 
(Includes all DL software, seriaVparallel cables) 
DL & Pamllel Adaptor DL14NM 82.00 71.95 
DL & Par.Cable+Adaptor DL15NM 102.00 91.90 
HPDuette for P.Plus DU11NM 99.95 89.95 
Link Plus LK11NS 90.00 85.95 
ReadHP RD11NS 79.95 69.95 

Programming 
Turbo Pascal 3 OptimizerTP17NS 
TuboPascal 3.0 TP12NS 
Turbo Pascal 3 Programs TP16NS 
T. Pascal 3 Starter Kit TP11NS 

125.00 
99.95 
49.95 
49.90 

Project Management 
PertMaster for HP110 PR11Nl 695.00 
PertMaster for P.Plus PR12N1 695.00 
PertMaster for HP150 PR13N1 695.00 
PertMaster for Vectra PR14Nl 695.00 
Milestone ML11NS 99.95 

Integrated Packages 
Symphony, P.Plus Driver SY11NS 765.00 
T/Maker110 TM11NS 99.95 
T/Master TM12NS 59.00 

Vectra Ponable-S))ecific ProdUCIS 
Direc Link . see File Transfer 

119.00 
89.95 
44.95 
29.95 

499.00 
499.00 
499.00 
499.00 

89.95 

595.00 
95.00 
49.00 

HP-IL Card-P. Vectra CS HP16NM 245.00 235.00 
FloppyDriver FD11NS 79.00 69.95 

Peripherals 
Manzana 1.44 Meg, 3.5" 
PC External Drive MZ12NM 385.00 345.00 

Manzana 1.44 Meg, 3.5" 
PC Internal Drive MZ11NM 200.00 189.00 

Manzana Controller MZ13NM 95.00 89.00 
Touchstone Numeric 

Keypad for P.Plus TS11NM 139.00 135.00 

Accessories 
Standard Parallel Cable PL11NM 29.95 19.95 
10 3.5" disks/case DS11NM 64.90 29.95 
10 1.44Meg 3.5" disks DS12NM 99.95 69.95 
Mobile Recharger PR11NM 59.95 49.95 
Padded Case for 110,PlusCSI2NM 99.95 89.95 
Padded Case for ThinkJet, 

HP9114 Disk Drive CS11NM 39.95 37.95 

Learning Material 
How to Use the HP 
Portables Video Tapes VP11NM lSO.00 119.00 

Used Portable Equipment 
Used HP!! 0 and Ponable Plus Coml!uters 

512K Plus With Modem PP15UC $2700 $1595 
128K Plus With Modem PP11UC 31901 995 
HP110 Portable PQ11UC 30001 595 
HP110,ThinkJet,HP9114 PP40PP 43001 1175 

Used Printers For HPllO, Ponable Plus, Vectta 
HP-IL ThinkJet Printer TJ11UM $ 495 $ 295 
New DeskJet Printer DJ11HM 995 795 

Used HPllO/Por!able Plus Disk Drives 
HP9114A Disk Drive DD11UM $ 7951 $ 3SO 
HP9114B Disk Drive DD12UM 645 395 

Used HP Ponable Plus Memory Drawer.; 
New HP 1 Mg RAM Drw. MM11NM $10SO $ 795 
384K HP RAM Drawer MM12UM 935 295 
128K HP RAM Drawer MM13UM 415 ISO 
128K HP Memory Card MM14UM 260 125 
HP ROM Softwre Drawer SW11UM 165 99 

Miscellaneous Used HP Ponable Peril!herals 
HP-IL Card For IBM PC IL11UM 165 99 
HP-IL 7470A Plotter PL11UM 10951 650 
P.Plus V.Intfce+Moniter VM12UM 7501 275 

lDenotes products no longer manufactured. The 
"Retail Price" of these items was the price at the time 
of discontinuance. These items are excellent buys. 

Portable Plus Software on ROM 
If the product number ends with "UR", it is a used HP 
ROM. If it ends with "PP", it is a new Personalized 
Software disk plus ROM backup. The price in the 
"Backup Price" column is valid only for those who 
already own the software disk. 

Part Retail Subs Backup 
Price Price Price 

Word Processors 
WordPerfect 5 WD11PP 919.00 595.00 295 
The Editor II ED12PP 224.00 94.95 95 
MMkr/TmMgr MM21UR 195.00 19.00 
MSWord MS20UR 375.00 199.00 
MultiMate MM20UR 520.00 425.00 
Editor Pack + FM17PP 823.00 599.00 
(Editor II, Webster, FormatPIus, FilePlus) 
Editor Pack FM16PP 658.00 499.00 
(Editor II, Webster, FormatPlus) 
Editor II ROM upgrade ED15NR 58 

Word Processing Utilities 
FormatPlus FP13PP 174.95 164.95 95 
HPrint HP12PP 175.00 170.95 95 
Wbster Speller WB13PP 258.95 248.95179 
FmtPlus ROM '.Ipgr ED15NR 58 

Spreadsheets and Utilities 
Lotus 123,1A LT12UR 495.00 295.00 
Lotus 123,2.01 LT15UR 520.00 425.00 

Database Program 
Exec Crd Mgr EC11UR 341.00 279.00 

Communications 
PC2622 PC13UR 395.00 239.00 
Reflection RF11UR 395.00 295.00 
TermPlus TE13PP 194.95 174.95 95 

Productivi!;I Boosters 
OOS Tools DT12PP 179.00 168.95129 
FilePlus FE14PP 164.95 154.95 95 
HP Calculator CL11PP 95.00 95.00 
HP Duette DU13PP 194.95 184.95 95 
Shelp SH12PP 110.00 104.95 55 
Typing Whiz TW12PP 144.95 134.95 95 

Gral!hics 
Sketch SK12PP 175.00 170.95 95 

Programming Languages 
MSBasic MS2IUR 300.00 150.00 
Turbo Pascal 3 TP13PP 194.95 184.95 95 

Combined ROMs 
Shelp,SdWndr SH13PP 234.95 214.90 95 
SuperROM SU11PP 474.00 299.00 49 
(Editor I, Format110, PrinterTalk, Shelp, SideWinder) 
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mainframe or another PC running Relay Gold. 
The second manual is the "Reference Guide" which 

is intended to answer just about any question you might 
have regarding Relay Gold. The Reference Manual has 
sixteen sections that cover such topics as the command 
line options that can be used when starting Relay Gold, 
the Relay Script Language, and details of the various 
terminal emulations available in Relay Gold. 

Both manuals have several appendices and are fully 
indexed. In fact the index in the Reference Manual 
covers both manuals which makes for a handy cross 
reference and prevents needless searching through the 
two manuals. 

When the manuals don't provide the answer, Relay 
Communications has a technical support phone line that 
is staffed with knowledgeable people who can normally 
answer your question during the first call. If not, they 
will research the problem and call you back. I know, 
I've called many times. 

Naturally, there is also a down side to the manuals. 
They are not customized at all for the Portable Plus. 
Since there are several features of the IDM PC version 
that are not supported on the Plus, this could be 
confusing for Plus users. In an effort to get the required 
special information to the Plus user, there is a readme 
me on the distribution diskette. However, this was not 
written by anyone familiar with the Plus and only 
provides the most basic information about the Plus 
version. 

INSTALlATION 
Another area that needs improvement for the Plus is the 
installation process. On the IDM PC, the installation 
program (written in Relay's script language), prompts 
you for where you want Relay Gold installed, creates the 
subdirectory, copies the required mes and then adapts 
Relay to fit your machine and modem. It even lets you 
set the default modem speed in the Relay Gold phone 
directory. Some of this functionality is missing for the 
Plus. 

TIlE RElAY EDITOR 
Relay Gold has an excellent built-in text editor. This 
makes it easy to modify scripts or any text mes without 
leaving Relay Gold. This editor is not, however, a 
substitute for a word processor as it has no provision for 
word wrap, etc. Relay Gold's context sensitive help 
facility makes the editor convenient to use. as help is 

J 
only a keystroke away. 

TIlE SCRIPT lANGUAGE 
This is one of my favorite parts of Relay Gold. The 
language is as easy to learn as it is powerful. On the 
easy to use end, Relay Gold comes with a script that will 
write scripts for you. Called 'learn.scr' this script will 
translate all of the keystrokes that you use to log on to 
a remote system and write out a logon script to match 
those keystrokes to the responses from the remote 
computer. Learn.scr will even install the logon script so 
that it will run automatically the next time you call that 
computer! 

On the sophisticated side, the Relay Gold sCript 
language is really a full programming language. The 
capabilities continue to astound me. There is everything 
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required to automate any task. You can read and write 
PC mes, call a remote computer, send and receive mes, 
and even change parity or duplex on the fly. There is 41· 
also the ability to design custom panels and build a ')~' 
complete shell around the Relay Gold program to 
provide a custom interface. One of my applications uses 
such an interface to totally automate the selection and 
downloading of data mes from the mainframe. In such 
an application, the user never needs to see Relay Gold. 
Scripts can also be used to automate the use of the 
Relay Gold editor. 

Distributed processing is a big topic in the software 
development world these days. In such a scenario, the 
functions required for an application are divided 
between two or more computers. The Relay Gold script 
language makes this easy to do between the mainframe 
and the personal computer or between two personal 
computers by having one computer start some function 
on the other computer. The function can be a script, 
a me transfer, or even another program. 

A big advantage of the Relay Gold script language 
over the scripting of Reflection 1 is the use of named 
variables. In Reflection, you are allowed only 10 
variables and they must be named VO through V9. 
Relay variables can be given meaningful names that 
make scripts easier to read and debug like &mename or 
&counter. Relay variables can be numeric and can be 
used in calculations. 

KEYBOARD MAPPING 
Relay Gold allows for the complete remapping of any 
key on the keyboard. In fact several key mes are 
provided on the distribution diskette to give correct 
3270 function keys when using the various connection 
options. All of these key mes can be edited to add 
functions or change the meanings of keys. This 
remapping capability extends to the editor as well as the 
terminal emulators, making Relay a very flexible package. 

USING RElAY GOLD ON THE PORTABLE PLUS 
The first question any Portable Plus user will ask is how 
much memory will I need. There is no simple answer 
to that question because of the many uses and 
configurations possible with Relay Gold. The absolute 
minimum Relay Gold configuration requires 280K of disk 
space. I'll start by saying that Relay Gold requires lots 
of RAM. The minimum free memory required to run 
Relay Gold is 167K. Adding DOS, SHELP, and buffers 
means that minimum main memory setting in the PAM 
system configuration is 212K. This allows only the 
simplest of tasks. I find that a setting of 256K allows 
full operation with enough extra to run small utilities 
from the DOS shell. This means that it is barely 
possible to run Relay Gold on a 512K Portable Plus. 

To run Relay Gold as I have it set up requires 385K 
of disk space and 256K of main memory for a total of 
641K. Adding some space for other mes makes the 
minimum practical configuration a 768K Portable Plus. 
This still does not allow for use of all of the features of 
Relay Gold. I find my Plus with 1125K of total RAM to 
be cramped. 

Relay uses several overlays to keep the total memory 
requirement down. This allows us to delete the 
overlays we know we won't use (poSSibly the one for 



TIM aste r it may be the only 
program you'll ever need. 
And it may be the most' 'comfortable" program you've ever used! 
It may sound strange to call a com
puter program "comfortable", but 
that's thp best way we've found to 
describe T/Master. And the other 
part is true also: T/Master may be 
the only program you'll ever need. 

That's because TlMaster has with
in it virtually every business appli
cation you can think of, including 
word processor, spelling checker, 
file manager, spreadsheet, database 
manager, numerical scratchpad, 
graph making, data communica
tions, desktop publishing, and even 
more. 

There are, of course, other "in
tegrated" programs on the market 
that combine a number of applica
tions in one. T/Master, however, is 
the only integrated program that 
runs on an HP Portable. In terms of 
capabilities, T/Master also happens 
to be one of the best. But that isn't 
what makes it so special. 

You see, T/Master isn't just a very 
good program. It is an entirely 
unique program. It's one you simp
ly must get your hands on before 
you can appreciate its incredible 
richness and elegance-and the 
sheer thoughtfulness that went 
into its creation. 
THE HEART OF THE SYSTEM 

As with most integrated pro
grams, T/Master lets you share data 
between applications-for example, 
you can insert a spreadsheet into a 
report you're typing, or can take in
formation from a database and 
move it into a spreadsheet-all 
without leaving the program. 

However, with most other in
tegrated programs, you have to exit 
the module you're in (e.g., word pro
cessor), load another module (e.g., 
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spreadsheet), work in the second 
module, then "import" the result 
back into the first module. In addi
tion, each module presents you 
with different commands, a differ
ent environment, and often a dif
ferent "feel". 

Not so with T/Master. 
T/Master doesn't have modules in 

the usual sense. Instead, almost 
everything is done using the word 
processor; it's the heart of the 
system. T/Master's different func
tions (spreadsheet, database, etc.) 
are, in effect, aspects of the word 
processor that have special powers. 
Instead of leaving the word pro
cessor to create a spreadsheet that 
you then have to import, you simp
ly create a spreadsheet (with all the 
computational power you need) 
right where you are. 

Same for a database. Using vir
tually the same commands as for 
typing ordinary text, you can set up 
the structure of the database, enter 
data, sort, search, generate a 
report, and insert that report into 
your document. 

And that's why T/Master is so 
comfortable. You always interact 
with it in the same mode, which is 
basically just to type. And what you 
type is ordinary text, or numbers, or 
simple English-like instructions. 
With T/Master, you're always on 
familiar territory. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
Here are just a few of T/Master's 

most special features: 
The word processor includes 

over 100 different functions. You ac
tivate these either from menus or by 
means of simple typed commands. 
On-line help is available at all times. 

Highly suitable for 
desktop publishing, 

You'll need 296K of main memory to run TIM aster, 
plus 135K Edisc space for the core system, plus the 
following amounts for storage of the various parts: 
word processor: 53K; speller: 151K; database and 
spreadsheet: 135K; data communications: 35K; chart 
making: 52K; misc. utilities: 60K. You can, if you 
wish, run the various parts of T/Master off your 
external disk drive. 

TlMaster's word pro
cessor handles text in 
columns, and lets you 
view reduced-size 
layouts of entire 
pages. 

The spreadsheet is 
different from any 
other. With most 
spreadsheets, the 

HP110 USERS 
T/Maker, an earlier version of T/Master, runs on the 
HP110 Portable with an external disk drive. The pro
gram runs beautifully. T/Maker doesn't support data 
communications, but it does include word processor, 
spelling checker, database, spreadsheet, scratchpad, 
and simple bar charts. It is easily the most com
prehensive program available for the HP110. 

, , , ,. 
HP110 Portable 
Portable Plus 
Portable Vectra 
HP150 
IBM PC and compa!. 

T/Maker 

T/Masterl 
-L-

• 
• • 
• • 
• 

columns are of a fixed, predeter
mined width, and the formulas for 
calculating each' 'cell" can only be 
viewed one cell at a time. 

With TIM aster, you specify the 
column widths and locations, and 
you type the formulas at the edges 
of the spre1\.dsfteet where you can 

"No other application 
that I know of matches 

the power, thoroughness, 
and simple elegance of 

T/Master." 
-David Hughes, Contributing 
Editor; The Portable Paper 

When you realize that you can or
chestrate all this by means of a 
single DO command entirely 
automatically, you begin to see the 
incredible productivity and power 
that T/Master offers. At only $295 
for the entire package (or even less 
if you're a Portable Paper sub
scriber), T/Master is easily the best 
software value available. 

HOW COME I HAVEN'T 
HEARD OF IT? 

The T/Maker Company, developer 
of T/Master, chooses to remain 
small. They do not advertise, but 
prefer to let T/Master be known by 
word of mouth. This has worked 
well because of the high level of 

see them at all times. (Very helpful user satisfaction: According to a re-
in getting your spreadsheets to cent survey, 12 out of every 13 
work!) T/Master users "highly prefer" the 

Also, unlike other spreadsheets, program over other integrated 
you can imbed explanatory text packages they're familiar with. 
anywhere you like-another bene- T/Master is widely distributed in 
fit of TlMaster's text-oriented ap- Europe and the Far East, where it is 
proach to program integration. bundled with IBM PC compatible 

T/Master's relational database computer systems. 
manager competes with database- NOT FOR EVERYONE 
only products like dBase III. It's easy T/Master is not for everyone. The 
to select and combine data from two T/Maker Company has told us that 
or more files, set up cross-tabula- their most satisfied users are 
tionsfrom data on disk, andgener- computer-oriented people for 
ate ad hoc reports. whom increased productivity is im-

T/Master's data communica- portant (as opposed to casual com-
tions capabilities include many puter users who might not 
you would expect to find in sophisti- appreciate the time and effort 
cated stand-alone communications TlMaster can save them, let alone its 
programs. Yet they're easy to use elegance). 
even if you've never done data If your computer is an important 
communications before. (Note: our part of your work life, and if you're 
version of TlMaster has its data com- willing to learn a new-and much 
munications portion customized to ellSier-way of functioning, then we 
the Portable Pius.) ... u~ge you to try T/Master for your-

T/Master includes a "00" coni- selL If, within 60. days, you feel 
mand that lets you string other T/Master is .n4>t Joryou, Simply 
commands together 1UId eltec~t(:t return it for ~ full refund. 
them sequentially (in "batch" . Butremember, T/Master m:ust be 
mode) without intervention. experienced. It lias a unique way of 

It is surprisingly simple, f<lI' exam:~ doing things anq. a "feel" that's all 
pie, to set up a DO.comm:aud tl)at its. oWn, Order TlMaster today. It 
will perform tfIeiollowtng func- may change the way you use your 
tions at the end of eve~1;llontn: t . 

. c.01;llPU er. /ro. a~ Compile data frol1ls~lected data~ 0 z. 7:J, 
bases, construct a bar graph, ins~rt T/Master ~ 
the bar graph into amonthlyreport, (For Portable Plus, Portable 
and address copies.of.the report to Vectra, HP150).......... . 0 
a selected list of recipients. '" ~ for Portable Paper subscribers 

t:f5: 00 /'11. T/Maker 11.95"---.., 
, __________ . (HPllO Portable) ....... $~ 

~ ____________ ... ~ . for Portable Paper subscribers 

TO ORDER 
Use postageMpaid order form inside back cover 

or send check or credit card information 
(I, expo date, signature) to: 

Personalized Software 
P.O. Box 869, Fairfield.lA 52556 515/472-6330 

II PV users: Please subtract $10 from 
subscriber price (since we don't have 
to send you additional customized 
disks or extra documentation). Be sure 
to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA" on 
your order. 

© Copyright 1987 Personalized Software 



2400 baud portable modem 
f HP P rt bl The4"x2"xl"WorldPort2400 O r yo U r 0 a e costs less than HP's internal 

modems, is faster, and can be used 
with more than one computer. 

Weighs only 6* ounces! 
If you do data comunications with an HP Port

able or Portable Plus, you've probably found 
the internal 300- or 1200-baud modem tobe too 
slow. Until now, the only solution was to buy a 
bulky external modem and lug it around wher
ever you go. 

A better solution is the Worldport 2400. It 
measures a trim 4/1 x 2/1 X 1/1, it's rugged, it weighs 
only 6'h ounces including the battery, and it 
sends and receives at 300, 1200, and 2400 baud. 

A MYRIAD OF FEATURES 
The Worldport 2400 has a wealth of features 

you would expect to find in a desktop modem 
several times its size. 

EXTRA BONUS FOR USERS OF THE 
IBM PC AND NEW HP PORTABLE VECTRA 
Included with the WorldPort 2400 at no charge is 

the acclaimed communications and remote control 
software package, Carbon Copy PLUS (retail value: 
$195). The program also comes free with the World
Port1200-WorldPort2400 Upgrade Kit. (Carbon Copy 
PLUS will not run on the HP110 or Portable Plus, but 
both WorldPort modems will run with HP's communi
cations software, namely the Terminal program for the 
HP110, and TERM and Reflection for the Portable Plus.) 

For example, the WorldPort 2400 has auto-dial, 
auto-answer, and both pulse and tone operation. 
It comes with a standard modular phone plug for 
connecting with the telephone line. It offers non
volatile storage of up to 20 commands. And it is 
fully compatible with the industry-standard 
Hayes AT Command Set, and with the HPllO's 
Thrminal software and the Portable Plus's TERM 
and Reflection software. 

WorldPort 2400 comes with a 2-year manufac
turer's warranty covering defects in materials 
and workmanship. 

The WorldPort 2400 offers portablility, relia
bility, well-designed features, and ease of use. 
Order yours, risk-free, today. 

Retail Subscriber 
Price Price 

WorldPort 2400 modem .... $359.00 .... $319.00 
(with Carbon Copy PLUS software) PFWDUCT NO. WM12NM 

WoridPort 1200 modem.. . .. 199.00 ..... 179.00 
(without software) PRODUCT NO. WM11NM 

Cable to connect modem 
to HP Portables. .... 30.00 ...... 20.00 

Since a modular plug is not always available, 
the WorldPort 2400 also has a built-in interface 
for an acoustic coupler. (The coupler, an optional 
extra, runs at 300 and 1200 baud.) The unit is 
compatible with both the internationally ac
cepted CCITT communications standards and 
the Bell communications standards recognized PRODUCT NO. WM14NM 
in the U.S.. FREE with modem 

The WorldPort 2400 uses a standard 9-volt 9-volt AC adapter . ·~CT NO.' w= 
transistor radio battery (it's included with the Acoustic coupler ............. 79.95 ...... 79.95 
unit). A fresh battery will keep the WorldPort (300/1200 baud) PRODUCT NO. WM16NM 
humming for 8-10 hours. You can extend battery Upgrade kit: WorldPort1200-
life by operating the unit from a wall outlet WoridPort2400 ............ 199.00 ..... 179.00 ~ 
whenever possible, using the optional AC (includes Carbon Copy PLUS software) PRODUCT NO WM13NM ~ 

~~:~te;~~ep:~~~i~~ 2400 draws no power 60.DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ':;.~_ 
battery. Se" order form for detail.'. ~ 

DOUBLE GUARANTEE . I I I I' TO ORDER ~ 
In addition to our HP110Portabie I _I PortabJeVectra I _I Ils(·{·ndusl'tipq .... la/-(t··paidonit· .. t'onll ~ 

standard 60-day mon- Portable Plus • HP150 • "r"t'n(~/~.,I~~:·I~. :)It:I:~I::'~li%I:;~II~llr:~;I;I:::III<lliUIl ~ 
ey-back guarantee, the IBM PC and compatibles _ I"'rsollati"'d Soflwan' '§, 

I'.(). Bux HIm, J'hirfit·ItI.IA !j~rl!)li :)1:) ·17:!-li:l:ltI 'c 

.... _w_or_ld_po_"_24_0_0 8_Dd_W_O_'I_dP_O'_' 1_200_ar_e_"8_d_em_8'_ks_O_fT_O_OC_hb_8S_e _sy_s'_em_s,_ln_C._H_8y_eS_IS_8_"_8d_em_ar_k_of_H_8y_eS_M_ic_,o_co_m_po_,e_, Pr_Od_OC_'S_. I_OC_. Ca_'_bO_"_CO_P_Y P_L_US_iS_8_"_8d_em_8_'k_O_f M_e_rid_ia_D.Te_Chn_O_IO_gy_, _I"C_. ____ ..... ~ ~): 

the Kermit protocol) to save e-disk space. A 'full' 
installation requires 392K of disk space or more 
depending on the number of script rues you need. 

It is possible to run Relay Gold from a 9114 disk 
drive. Of course, the program takes longer to load and 
it pauses occasionally to load an overlay but it does 
work. Some scripts may require special timing 
allowances due to the slow loading of rues from the 
9114. I also successfully downloaded rues directly to 
the 9114 which makes it practical to transfer quite large 
rues without tying up a lot of e-disk space. 

USING RElAY WIlli OlliER HOSTS 
While adequate for it's intended purpose, the VT·100 
emulation may not be up to the most sttingent needs 
of a sophisticated DEC VAX user. By this I do not mean 
to imply that it is unusable. There are many VAX users 
who are quite happy with Relay Gold due to Relay's 
extremely flexible keyboard mapping that allows VAX 
users to configure Relay Gold fairly well for use with 
All-in-l and other VAX applicatiOns. Relay Gold could 
be a good solution for other situations requiring a 
VT-100 terminal as well. These comments are based on 
using the IBM PC version of Relay Gold at work on a 
DEC VAX. I was not able to try The Plus version on a 
VAX; but it should work as well supporting the same 
scripts and keyboard mapping. 

LAST COMMENTS 
Relay has so many possible applicatiOns on the Portable 
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Plus it's been hard to know where to start - or stop. 
For my purposes it has made the Plus much more 
versatile by giving me the ability to transfer rues to and 
from the mainframe. At the most elementary level, this 
makes the mainframe available to hold my rues from the 
Portable Plus. I no longer need to carry a 9114 on 
longer trips as I can upload extra rues to the mainframe 
whenever I need more space. Of course this same 
scenario can be played with a desktop in the office or 
at home. 

With Relay Gold and a 1 Meg RAM drawer, the 
Portable Plus finally has the potential for some super 
vertical market applications where the host computer is 
an IBM mainframe. Sales force productivity is the most 
obvious of these. Sample scripts in the Relay Gold 
Reference Guide include: a complete electronic mail 
system, a stock quote inquiry script, a news article 
search script, and examples of distributed processing. 
All of these are now possible on the Plus. 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE 
Until now there has not been a RAM-baSed Portable Plus 
communications program that includes terminal 
emulation. Relay Gold has the potential to rul that 
niche. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Relay Gold for the Portable Plus should be available 
from Personalized Software by the second week in 
March. Relay Gold retails for $295 and is available to 



subscribers for $279. I will include additional Portable 
Plus installation material to be included with the 
package. 

The Tax Man Cometh 
TURBOTAX 

II TurboTax by ChipSoft is a stand-alone program that 
requires 384K with DOS 3.0 or higher or 256K for DOS 

II 2.0 or 2.1. We couldn't get it to work on the Portable 
ILl Plus, although a user in Germany reported that he did. 

We tried re-configuring it on another machine and then 
moving it over, but still no luck. It's a very much 
program for the Vectra users. TurboTax provides an 
exact replica on screen of the IRS forms and will output 
the completed forms to a dot matrix or laser printer, 
both of which are acceptable to the IRS. It is easy to 
use and install and is much better than most of the 
competing programs at helping the user get through the 
onerous task of figuring depreciation. Complex 
depreciation calculations are performed by simply 
answering a few questions. It has a pop-up "Quick-Look 
Tax Wmdow" that gives you an instant summary of your 
tax return. The Tax Alternatives workSheet lets you 
make temporary changes without corrupting a working 
form. It also has a forms checker that checks for 
incomplete forms, and an extensive help facility, 
explaining the use of each line and quoting the IRS 
instructions that apply. Versions for state taxes are 
available in 41 states. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
TurboTax can be ordered from Personalized Software. It 
retails for $75.00 and is available at $69.50 for 
subscribers. 

LOTAX 
by Joseph Gerase 
LOTAX is a LOTUS 1-2-3 template that figures your taxes 
and prints onto computer paper or IRS forms your entire 
tax return. Unlike the TurboTax program, it will not 
generate 1040 forms acceptable to the IRS. Information 
has to be copied in by hand, since the 1040 form isn't 
set up to align with mechanical printing. LOTAX will 
work with Symphony, as well. They say it needs to be 
run on a 100% IBM-compatible machine, but several 
users have run it on the Portable Plus with no problems. 
I was able to use LOTAX for the first time without using 
the manual. The commands were easy to understand and 
easy to follow. I do recommend, however, that you use 
the handy instruction booklet that comes with the 
program while your are running it or you might get lost. 

With LOTAX, it's OK if you're not a 1-2-3 wiz because 
the program is all menu-driven using powerful 1-2-3 
macros. If you are not already a tax expert, it is also 
OK because one of the first screens that comes up is a 
workSheet that you fill out which sends all the 
appropriate information to the respective IRS worksheet 
file. 

I ran LOTAX with Lotus 1A on my Portable Plus 
configured with 384K main memory and 512K E-disk. 
The program takes 1 minute 45 seconds to load from 
the C external 9114A (seems like forever) and 30 
seconds to load from the E-disk. If you want to run it 
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from a 512K Plus machine, you'll need to use the 
external disk drive to store the files, so be sure you start 
your taxes well before the deadline date. (Because of 
memory requirements, it won't run on the HPll0). 

A professional version is also available, which is the 
same as the personal version but, in addition, has less 
common forms, like 1116 Foreign tax credit, 4797 
supplemental gains and losses, 8582 passive activity 
losses, 1040A and 1040EZ, unlimited schedule C and F, 
form 4562, and form 2106. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Lotax is not available from Personalized Software. It can 
be ordered for $45 from Siron Systems, P.O. Box 758, 
Tualatin,.OR 97062. They accept Visa and MasterCard 
on phone orders at (503) 656-1967. 

Clipper On The Plus 
by Bruce Pirtle 
I have just received the NovemberlDecember issue of 
The Portable Paper and, in brief review of various 
articles, I encountered the article from Mr. Peter Leye of 
Brussels, Belgium concerning the application of Clipper 
on the Portable Plus. I program extensively with 
Clipper in the Portable Plus environment and therefore 
read with great interest the experiences of Mr. Leye. 
Mr. Leye expressed several questions concerning the 
capabilities of the Summer 87 release within the 
Portable Plus environment, and, based upon my 
experiences with such, I would like to share my 
problems, discoveries and, ultimately, success. 

I was faced with the scenario of developing a 
III database management application capable of retrieving 
§] approximately 10,000 pieces of information on a 

monthly basis while performing validity checks against 
I~ the previous months data, against extensive calculated 

limits and against keyboard check routine designed to 
trap common keyboard entry errors. All data must 
reside on a media capable of non-volatile storage with 
immediate retrieval. The application must be capable of 
optimum execution speed with the ability to perform 
extensive screen interaction and data manipulation. The 
hardware must meet the previously mentioned data 
storage requirements with the ability of operating on 
internal batteries without periodic recharging, with 
optimum performance, for a minimum of eight hours. 
Thus, the Hp Portable Plus and the Clipper application 
merged into a solid , capable marriage of machine and 
software that provides the ultimate needs of hardware 
and database management techniques. 

Program development is done on an IBM AT clone 
for ease of editing, testing and compilation speed. 
Extensive use of Clipper-supported user-defined 
functions (UDF's) provides the utmost degree of 
customization needed for any application. Extensive use 
of the Clipper functions supporting elaborate screen 
interaction, such as DBEDIT, ACHOICE, SAVEIRESTORE 
SCREEN, and SCROLL provide a means of developing 
professional applications that perform with optimum 
capabilities within the Portable Plus environment. 

All of Clipper supported functions and commands 
are fully active on the Portable Plus with one minor 
adjustment to the "canned" package. The ansi.sys driver 
supplied with Clipper does not fully support all of the 
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Top-rated mouse adds convenience (and fun!) 
for Portable Plus users 

Move a mouse around on your desk and the 
cursor moves around the screen. It's easier 
than cramping your fingers on the arrow 
keys-especially if you move the cursor 
around a lot (with Lotus, say, or with your 
word processor). For creating freeform 
graphics, a mouse is a must.' 

The best mouse we know of is also one of 
the least expensive. 

EDITOR'S CHOICE 

~,~ " 

sells for $100 more, only has ~:;~'~~;t~'n~~lc 
With our PORTABLE MOUSE SOFI'WARE, 

you can assign a different keystroke to each 
of the buttons. You can also assign a different 
set of three keystrokes for each of your ap
plications. 

Our PORTABLE MOUSE SOFI'WARE also 
lets you control the distance that the cursor 
will move for a given movement of the mouse. 

TRY IT AT OUR RISK 
Not sure you'll like using a mouse with your 

Portable? The only way to find out is to try 
one. Remember, you can order any product 

Plus, risk-free, today. (Don't forget to order 
our PORTABLE MOUSE SOFTWARE and 
cable too; you'll need them to run either 
mouse with your Portable Plus.) 

Portable Plus Mouse Systems 
(Logitech Mouse, Portable Mouse 
Software, Cable) .......... $219.00. 

$179.95 for Portable Paper subscribers. 

For pricing of individual components and 
Microsoft Mouse, see "Additional Products" 
opposite the order form in this issue. 

It's the LOGITECH MOUSE (model C7 from 
Logitech, Inc.), and it runs beautifully on the 
Portable Plus when coupled with a PORT
ABLE MOUSE SOFI'WARE program devel
oped exclusively for us by Bill Saltzstein. The 
LOGITECH MOUSE was rated Editor's Choice 
by PC Magazine (January 27, 1987). 

from us, use it for 
60 days, and then 
return it for a full 
refund if you are 
not completely 
satisfied. 

A WORD ABOUT THE MICROSOFT MOUSE 60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

3 BUTTONS-EASY TO CUSTOMIZE 
The LOGITECH MOUSE offers high resolu

tion, precision tracking, and a convenient 
3-button design. (The Microsoft mouse, which 

Order a Logitech 
or Microsoft mouse 
for your Portable 

The Microsoft mouse has only 2 buttons, 
but costs $100 more than the 3-button 
Logitech mouse. Nevertheless, the 
Microsoft mouse may be your best bet if 
you want the IBM PC-compatible graphics 
software it comes with. 

S('e order form Ji>r details. 

TO ORDER 
tJ!«' IlllstaJ(l'-paid nnlf'r furm insid(' hm'k ('(Ivt'r 

nr sf'nd rht'ek or er('fiil ('ani information 
(N, I'Xp. dalf', si~natur(') to: 

Personalized Software 

'See ad for Sketch, the graphics program for the Portable Plus, in this issue. 

If you already own a serial Microsoft 
mouse-or would like to buy one-there's 
no need to buy the Logitech Mouse as well; 
to use the Microsoft mouse with your Por
table Plus, all you need is our Portable 
Mouse Software and a cable to connect the 
mouse to your Plus. 

1'.0. Bux KIiH. Fairfil'ld. IA !i:::!f,i)(j !'j1!,)/472~1i!1:10 

I I 

HPll0 Portable 
Portable Plus 

At last! Graphics 
for the Portable and Portable Plus 
by Hal Goldstein 
President, Personalized Software 

Paul Grimmer has done it again. 

speed in an instant.) 
The pen also has an "eraser": Just press "E," and 

when the cursor is down it will erase whatever it 
encounters. He's the author of two of our best-selling pro-

grams: SideWinder (the sideways printng program DOZENS OF HANDY FEATURES 
for the HP Portables) and LINK (the program that But that's just the beginning. SKETCH also lets 
lets you transfer data back and forth be- GYOWdiaW diagonals, boxes, circles, and arcs-each 
tWten HP hand-helds and Portables, with a single key. 
printers, ~nd other peripherals). ~ (If you have a mouse, you gain even more 

Now hes ~eveloped SKEt<;H, a fab- " convenience: Move the mouse in any way 
ulous graphiCS program deSigned for II you want, and the cursor follows instantly. 
both the HPllO Portable and Portable Plus. See ad on the Logitech Mouse for the Por-

CURSOR BECOMES DRAWING PEN •• TI.III table Plus in this issue.) 
Using SKETCH couldn't be simpler: SKETCH also lets you fill closed shapes with light 
Put SKETCH in draw mode, and your cursor or dark solid-or even invert the entire screen 

becomes a "pen". The pen can either be "up" or (light areas become dark and vice-versa)-with a 
"down." When it is "down," it draws wherever you single keystroke. 
move it. When it is up, you can move it around the With SKETCH, you can create text in any of 5 
screen without affecting the drawing. (You set the different character sets and place the text any-
Th i s sh'~' .. JS that , c~rsor up or do~n wh~re in your drawing-including sideways or even 
• ~O_l~ Simply by pressmg upSide-down. 

.0: ~::! "U" or "D." You also SKETCH lets you save part 
~ ~ can set the cursor or all of any drawing for future 
::! ~. speed, and can tog- use, or you can print directly 
I;> _ ..... gle between a faster from the screen onto your 
"l~')1+:.a"qp fiuoa a:p..,l(f1'" speed and a slower ThinkJet or QuietJet pages. 

, , , ,. 
HP110 Portable • 
Portable Plus • 
PortableVectra 
HPl50 
IBM PC and comDat. 
Available on ROM Backup 
for lhe Portable Plus 

You can also import graphics screens into SKETCH 
from Lotus or any other graphics program. 

SKETCH doesn't limit the size of your dreawing 
area to the size of your screen. The total drawing 
area is 70 % bigger than the screen on the Portable 
Plus, and more than 150% bigger than the screen 
on the Portable. As you move the cursor past your 
screen's borders, SKETCH automatically shifts you 
into the areas that were off-screen. 

Now you might be expecting that all these great 
features come at a high price in terms of memory 
space. But they don't. The entire program takes 
up only 44K! (As I said, Paul Grimmer of Southern 
Software has done it again.) 

USING IS BELIEVING 
No matter how fired up you might get by reading 

about SKETCH or looking at the few samples we've 
shown of what it can do, there is no substitute for 
actually getting your hands on this wonderful pro
gram and trying it out for yourself. 

Remember, with our money-back guarantee, if 
you are not completely satisfied with SKETCH 
within 60 days, you can return it for a full refund. 
Why not order a copy today? 

SKETCH graphics program ............ $80. 
$75.95 for Portable Paper subscribers. 

PRODUCT NO. SKIINS 

--------------------------------------------------~~~==~@ 



At last! Both programs have on-line help, and use around 
25K of electronic disk space. 

Most importantly, both programs make efficient, 
logical use of function keys and menus to make the 
job of transferring files and programs easy. 

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE 
You won't appreciate how easy until you try 
TermllO or TermPlus for yourself. We invite you to 
do so today at our risk. 
Term110 (lor HP110) or 
TermPlus (lor Portable Plus) .............. $99.95 

for the HP110 and Portable Plus 
HPllO users: Tired of struggling with the 

built-in Terminal program? 

prototype. It runs on the Portable Plus. 
(Specify which program when you order) 

Portable Paper subscriber price ........... $79.95 
Both programs allow you to: 

Portable Plus users: Is PC2622 or Reflection 
too complex for your needs? 

• Send and capture ASCII information; 

In either case we have good news: two of the 
easiest-to-use communications programs we've 
ever seen. 

• Quickly send programs, Lotus 
worksheets, and archive files via the 
XMODEM protocol; 

, , 1 I' 

HP110 Portable 

60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
~ ~ See order form for details. 

• TO ORDER 

TermllO was developed by Cliff Looyenga, 
who writes the "Wizardry" column for The 
Portable Paper. It runs on the HPllO. 

• Log onto electronic bulletin boards 
and remote computers automatically; 

Portable Plus 
Portable Veclra 
HP150 

• t l!it, {'ndo!'i('tl p(lslagt'~Jlaitlllnlt'l' rorlll 
!II" spud dU'('k or (TI'tlil cLlrd informatiull 

(II, ('Xf'. thll(', sigllatllrt·) Ill: • Store and access directories of 
phone numbers; 

IBM PC and compat 
Available on ROM Backup for 
the Portable Plus* 

Ilt>rsoualizt"d Softwano 

1'.(" Box Hfi!I, Fairfit·hl. IA !)2!}i)li [")If) ·17:.!·Ii:l:ltl 

TermPlus was developed by Portable Paper 
contributer David Hughes from an earlier 

• Run other programs without 
severing the phone connection. *ROM backup 01 TermPlus includes IBM disk formatting 

utility. ThinkJet control pop-up, and more. 

screen functions for the Portable Plus. A major 
difference is the lack of support for key recognition with 
the IASTKEY or INKEY function, due to the difference in 
HP key assignment and standard IBM key assignments. 
In conversation with Nantucket Software, the developer 
of Clipper, I received a collection of various ansi.sys 
drivers that could be configured and assembled for 
various machines in order to correct the regular ansi.sys 
discrepancies. Within this collection, I found the 
"perfect" ansi.sys driver that enables the Portable Plus to 
recognize all key assignments, screen calls, and functions 
with the same degree of performance as found on the 
AT machines. With the inclusion of this ansi.sys driver, 
no Clipper supported function, command, or procedure 
has been found to fail to any degree within the Portable 
Plus environment, thus making all Clipper applications 
totally compatible and transparent within the Portable 
Plus environment. 

As previously mentioned, all development work 
occurs on the AT machine with only the executable 
version (.exe) being transferred to the Plus via the HP
IL interface. This allows the executable version to reside 
in the Edisc, along with numerous data illes, for 
optimum performance and execution speed. Recently, 
however, this step has been advanced further with the 
transfer of the executable portion, in Clipper overlay 
construction, to ROM in the Portable Plus software 
drawer. This step has essentially released the major 
portion of the 896K Edisc for data ille containment. 

The "ultimate" in custom database applications, 
extensive storage media, and portability are now available 
with the marriage of the Portabie Plus and Clipper. 

Thanks for the opportunity to share a few 
experiences with the Portable Plus. Keep up the good 
work with the Portable Paper. Your medium is 
drastically needed to provide the area of support lacking 
with HP. Your various articles expose some of the 
"nifties" of the Portable Plus that would otherwise trudge 
into oblivion with benefit to no one. In future articles, 
please include material dealing with the Plus at the 

assembly level. This is an area where I trudge and fall 
quite regularly, and would greatly welcome any help 
and support. 

ORDEIDNGINFORMATION 
Clipper can be ordered from Personalized Software. It 
retails for $695 and is available to subscribers for $595. 

"P,.":OM 
L ~_.~ ""~' ~ "c' 

Personalized 
~~g Software INC. 
Products that make HP Portables smarter 

P.o. Box 869, Fairfield, Iowa 52556 515472-6330 

By Hal Goldstein 

Portable Plus Upgrade List: Can Anybody 
Help? 
Through the years a number of ideas for expanding the 

III Plus have come to my attention. Unfortunately, I do 
not have much of a hardware background, and we do 
not employ an electrical engineer. Nor do we possess 
any manufacturing expertise. If any reader thinks they 
can follow through with any of the ideas outlined 
below, please give me a call. If you have other ideas to 
add to this wish list, drop us a note. If we keep this 
discussion alive, maybe something will get done. 

There are four general areas desired for Portable Plus 
expansion: increase RAM capacity; increase ROM 
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NEW-ON VIDEOTAPE! 

How to Use the HP Portables 
• For new and intermediate users 
• Cuts training time for new users (employees, spouse, children, friends) 
• Teaches you how to get the most out of your HP 110 or Portable Plus 

Now you can learn how to use the full 
potential of your HP Portable computer 
directly from Hal Goldstein, president of 
Personalized Software and leading HP Port
able expert. (Even HP engineers call him for 
advice on using their Portables.) 

Even experienced computer users who 
are new to the HP Portables will find the 
tapes to be of immense value in learning 
to use the many special features of these 
unique machines. 

HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES is a 
highly cost-effective way to learn how to 
use an HP Portable to full advantage. It 
saves time and effort in getting up to 
speed and it saves time and effort in 
training others. 

HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES is 
based on Hal's more than five years of ex
perience using the HP Portables and 
publishIng The Portable Paper. 

LEARNING MADE EASY 
Order HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES 

at our risk today. 

FOR EVERY TYPE OF USER 
This 5-hour set of three VHS video tapes 

gives all the fundamentals of using both the 
HP 110 Portable and the Portable Plus. HOW 
TO USE THE HP PORTABLES will save you 
countless hours of learning on your own. It 
will also save time and effort in training an 
employee, spouse, child, or friend. 

In this set of videotapes, Hal doesn't just 
tell you how to use the HP Portables. He 
actually shows you, step-by-step, what keys 
to press, while the camera shows you what 
appears on the computer display. 

HOW TO USE 
THE HP PORTABLES videotape .......... $150. 
Portable Paper subscriber price ......... $119. 

HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES is not 
just for beginners, however. Intermediate 
HP Portable users will find many new topics 
and many important tips and tricks for us
ing the HP Portables to full advantage. 

Watching Hal demonstrate everything 
in a logical sequence right on your TV 
screen is a far better way to learn than 
wading through the HP Portable user's 
manuals-especially since the tapes in
clude many important details that are either 
obscure or simply not covered in the 
manuals. 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
The regular price of HOW TO USE THE HP 

PORTABLES is $150, or $119 if you subscribe 
to The Portable Paper. 

However, HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES 
is only $45 if purchased along with any used 
HP110 or Portable Plus system from The Port
able Equipment Exchange (a division of Per
sonalized Software). 

(Once you've seen the tapes, you'll find 
that the user's manuals make excellent 
reference sources.) Used HP Portables make great gifts. 

Part 1: Overview 
• Brief demonstration of what an HP 

Portable can do: word processing, 
spreadsheet, database management, 
communications, time management 

Part 2: Fundamentals of Using the HP110 
and Portable Plus 
• Understanding the value of the HP 

Portables' RAM and ROM technology 
-Includes demonstration of how to 
install ROM chips in the Portable Plus 

• Maximizing screen readability 
• Maximizing battery life 
• Making full use of the HP Portable 

keyboard 
• The back of the HP Portables: inter

facing with other devices 

• PAM, the home screen 
-Managing files and starting 

programs 
-Using PAM's System Config to 

best meet your needs 
-Partitioning RAM into main 

memory and "Edisc" storage 

Part 3: Using ROM-based software 

• Tutorials on DOS, MemoMaker, lotus 
1-2-3 as a spreadsheet, lotus 1-2-3 
as a database, and data communica
tions using the Terminal or TERM 
program. 
-These tutorials get you started and 

give you most of what you need to 
know about using these programs. 

Part 4: Connecting the HP Portables to 
Peripherals 
• Connecting to ThinkJet printer, 

HP9114 disk drive 
• Connecting to IBM compatible com

puters with HPlink 

• Connecting to HP QeskJet and other 
serial printers " 

capacity; increase the number of devices the Plus can 
talk to; and increase the mM compatibility. 

INCREASE RAM CAPACI1Y 
Expand Capacity of RAM Drawer 
Two ideas have briefly already come to fruition: the two 
Megabyte RAM drawer and the 1 Megabyte RAM, 8 
socket ROM drawer. High non-volatile RAM prices have 
brought a temporary end to those products. However, 
as mentioned in the 110% column, higher capacity 
drawers may become available in the future As prices 
come down and chip capacities go up, perhaps we will 
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Part 5: Demonstrations of Products 
That Enhance the HP Portables 
• SideWinder (prints speadsheets 

sideways) 

• Shelp (pop-up notepad, calculator, 
etc.) 

• Webster's Spelling Checker 
• The Editor (word processor) 
• The Norton Utilities (quick unerase, 

disk sort) 

• Portable modems 
All this and more in an information
packed 5-hour presentation by Hal 
Goldstein, president of Personalized 
Software and leading expert on the HP 
Portables. 
Hal has packed these tapes with useful 
informatio! •. You'll save hours of porinrJ 
over manuals and trying to figure 
things out for yourself. 

HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES 
makes them even greater-because 
the tapes eliminate much of the strug
gle and time spent in learning how to 
use the machines. 

See the latest Portable Equipment 
Exchange brochure for current prices 
on used Portables. Or call (515) 
472-6330. We'll help you select a used 
HP Portable system that best meets 
your needs. 

6O-DAY lONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
See order form for details. 

TO ORDER 
Use enclOlled postage-paid order form 

or send check or credit card information 
(I, exp. date, signature) to: 

Personalized Software 
P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472·6330 

see an eight Megabyte RAM drawer in a year or so. 
Increase Amount Of Built-in RAM 
I know it is theoretically possible to upgrade some of 
the 128K and all the 256K Portable Pluses to 512K. It 
requires simply adding memory to the main board and 
reprogramming the main system EPROM. I wonder if it 
is possible to add more memory using higher capacity 
RAM? That way a base Plus could have 1 or 2 
Megabytes before adding memory drawers. 
Increase Capacity of Existing RAM Drawers 
Perhaps it is possible to increase the capacity of existing 
128K RAM drawers. Perhaps, the capacity of those 



drawers could be increased from 384K to one or two 
Megabytes. There are many such drawers in existence 
and perhaps this could ultimately be a more economical 
approach to adding RAM rather than purchasing a new 
1 or greater Meg RAM drawer. 

INCREASE ROM CAPACI1Y 
Find higher capacity EPROMS For Plus Drawer. 
There is still a chance that someone with some expertise 
could look at existing 128K byte EPROMs in the 
marketplace and get them to work within the existing 
HP Portable Plus ROM drawer. Also, I am convinced 
that it is possible through software, and perhaps a clever 
EPROM burning strategy to put IDes greater than 256K 
in an existing ROM drawer. (256K is supposed to be the 
limit.) 

Naturally, once we find 128K byte EPROMs, we will 
be on the look out for 256K EPROMs and 512K EPROMs 
that will work in the Portable Plus ROM drawer. 
Find More Accessible (And Higher Capacity) 
ROMs for Plus Drawer 
The advantage of EPROMs over ROMs is that it is 
possible to economically bum 1 EPROM at a time. 
However, Lotus, Webster Spelling Checker, SuperROM, 
and most HP ROMs were created on 128K byte ROMs 
rather than EPROMs. However, as far as I know, only 
Toshiba in Japan is equipped to bum HP-type 128K 
ROMs. A nine month lead time and a minimum order 
of 1000 ROM chips make burning ROMs via Toshiba not 
practical. Perhaps there is another source someone 
knows of. 
Create a Higher Capacity ROM Drawer 
As discussed in the last couple of issues, it might be 
relatively inexpensive to create and produce a higher 
capacity ROM drawer. Unfortunately, we have reached 
several dead ends in finding someone to design and 
manufacture such a drawer. 

My feeling is that we are better off using the existing 
drawer and finding higher capacity ROMs or EPROMs for 
it. 

INCREASE THE NUMBER OF DEVICES TIlE PLUS CAN 
TALK TO 
It would be nice to plug into the rest of the world. 
How about using the Plus with a hard disk, a 5 1/4" disk 
drive, or even an AC powered 3 1/2" drive. We would 
love to be able to connect our Pluses to our Ethernet 
Novell network. 

One approach would be to design a new drawer for 
the Plus (ideally with RAM or empty ROM sockets) with 
some kind of Plus bus extender port or a SCSI port. 
That way it would be possible to connect external 
peripherals such as disk drives to the Plus. 

Another approach would be to somehow make use 
of the serial port. It seems to me I have heard of serial 
hard drives. Such a device would be slow ... but we are 
all used to the HP-IL HP9114 disk drive. 

INCREASE THE IBM COMPATIBILI1Y 
Cliff Looyenga's efforts with PlusPerfect, which allows 
WordPerfect 5 to run on the Plus, shows more can be 
done in software to increase IBM compatibility. Cliff has 
expressed interest in seeing if he can further refine the 
program to open up more IBM PC software for the Plus. 

m 
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Also, there is a rumored switch in the Portable Plus 
system ROM that, when accessed, makes the Plus more 
IBM compatible. Maybe someone could do some 
disassembly work. 

PRACTICAL CONSTRAINTS 
There are some obvious practical constraints to 
improving the Plus, from high memory prices to low 
volume of potential sales. In addition, rigorous testing 
must be applied to any new solution that goes beyond 
the system limits set by Portable Plus designers. 

Despite these constraints, one has only to look at 
our price list to see the many product breakthroughs 
that have emerged these past few years. Again if you 
think you can help in any of these or other areas, give 
me a call" 

New Products Announced This Issue 
We expect to be shipping these products within two 
weeks after you receive this issue. However, please be 
patient, if there are slight delays. 

Product Retail Subscriber Product 
Price Price Number 

DAC-Easy For Plus 
and 150 $150 $129 DCIINS 
Relay Gold For 
Plus 295 279 RGllNS 
Chip Upgrade 250 250 CHIIXX 
Fastaid Collection 9.50 9.50 FAIINS 
PlusPerfect 129 99.95 WD14NS 
WordPerfect 5.0 for 
Portable Plus 
(plusPerfect and 
WordPerfect 5.0) 624 395 WD17NS 
Complete WordPerfect 
5.0 for Portable Plus 
ROM Backup pkg 919 595 WDllPP 
6 WordPerfect 
backup ROMs* 295 295 WD12NR 

*Requires proof of purchase of both PlusPerfect and 
WordPerfect. 

Screen Upgrade 
I'!IIII We were hoping to announce, in this issue, the 
Wavailability of the Portable Plus backlit screen upgrade 

option discussed in Vol 3, No 5 of The Portable Paper. 
By next issue we should certainly have the details 

(famous last words). We are exploring the possibility of 
selling the upgrades as kits as well as giving you the 
option of sending us your Plus for us to do the upgrade 
for you. 

Numeric Keypad For Plus Finally Ships 
[II As reviewed in Vol 3, No.6, P 14, the Touchstone 3 

Numeric keypad can be made to work with the Portable 
Plus. The Touchstone keypad has an excellent feel and 
is very convenient for Portable Plus Lotus users who 
need to enter a lot of numeric data. Software written 
for the Plus enables the keypad to work. 

The software version we originally tested worked 
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fine. The only limitation was that some of the shifted 
Numeric Keypad entries (such as Pageup and Pagedown) 
don't work properly. In practice this will make virtually 
no difference in the everyday use of the keypad since it 
is just as easy to Pageup and Pagedown from the Plus 
keyboard. 

We have been waiting for a version of the software 
that would support the shifted numeric keys. When the 
new software did arrive, we were told it fixed about half 
the shifted keys that did not work. When we tested it, 
the new software did not work at all on the Plus. 

Rather than delay shipping the product for months 
more in an attempt to get features of little utility, we 
are now shipping the Touchstone 3 Numeric keypad 
with the original Portable Plus software. 

Condor JR For HPII0 Joins the 
Endangered Products Ust 

mJ A pattern is emerging concerning certain products that 
run well on the HPII0 and Portable Plus. A number of 
products originally written for the IBM PC induding 
Condor Jr, Turbo Pascal 3.0, Dac Easy Accounting 1.0, 
and Webster's Spelling Checker have been adapted to 
run on the HPll0 or Portable Plus. However, the 
manufacturers of these products are no longer producing 
them. In the case of all four of the above products, we 
bought out the remaining stock. We have about a dozen 
Condor Jrs, two or three Turbo 3's, 40 Dac Easy 
Accounting packages, and several hundred Webster's. 
Once these go, it is unlikely they can be replaced. 

i~ Data base program Condor Jr for the HPII0 most 
.\1 recently joined the list. It retails for $99.95 and we sell 

it to subscribers for $89.95. Once our stock goes, that's 
it. 

What's Delayed 
First of all, we apologize for all those who experienced 
a delay in the processing of your order or request during 
and immediately following the Christmas holidays. We 
are caught up now and are very much committed as a 
company to be as responsive as possible in processing 
your order. 

1m Unfortunately, we are not big enough as a company 
I!II to afford sophisticated hardware, software, and order 
IiY fulfillment machinery fOl' fast processing of orders. We, 

of course, use computers, but our operation is still very 
much labor-intensive. (This is typical for mail order 
companies about our size.) Fortunately, we have most 
dedicated employees wanting to provide you with 
outstanding service. We appreciate your patience. I 
think you'll see our company increasingly responsive in 
getting out your order a day or two after we receive it. 

As of the first week of February, the follOwing items 
have not shipped: 

Product 
HP9114 Empowerer 
Mobile Recharger 
Turbo Pascal 5.0 

Manzana Drives 

Probable Ship Date 
Unknown 
Unknown 
April (To be announced next 
issue, call if you can't wait) 
Third week February 
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Through 
by Ed Keeje 

The Fix" Is In! 
III In last month's column, I mentioned several programs 

that might run on the Portable Plus computer: in 
II particular, the WordS tar-like Visual Display Editor (VDE) 
It and BigCalc: an extended precision calculator. I am now 

happy to announce that both programs do work well 
on the Portable Plus ... well, almost well. (They will also 
work well on The Portable Vectra and Vectra LS/12 
Laptop. 

The Visual Display Editor 
Eric Meyer, the author of VDE, has upgraded his 
program. It is now listed as Version 1.30. In the 
process, Eric tailored VDE so that it would use direct 
screen writing on the Portable Plus. As a result, the 
program is just as fast as MemoMaker or The Editor on 
screen refreshes. It is immeasurably faster than 
MemoMaker at loading and saving disk files. And, yes, 
it will even use MemoMakr document files. 

This additional programming is a magnanimous 
gesture on the part of Eric Meyer. Magnanimous, 
indeed! The program still remains public domain 
software. There is not even a registration fee for the 
use of VDE. If you get .a copy of VDE and decide you 
like it, you might want to use VDE to compose a thank 
you note to Eric. 

Eric's programming feat is not merely magnanimous, 
it is downright remarkable. He was able to perform the 
program modifications without ever putting a finger on 
an HP Portable Plus. Eric listened to my description of 
how the Portable Plus uses its screen memory. From 
this, he was able to figure out how to get VDE to work 
faster on the Portable Plus than it does on a regular 
desktop PC: remarkable, indeed! 

I am currently using VDE-HP to write this column. 
The little editor is every bit as fast as The Editor. It also 
has several features that The Editor does not yet 
support. For example, given enough memory in the 
Portable Plus, I can work with up to six files at once. 
I can also install two different print drivers (e.g. an 
HP-82905B and an Epson FX) and switch between them 
at the touch of a button. I can also redefine all 
function keys: 40 of them, counting Shift, Ext, Ctrl and 
normal function keys. The biggest drawback to VDE is 
that it demands at least 256K of working memory to get 
up and running. It needs 512K of memory to function 
fully. Even though the program itself takes only 35K, it 
still needs 150K to 256K bytes of workspace. 

Another drawback to VDE-HP is that it also needs a 
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special Terminate and Stay Resident CTSR) program, 
called ppint16.com, to function properly. Without 
PPINT16, none of the function keys or cursor keys in 
VDE work. 

VDE 1.3 still has a few small bugs in it, and Eric 
Meyer is working hard at chasing them out. However, 
he agreed to release this version of his public domain 
program to HP Plus and Vectra users to see if it would 
meet with their acceptance and approval. 

Big Results For Number Crunehers 
BIGCALC is an equally amazing program. BigCalc can 
compute values with up to 1075 digits of accuracy. The 
catch is that it has to compute these values in a series 
of steps, and this takes time. Lots and lots of time. I 
tried finding the natural log of 1364 to 500 digits. 
Bigcalc informed me that it was working, but I grew 
impatient and stopped the process after 5 minutes. 

Even though Bigcalc can be amazingly precise, I 
prefer setting the precision to about 20 digits. This gives 
a good compromise between speed and accuracy for real 
world number crunching. With the help of the 
program's author, I have been able to get it to pop up 
quickly on the Portable Plus and respond to the function 
keys. 

The only glitch in the BigCalc program comes when 
you try to send the results to a printer through the HPIL 
loop. The BigCalc program does not know how to 
handle the HPIL port. It gets confused and tries to send 
its information somewhere else inside the computer and 
locks it up. The way around this is to set the program 
to print to a me on the Edisk and then use the DOS 
PRINT command to print this me on paper. 

An Offer You Can't Refuse 
I've put the VDE and BigCalc programs on a single
sided 3.5 inch disk. The vde13hp.arc me on this disk 
contains a copy of VDE, pre-installed to run on the 
Portable Plus. The me contains all the necessary support 
programs to use VDE on the Plus. 

I've also included the eval.exe calculator program, 
mentioned in last month's column, and some other 
public domain mes: YAMS and DISK Ca roll-your-own 
menu system and a super directory program.) 

Personalized Software has generously agreed to 
distribute the disk for the nominal fee of $9.50. Just 
ask for the "The FastAid Collection Disk." 

Let me state, clearly, that none of these programs 
have been tested on the HP110. Even wl'thout testing, 
I suspect that they would not work on this computer. 
PS has put other batch and program mes discussed in 
this issue on the disk as well. 

On the other hand, VDE 1.3 will work on the 
Portable Vectra. Vectra owners can install VDE to run 
on their machines by re-installing VDE13 as if they were 
going to use it on an IBM-PC compatible computer. The 
IBM-PC installation does not need the TSR, support 
program as does the HP Plus. 

A Beginner's Guide To Debug 
The following is the first of a two-part excursion 
"through the looking glass". Both excursions will take 
us deep inside our computers. We'll roam around the 
memory banks of our portables and even take a look at 
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part of the computer's "brain." 
We will be using a computer program called 

debug. com to help us make this inward journey. 
debug. com is a utility program that is available in ROM 
on the Portable Plus. It may be found in the 
b:\bin\etc directory. Portable Vectra users should be 
able to find debug.com on their system disk. HP110 
users will have to take a detour to hunt down a copy 
of debug.com for MS/PC-DOS 2.1. It is available on the 
Fastaid Disk. 

Most computer users have ignored DEBUG. And well 
they should. In some sense, using DEBUG is like 
shaving with an old-fashioned, straightedge razor. It 
does a fine job in the hands of an expert. In the hands 
of a novice, it can prove disastrous. 

Perhaps you have tried running DEBUG. You would 
do this by entering the program name at the DOS 
prompt and pressing the Return key. However, doing 
this would only get you a negative sign C-) on the 
screen, and, perhaps, a negative feeling in the pit of 
your stomach. 

If you didn't know that you could press the q and 
Return keys to quit the program, you probably wound 
up resetting the computer with the Ctrl-Shift-Break keys. 

WHAT IS DEBUG GOOD FOR? 
DEBUG's title implies that it might be used to discover 
and eradicate programming "bugs". And, that is, indeed, 
true. However, that is only one of the functions of 
DEBUG. DEBUG is somewhat like a text editor. 
However, instead of working with English, French, or 
German text, DEBUG works with the native text of the 
computer--binary code. With DEBUG, you can view the 
binary code in any part of a computer's memory. 

You can also enter binary code into DEBUG and, 
thereby, change the computer's "mind". Sometimes the 
computer will object to that and refuse to cooperate. 
It may just crash and lock up. It might also trash an 
Edisk. So, before using DEBUG, always back up 
everything on your computer. 

In this first part of a "Beginner's Guide to DEBUG," 
we will cover some of the editing functions that the 
DEBUG program can do and show you a couple of 
things that you might want to try. To get started 
exploring DEBUG, take a moment or two to back up 
your Edisk onto an external disk. That's the prudent 
thing to do. 

Now, if you are using PAM on the Portable Plus or 
110, switch to DOS by pointing at the DOS Commands 
option, in PAM, and pressing F1 or Return. This will 
save you some time and aggravation while 
experimenting with DEBUG. If you are using the HP 
110, copy debug.com from your external disk drive to 
the Edisk of the HP110. Use the DOS copy command 
to do this. If you are using the Portable Plus, issue the 
command path and press the Return key. If you do 
NOT see the code b:\bin\etc; in the response, then 
issue the command copy b:\bin\etc\debug.com and 
press the Return key. This will make a copy of 
debug.com in the current directory. It will also save 
you from having to change the path statement. 

You will also need a small text me to use in this 
exercise of DEBUGGING. The me can be as small as a 
couple of lines of text. For example, I created the 



following file with VDE-HP to have something on which 
to practice. 

FILE TEST.PRN 
This file has been especially prepared for use while 
exploring debug. com. We will be using it to see how 
the DEBUG Dump and Enter and Load and Write 
commands work. We will be especially interested in 
seeing if it is possible to edit the text file and write it 
back to disk. When you are ready, type in the command 
debug, at the DOS prompt, and press the Return key. 
You should see the less-than-friendly minus sign. That's 
the DEBUG prompt. It says that DEBUG is ready to take 
your next command. 

First of all let's use debug as an editor. Issue the 
command -n textflnm and press the Return key. 
(textflnm can be any name; whatever your practice text 
file is called. The n is the DEBUG command to Name 
a file. Next issue the one-letter command -I and press 
Return. The 1 is the command to Load a Named file. 
The minus sign prompt should reappear. If you get an 
error message, "File not found", check the spelling of 
your file name. You may have to re-issue the nand 1 
commands again. 

Now, to view the file, press d (for Dump) and hit the 
Return key. You should see something like the 
following: 
-d 
4616:0100 5468 69 73 20 66 69 6C-65 20 68 61 73 20 62 65 This file has be 
4616:0110 65 6E 20 65 73 70 65 63-69 61 6C 6C 79 20 70 72 en especially pr 
4616:0120 657061 72 65 6420 66-6F 72 20 75 73 65 20 77 epared for use w 
4616:0130 6869 6C 65 20 65 78 70-6C 6F 72 69 6E 67 20 OD hile exploring. 
4616:0140 OA 44 45 42 55 47 2E 43-4F 4D 2E 20 57 65 20 77 .DEBUG.COM. We w 
4616:0150 69 6C 6C 20 62 65 20 75-73 69 6E 67 20 69 74 20 ill be using it 
4616:0160 74 6F 20 73 65 65 20 68-6F 77 20 74 68 65 20 44 to see how the D 
4616:0170 55 4D 50 20 61 6E 64 20-45 6E 74 65 72 20 61 6E UMP and Enter an 

On the right, you will see the text from your file. On 
the left is the memory location of this text in the 
Random Access Memory (RAM) of the computer. The 
memory location is given in terms of two hex numbers, 
the SEGMENT:OFFSET. The segment number will 
probably be different than the one you see here. 
However, the offset should be 0100. This Offset is a 
hex number, 0100h. 

In the middle of the screen is the binary version of 
your text. This is a hexadecimal (base 16) 
representation of the binary code. Each two digit hex 
number (for example 54) is equivalent to one of the 
characters in your text file ("T") . Each two digit hex 
number could equally well be written as eight binary 
digits (Os and Is). Hex numbers are used as a 
shorthand version of binary code. 

To find the offset location of the last character in the 
first line, you would need to count across the row and 
add this "column offset" to the row offset. Thus the last 
byte in the first row would be at Offset = 0100 + OOOF 
= 010F hex. For those who are new to hex-talk, the 
way to count in hex is "0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ABC D E 
F 10 11 ... 1F 20 ... 2F" etc. Hex A through F equal 
decimal 10 through 15. Hex 10 equals decimal 16. 

You can press the d key again and again to see more 
of the text. Eventually your text file will end and toe 
display will show nonsense garbage. This is, most likely, 
what is left of the code that occupied the computer's 
memory the last time you used it.The d command gives 
you the ability to DUMP any section of the computer's 
memory and see what is there. 
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Now let's see how to enter information into the 
computer's memory and make it change its "mind." At 
the DEBUG prompt, type in the command, -e 0100 and 
press the Return key. The e stands for Enter. We are 
going to start entering data beginning at Offset 0100h, 
in the current Segment of the computer's memory (We 
don't have to specify the Segment. DEBUG will use the 
current segment as the default.) 

You should, now, see the Segment:Offset memory 
location along with the first, two-digit, hex number from 
your text file. Type in 41 and press the Space Bar 
(not the Return key). The second hex number in your 
text file will appear. 

Type in 42 and press the space bar. Continue to 
enter the hex numbers 43 through 49. Continue with 
hex numbers 4A 4B 4C 4D 4E 4D 4F and finally 50h. 
Press the space bar after each of these entries, except 
for the last one. 

This is one of the drawbacks of using DEBUG. You 
have to speak to the computer in binary (or hex 
shorthand). You either wind up mastering hex-talk or 
you quit using DEBUG. 

Now press the Retum key. This will end data entry. 
Type in the command 
-d 0100 and press Return. 

You should find that you have just typed in the first 
16 letters of the alphabet, in binary (hex) code. Here 
is what my sample looks like: 
-e 0100 
4616:0100 54.41 68.42 69.43 73.44 20.45 66.46 69.47 6C.48 
4616:0108 65.49 20.% 68.4b 61.40 73.4d 20.4< 62.4f 65.SO 
-d 
4616:0100 41 424344 45 46 47 48-49 4A 4B 4C 4D 4E 4F 50 ABCDEFGHLJKLMNOP 
4616:0110 65 6E 20 65 73 70 65 63-69 61 6C 6C 79 20 70 72 en especially pr 
4616:0120 657061 72 65 6420 66-6F 72 20 75 73 65 20 77 epared for use w 
4616:0130 6869 6C 65 20 65 78 70-6C 6F 72 69 6E 67 20 OD hile exploring. 
4616:0140 OA 44 45 42 55 47 2E 43-4F 4D 2E 20 57 65 20 77 .DEBUG.COM. We w 
4616:0150 69 6C 6C 20 62 65 20 75-73 69 6E 67 20 69 74 20 ill be using it 
4616:0160 74 6F 20 73 65 65 20 68-6F 77 20 74 68 65 20 44 to see how the D 
4616:0170 55 4D 50 20 61 6E 64 20-45 6E 74 65 72 20 61 6E UMP and Enter an 

Now let's save this altered text file on a disk. 
But, first, let's rename it so that we won't overwrite 

the original file. To do this just issue the command 
-N newname.txt and press Return. Newname.txt 
is a unique name that you give to the modified text. 
Then type in the one letter command -Wand press 
Return. (W stands for Write.) Eventually, the DEBUG 
prompt will return to the screen. If you get no error 
message, then you may assume that the file is saved on 
your disk. 

So, having seen how to view and edit a document 
file, you might well ask, what can DEBUG do that a text 
editor couldn't do better. I have found one practical use 
for this function of the DEBUG program. On occasion, 
a text file may get corrupted by an errant, End Of File 
marker (decimal 26, hex lA) somewhere in the middle 
of a file. You'll know this has happened to you, if 
you've ever tried to load a 25k byte file into your word 
processor and were only able to see the first 5K bytes 
or so. Many word processors stop loading text when 
they encounter an End of File marker. 

DEBUG, on the other hand, will let you load the text 
file, induding the errant EOF marker, and let you 
eradicate the EOF marker. Here's how to do this: First 
use DEBUG to load the text file. You saw one way to 
do this, above. Here's a simpler way: just enter the 
command, at the DOS prompt debug filename. ext 
(where filename. ext is the name of the corrupted text 
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file) and press Return. 
The next task is to search for the EOF marker. But 

first we need to find out how far to extend the search. 
If we tell DEBUG to search for something in its memory, 
and fail to tell it when to stop, it won't stop and you 
may have to reset the computer to get it to quit. So 
here's now to find the length of the file in the 
computer's memory. 

At the DEBUG prompt, type in the single letter Rand 
press Return. (R stands for Registers.) You should see 
something like the following. It is a print out of what 
the Central Processing Unit ( the 80C86 chip, in the 
Portable Plus) "knows" at the current moment: 
-R 
AX~OOOO BX~OOOO CX~0113 DX~OOOO SP~FFEE BP~OOOO SI~OOoo DI~oooo 
DS~4616 ES~4616 SS~4616 CS~4616 IP~01oo NV UP DI PL NZ NA PO NC 
4616:01 00 54 PUSH SP 

In this case we are most interested in what the CPU has 
in the memory locations (registers) labelled BX and ex. 
If the file is less than 64K bytes long, then BX should be 
equal to OOOOh. ex contains the size of our file. In the 
sample, the file is 0113h bytes long. (275 decimal). So, 
we'll tell DEBUG to search this far and no further. 
Here, then is the command to use to search for any stray 
EOF markers: -S 0100 Ll13 1A S stands for Search. 
0100 is the starting point of the search, the beginning 
of the file. L stands for Length: that is, how many bytes 
to search through. 1A is the hexadecimal code for the 
EOF marker. 

When you press Return, DEBUG will perform the 
search and report all the memory locations where it 
finds a 1A byte. There may be more than one EOF 
marker. DEBUG's response will be in terms of 
Segment:Offset, like 4616:0170 Now you can use the 
Enter command to change 1A to something innocuous 
like a blank space. A blank space is represented by 
20hex. Here is the command to do this for the sample: 

-E 0170 
4616:0170 1A.20 

When you have made all the changes, you can write the 
file back to disk by entering w. Debug will respond with 
"Writing 0113 bytes" Quit the DEBUG program and 
return to DOS. You should now be able to load the 
complete text file into your word processor and edit it. 

TIlE POOR USERS' NORTON UTILI1Y 
Sure enough, DEBUG can perform many of the functions 
of the NU program from the NORTON Utilities package. 
Granted, there are no fancy menus in DEBUy and there 
are no help screens. On the other hantl, if you are 
willing to play around with DEBUG and don't mind 
working with hex-talk, you might be able to remove NU 
from your Edisk. That would give you an extra 145K 
bytes of Edisk space. In the next "Looking Glass" 
column we'll take a look at some of the other uses of 
DEBUG such as assembling your own, Simple, utility 
programs. We'll also see how to automate DEBUG 
through the use of "script files." 

Until then, Happy Porting. 

[Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, and computer 
science instructor. He is the president of the FastAid 
Company, 314 SW Logan, Ankeny, .LA 50021. Ed's 
CompuServe ID is 73277,1064.} 
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NEW! VERSION 2;.:..1 ... PItf". 

THE Intelligent 
Grammar and Style Checker 
RightWriter is a new tool to help you produce lean, powerful BUSINESS 
WRITING. RightWriter uses advanced artificial intelligence technology 
to flag errors in GRAMf\V\R, SlYLE, USAGE, and PUNCTUATION. 
RightWriter is the first office auto
mation package aimed at 
producing better writing, 
not more writing. 

• Messages are Inserted 
directly into text to point 
out possible errors and 
problem areas. 

• Easy to Use - only one 
command to learn, your 
word processor does the 
rest. 

• Works with Leading 
Word Processors -
including MemoMaker, 
The Editor, MS Word, 
WordPerfect, MultiMate, 
and WordS tar. 

• Readability Index -
measures the reading 
grade level of the docu· 
ment using the D.O.D. 
standard Flesch·Kincaid 
formula. 

• Uncommon Word Ust 
- lists misspelled, slang, 
and uncommon words. 

• Recommends - never 
decides. RightWnter is a 
writing aid. The final 
decision is always left 
to you. 

. '" RZghtWriter is an idea wh . 
lS long ouerdue." ose tllne 

"RightW/iiter is an Phil Wiswell - PC Magazine 
eye'opening soft ~xc('dl~,?!, fow·cost, 

ware package. " " 
"The docum . Inside Word Management 

best I hauc s:~~~tlOn is among the 

Jim Pile, Soft Sector 

RighlWriler .. ,' .. ,' .. $89.00 PIWDlJCT NO. 
Suggested retail price: $95.00 HWllNS 

Also RightWord, 

available: 1~1~~-~~{~~~x(;'I~;~~J~)~:~'tI~)r~/,~II_~'C'~ 
iJu,;inc';'" computc!s. dnd 
let<, you add word,> 01 your 
built-in dktlon,lry Product No. RW12NS 
RightWords dictionary extension .... $29.95 

Note: 1he version of RightWriter that works with WordPerfect 5.0 will 
not fit on single-sided HP disks. Therefore, if you intend to use 
RightWriterwith WordPertect 50, specify "RIGHTWRITER: DOUBLE· 
SIDED DISKS" on the order form 
RightWriter is a trademark of RightSoft, In( .. WordStar is a trademark 
of Micropro International Corporation. MultiMate is a trademark of 
MuftiMate International. MS Word is a trademark of Microsoft Cor
poration. WordPerfect is a trademark of WordPerfect Corporation. 
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by The Wizard, Cliff Looyenga 

More On The LS/12 
mil The other day I accidentally stumbled across a gold 
!'!II mine: I found someone who had purchased the new HP 
YwI LS/12 laptop computer. I immediately made plans to 
II visit with him and get time on the new LS/12. 
IT?JI My first impression when I saw the LS/12 was, WOW! 
m It looked nice! What a difference compared to the 

Vectra CS laptop. As bad as I wanted to get my hands 



Now you can use 
HP150 disks (single or double sided) 
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Even though your HP PortableIHP150 and the new IBM 
compatible computers both use 31;2 1/ disks, the disks are 
incompatible-HP disks can't be used in IBM machines. 

ReadHP, a "device driver" program developed by 
Personalized Software, solves the problem. 

in a 3V2" IBM compatible 
ReadHP installs in an IBM PC or compatible in min

utes, and is a cinch to use: You simply place a 31;2 1/ HP 
disk (single or double sided) in the PC's disk drive, and 
press a few keys. Voila! The PC can read and write to the 
disk directly-without losing the ability to read and 
write to IBM disks. 

disk drive 

on it, I waited and first visited with Greg to find out 
firsthand how he liked it. 

Greg really likes his LS/12; he really enjoys the 
portability. Whether at home, at work, or in bed, he 
has the power and speed of a desktop PC with him. He 
hasn't installed the HP disc caching program on his 40 
meg hard disc because he said the disc is so lightning 
fast he doesn't need it. When I asked him what he 
disliked the most about it, he said that the most 
frustrating thing is when he can't find the cursor. The 
LS/12, like most IBM clones, uses an underline cursor. 
For those who have portables, you know how hard it 
can be to find an underline cursor. [See the article 
"Larger Cursor for the LS/12" in the Vectra Views 
column.} 

Greg said that the LS/12 came with a couple of utility 
programs. One he found to be almost completely 
worthless was the 3 hour memory resident timer that 
tells you when your battery life is almost up. First of 
all, the battery lasts almost 4 hours, and when it is 
almost dead the PC will beep and give you a two minute 
warning message. He said this was nice because it gave 
him time to save his work and then he'd just leave it on 
until the battery was completely dead. This allowed him 
to fully cycle his battery which is recommended. 

The first thing I did when I got to the LS/12 was to 
tour the outside. The bottom had a little door so one 
can easily install a numeric co-processor; nice. The front 
had a fold down carrying handle; nice! The back has a 
9 pin serial port, parallel port, disk drive port (nice), and 
a standard 9 pin monitor port. The right side had a 3 
1/2 inch floppy and a numeric key pad jack. At this 
point I'm still impressed. 

The tough test, though, was just ahead: the display! 
I opened the clam shell case and turned on the power. 
Within about 16 seconds the system had completed its 
self test, booted off the hard disc, and given me a C: 
prompt. I carefully adjusted the backlighting, contrast, 
and display angle for the best view. LCD displays have 
come a long way! The characters were crisp and easy 

Want to share your WordPerfect, Lotus, or other files 
between your HP PortableIHP150 and an IBM compat
ible with a 31;2 1/ disk drive? It's simple: Order ReadHP 
today. 
ReadHP ............................... $79.95 
Portable Paper subscriber price ......... $69.95 

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
See order [ann for details. 

TO ORDER 
l"St'['nt'losed postage-paid urder ftWIll 

"t' st'ntlehpck or lTl'dit eard inft)fJnatinn 
(II". expo date, ~ignature) to; 
Personalized Software 

PJ l. Am, H!ifl, F'llil'lif'ld. IA :):!:ii'ifl ."11:) -li~-ti:J:3() 

PRODUCT NO. RDllNS 

• I I I I' 

HPll0 Portable • 
Portable Plus • 
Portable Vectra • 
HP150 • 
IBM PC and com at. • 

to read. So far so good. I moved my head up, down, 
and sideways to check the readability of the display from 
different angles. Yea, it is still an LCD; you go very far 
in any direction and things start to disappear quickly. 
I typed DIR. The system responded remarkably fast 
with a blur of me names that flew off the top of the 
screen. I noticed the typical slow response of LCD 
displays (images lingering around and fast moving 
things, like a cursor, disappear entirely). 

I remembered my frustration with the Vectra CS 
laptop: Color being emulated as shades of grey. I asked 
Greg how the LS/12 handles color. The LS/12 also does 
color in shades of grey, but better. By pressing alt-fB 
and 1'9 you can sequence through a series of grey shade 
combinations so that whatever color combinations are 
on your screen you can ~ find a grey shade combination 
that works well. One thought that comes to mind now, 
is what would happen in WordPerfect? WordPerfect 
uses alt-fB and 1'9 for its own purposes. 

I loaded PC magazines disk of standard benchmarks 
to check out the performance. This is a slick program 
and even produces bar graphs comparing the current PC 
your testing with values for the original IBM PC and an 
B MHZ AT. The program also uses color extensively. 
I started the program and the first screen I couldn't 
read; wrong grey shade combinations. No problem, I 
used alt-fB and sequenced through grey shade 
combinations till I found one that looked good. I ran 
the CPU speed test and it produced a great bar chart 
that I couldn't see. Again I used alt-fB to adjust the 
grey shades till I found one that worked pretty well. 
Below is a performance summary: 

* The CPU was about 1.5 to 1.B times faster than an 
B mhzAT. 

* The hard disk access time for a random read was 
26.25 ms. The disc is rated at 2B ms. 

Incidentally, in the last portable paper David 
reported that the Norton SI test on the Zenith 
supersport was 12.9. When I ran Norton SI on the 
LS/12 Norton reported 11.7 (disc index was 3.5 with an 
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overall performance index of 8.9). 
For the remainder of my benchmark tests I didn't 

need to re-adjust the grey shades. The bottom line on 
this is that even though the LCD displays have come a 
long way and are very usable, they still don't compare 
to a monitor. The color issue becomes less as more and 
more software allows you to configure the colors for a 
black and white system. This could be a bit of a pain 
if you sometimes use the LCD and sometimes a color 
monitor. 

One final comment on the display. The aspect ratio 
and linearity of the display were excellent. Circles were 
circles! 

The keyboard felt good; just like a desktop PC! I also 
tested the internal timer. It was right on. The weight 
without the battery is tolerable, but I certainly wouldn't 
want to carry it and the battery if I traveled a lot, but 
then again for the power you get you won't find 
anything lighter. 

Overall, it's a wonderful machine for those who need 
power and portability. So, you ask yourself, is this the 
machine for me? To help you decide I have outlined 
some points to consider: 
POWER: How much raw horsepower do you need? The 
LS/12 has a lot of speed, memory, and disk space. 
WEIGHT: If you travel a lot you'll want something light. 
The LS/12 maybe a bit heavy for the frequent traveler, 
but for the occasional traveler it's probably just right. 

DISPlAY: If you like games, mice, or graphical interfaces 
like windows the LCD display is inadequate. Games 
have too much motion for the LCD display. The issue 
with mice and windows is that every time you move the 
mouse the cursor disappears. An external monitor, 
however, would eliminate this issue. 
GRAPHICS: If you use a lot of graphics programs or 
graphical interfaces you may not like the LS/12. The 
LS/12 uses IBM CGA graphics. CGA is about the lowest 
resolution graphics available on an IBM machine. In a 
time when EGA and VGA are becoming the standard 
CGA graphics just isn't acceptable anymore. If you need 
power,. portability, and graphics, consider compaq's 
SLT/286. 

I hope this helps you determine if the HP Vectra 
LS/12 is right for you. For me, my current philosophy 
on portable computing has changed a little. Ultimately, 
I would like a portable computer that was light, REAL 
light! Was about the size, including thickne:>s, of a PC 
magaZine (something I could just toss into thy briefcase). 
It would have ROMable software and a huge Edisc. This 
computer would only be used when I needed a portable 
computer. Usually I would use a desk top Pc. The 
closest PC that comes to this today is the new NEC 4 
1/2 pound laptop. It ha..<; ROM "credit" cards, 2 meg of 
Edisc and memory, is just over an inch thick, runs an 
80286, and is fully IBM compatible. For now, though, 
my HP110 is close enough. 

[Cliff Looyenga provides technical support for lIP 
PC"s and HP 3000's, and in those circles he is known as 
"The Wizard". lIe has developed a number of lIPll0 
Portable and Portable plus utilities. Cliffs CompuServe 
ID # is 75106,2130.J 
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by Thomas R Page 

m Wow! The January-February Portable Paper was a real 
treat. Paul Grimmer's article on IBM compatibility was 

[ZJ interesting and informative. I think people overrate the 
importance of lack of full IBM compatibility on the 
HP110 and Portable Plus. r am excited about Paul 
Grimmer's Pop-up program. 

Ed Keefe was entertaining as usual. I'm pleased that 
he now has a Plus. I was afraid that he was going to 
defect to the other side advocating those non-Portable 
portable computers. Reckon he figured out what's 
important. I wonder how many Portable problems 
could be solved with a new command interpreter, 
command. com. His work increa..<;ing the environment 
certainly indicates that this is a possibility, maybe a DOS 
2.11 and 1/2. 

How to Use You.r HP Portable Video 
I just received a copy of the Personalized Software's, 
"How To Use Your HP Portable Video". It was fun to 
find out what Brian and Hal look like. 

I just can't seem to get things right--I own an IBM 
incompatible computer and a Betamax. I had to borrow 
a neighbor's VHS VCR. I transferred the three tapes to 
a Beta cartridge so I could review them at my leisure. I 
have not had much time to look at the tapes. 

I was pleased with the parts I did watch, and I think 
they could be very informative to a novice or an old 
hand. I discovered a very obvious portable trick that I 
had never tried. 

We will find out what a novice can learn. I loaned 
the VHS tapes to a friend who is learning how to 
compute with myoId HP110. I hope that by the next 
issue we will have a report from him. 

For a VHS tape, the quality of the tape is superior. 
Screen displays on both the 110 and Plus are 
completely legible. I had no difficult reading them at a 
comfortable distance from my 1V. How about some 
more tapes explaining in more detail other aspects of 
the Portables? Low budget 8mm format would be OK. 

Plu.g For Personalized Software 
I received in taday's mail a questionnaire from PC 
Magazine quiz..zing me on mail order vs. computer 
stores. Actually, 90% of the question was about what 
we expected from a mail order computer supplier. John 
C. Dvorak in PC MagaZine (February 14, 1989) summed 
the computer store situation up quiet correctly. At least 



USED HP PORTABLES AND PERIPHERALS 
We buy them. 

No longer using your HP 
Portable or peripherals? 
Turn them into cash 
through The Portable 
Equipment Exchange. 
Prices fluctuate, so 
call us for current 
figures. 

We sell them. We guarantee them. 
Any used item you buy from us can 
be returned within 30 days for a full 
refund. In addition 1 

Buying used HP 
equipment makes sense. 
You know HP quality! 
Even used HP machines 
can serve you well for 
years. Call for current 
prices. 

ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE 
(parts and labor) 
on all used equipment! 11 (SIS) 472·6330 

For good buys on used-and new-HP 
equipment, see our 4-page brochure 
enclosed with this issue. 

The Portable Equipment Ex(hange 
-a division of Personalized Software 

P.O. Box 869 Fairfield, IA 52556 

his judgement was confirmed by my last trip to one. 
Read Mr. Dvorak, and there is no use of me telling the 
sad story of my last trip to a computer store and giving 
you indigestion. He can do that job for you. 

If you own a Portable, there is nowhere but Hal 
Goldstein's Personalized Software to go for parts. I 
pointed this out on the survey so they would know that 
my comments may not be applicable to the standard 
mail order store. 

I then let them know in the survey that Personalized 
Software is what a mail order store should be: a bunch 
of people that like to mess with computers. That, by 
the way, is what Mr. Dvorak wants to find in the 
computer stores he visits. 

Unlike other machines, the HPllO and Portable Plus 
are still fun computers and that no doubt contributes 
much to the ambience of Personalized Software. That 
also means that most of us, if we put our minds to it, 
can come up with a useful Portable program, product, 
or technique. 

On IBM Compatibility 
I am not especially concerned that the Portable is not 
all that IBM compatible. I take the attitude that if it 
won't run on my Plus, then I don't want it. 

Haven't you noticed that products written especially 
for the Portable work just a bit better than those 
programs designed for a PC? Compare The Editor II, 
Lotus 123, HPlink, Memomaker, Time Manager, 
TermPlus, with Webster's Spelling Checker and Duette 
which were obviously kludged to run on the Portable. 

123 works well on the Portable because VisaCalc, its 
parent, was designed to run on machines that did not 
have function keys and were much too slow to consider 
such fancy user interfaces as drop down and pop-up 
mem~s. From a Portable users standpOint, the Lotus 123 
function keys are a bit messed up and there is a flaw in 
that the home arrow key does not work right when 
editing formulas. I don't worry about these. The 
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programmer might have been right to make the select 
perfectly anonymous with the END key in Lotus 123, 
version 2.01, but he should have also retained the way 
the Home and End-Home keys worked with Release lA. 

What Programs Would We Like For the 
Plus? 
Some programs obviously don't make sense on a 
Portable and shouldn't even be bothered with; a full 
featured host program like RBBS-PC for example. It 
would make sense for us as a group of HP Portable 
users to seriously think about what we want do with 
our Portables and how we would like to do it. If we 
can agree on concepts of interest and with some 
collective effort it should be possible to develop some 
very nice new Portable Products. 

Drop me a line in care of Personalized Software with 
your ideas and thoughts. No fair griping about what 
does not run on the Plus. It is acceptable to identify 
another program as an example of something that you 
would like to see. 

Also you can identify types of files that you might 
like to manipulate. This leads to my number 1 
example. Actually this is not a Portable only need. 
Even more than a good 5 cent cigar we need some good 
DOS file conversion utilities. Compare the following 
command for converting a Visa Calc file to .WKS with 
what you have to do with the Release 2.01 Lotus file 
conversion program: 

vcwks oldfile.vc newfile.wks 

In Release lA, although there was a comprehensive file 
translation program, all it did was select and execute a 
simple command-line utility program. If you knew 
about file translation, it was even easier from the DOS 
prompt than from the Translate program. 

What is the possibility of someone writing a new 
front end for Webster's Spelling Checker? Give it an 
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It transfers flies both ways between your Portable Plus 
and your desktop computer without an HP-IL card! 

An HP-IL card inside your IBM PC or com
patible computer lets you transfer files to 
and from your Portable Plus. 

It's a good solution to the data transfer 
problem, provided you only use one desktop 
computer. But if you ever need to transfer 
data between your Portable Plus and some
one else's desktop computer, you're stuck~ 
or at least you were until now. 

HPDuette performs complete error check
ing during the transfer process to ensure 
data integrity. It handles multiple-file 
transfers, subdirectory transfers, and DOS 
"wild card" usage. It lets you use DOS com
mands such as type, list, rename, and erase 
without having to exit the program. And it 
transfers datajaster than you can with an 
HP-IL card. 

H pduett0 comes with a serial cable 
and two disks; you load one disk into your Portable Plus 
and the other into the desktop. 

HPDuette transfers data at 57,600 baud. To use 
HPDuette, you connect the 9-pin serial port on your 
Portable Plus to the serial port on your desktop com
puter using the serial cable that comes with the 
program. 

Because now there's a way to do it with 
software. 

It's a program called HPDuette. Thgether 
with a special serial connecting cable that 
it comes with, HPDuette is all you need to 
transfer files at high speed both ways be
tween your Portable Plus and any IBM PC 
compatible desktop. 

HPDuette is easy to use too. Simple menus 
and easy-to-understand help screens are 
available at all times. 

For true convenience in file transfer to 
and from your Portable Plus, order 
HPDuette today. 

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
See order form for details. 

TO ORDER HPDuette with cable for Portable Plus ... $99.95 
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers. 

l'sE' enl'iospd postagp-paid order form 
or st'lHi check or credit card information 

(#, expo date. signature) to: • I I I " 

HP110 Portable Portable Vectra 
PRODUCT NO. DUllNM Personalized Software 

Portable Plus • HP150 Po. Btlx ~.H)!l. Fairfield. L\ .)~:).)() ;')1.) .. l'i:2 .. /i:J:30 
IBM PC and com alibJes HPOuette is a registered trademark of Platte River Associates, Inc. 

HP-style function-key or The Editor-style sliding-bar 
menu. Support subdirectories and multiple dictionaries 
on the order of my favorite HP110 speller, Word Plus. 
Could the Webster dictionary support some of the Word 
Plus Utilities? 

Think in terms of simplicity, rather than a gigantic 
integrated system; consider small programs run from 
DOS or PAM. A number of smaller programs with a 
consistent interface in many ways is much better than a 
large program. They can more easily be tailored to your 
system and they require less memory to execute. 

ROM Drawer 4 

An improved ROM drawer would be a real r'mprovement 
to the Plus. It would have to be compatible with 
existing ROMs. I can't commit to ordering 100, but I 
will certainly make a down payment on one. 

Compuserve FAX 
You can send messages from your Portable via 
CompuServe to any standard FAX machine. I couldn't 
resist trying it, and it works very well. Put your message 
in a standard ASCII file using The Editor, Memomaker, 
123 Print Files, or whatever. Call CompuServe, logon, 
and at the prompt type GO FAX. Follow the directions 
and expect the recipient to get a first class copy. 

Saving Some DOS Environment Space 
I used The Editor to replace the $e s in my PAM.ENV 
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DOS environment file with the escape character (press 
CTRL [ in The Editor). You will recover 6 more bytes 
of environment. Of course, we can't change the names 
of ROM subdirectories or the environmental tags (The 
Editor'S edconfig, for example). I am going to have a 
some custom EPROMs burned. I think I will name the 
subdirectories A and B. This will get a small amount of 
environment. When writing programs or batch files that 
use an environmental variable assign it a short name or 
perhaps use a variable that has already been identified 
in the environment. 

The 1989 Subscribers Disk. 
I like AREACODE, which as the name suggests, allows 
me to quickly find area codes. 

I wrote the TMERG program on the Subscriber's disk 
to expand the capacity of merging Time Manger 
information with my word processor. It was a major 
struggle for me. It occupied every spare minute I had 
last winter. I am a user. I am not a programmer. If 
pushed I can program. 

For example, I needed a program to catch disk drive 
errors without getting the DOS, "Not ready error reading 
drive X Abort, Retry, Ignore?", message for use in a batch 
file. It took all day but I was able to come up with a 
program to do this. It returns a DOS errorlevel 1 
instead of locking up the machine. I can then test for 
this and use another procedure if the disk drive is not 
available, that is if it does not have a disk in it. In 



addition if the disk is available I get a message informing 
me of the disk's size and space available. [We have 
included Tom's DISK.EXE on the Fastaid Collection 
(19.50) discussed in the Looking Glass column. - Ed] 

TMERG has been on my RAM disk since last March. 
I use it to address one letter at time. That is what I 
wanted it to do when I started writing it, but I had an 
attack of that disease that affects programmers on most 
projects--I couldn't stop writing code. I hope this surge 
at the end produced useful features without adding too 
much complication. I wonder if the people at 
WordPerfect will know when to quit? How big did you 
say that thing is, Hal? Not on my E-disk! 

If you don't like the way TMERG works, download 
the source code from the Cserve HP Forum and fix it 
like you want it. The subscribers disk contains part of 
the source code for TMERG but not the include files. 
There is also a version of TMERG for the 110. It can be 
downloaded from CompuServe. 

The cal.com and dw.com programs from the 1989 
Subscribers Disk are both in my PAM Menu. They are 
very promising programs. Unfortunately the authors 
forgot to initialize the function keys. My work-around 
is a little text file that returns my f-keys to the default 
values. Has David Hughes perfected his f-key utilities? 
The HP Forum should have a file containing the escape 
sequences to set the f-keys to default values. If you have 
The Editor, the escape commands may be typed easily 
enough. David uploaded to CompuServe a very fast 
utility for setting f-keys. If you like to mess with f-keys, 
you should look for this program. It is faster than 
escape code and offers a few additional options. 

Cal.com and dw.com were optimized with Paul 
Grimmer's Turbo Optimizer program. The results were 
worth the time. 

Unoptimized programs: 

CAL COM 32512 4-23-87 3:43p 
DW COM 37625 6-17-88 5:08p 

Optimized programs: 

CAL COM 25308 1-14-89 1:38p 
DW COM 31932 1-14-89 1:41p 

Ed Keefe's cat.bat looks usefuL This program allows 
the user to keep track of (CATalog) all the files on all 
the disks. Impressive listing of the contents. I modified 
Ed's SUB-GEN portion of CAT to use PKXARC so I won't 
have to keep another file on my disk. Fortunately it was 
not a difficult task. 

Batch Files Like Oil Not Glue 
Some people may think batch files are the glue that 
sticks a system together--I think batch files are more like 
oil than glue. They smooth imperfections in programs 
I have to use. 

Ch.ecking Out The Cellular Modem 
Friday I received a call from DuVal King about the Bridge 
Cellular Phone modem. It and a Uniden portable 
cellular phone should be arriving this week. I am 
looking forward to testing these products. I have no 
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reason think that it will not plug in with my HP9221M 
modem (DTE to DCE) cable and work the first time I try 
it. Of course I have to figure out how to operate a 
cellular phone before I can use the modem. 

On Cabling 
I really wish the modem would plug into the HP-IL. 
Although it is not an "industry standard", HP-IL cables 
are much smaller and more flexible than any modem 
cable. The HP9221M (the HP standard modem cable for 
Portables) is not bad as far as modem cables. It's 1.5 
meter (59 inches) length curls up into a series of four 
five inch diameter loops, and when stretched out it is 
slightly less unruly than many other modem cables. 
This is not too bad, since 10 pins on its outboard 25 
pin male plug are connected and it is fully shielded. 
The inboard end has a 9 pin male plug that perfectly 
mates with the Portable Plus's 9 pin female serial port. 
Add an IBM-AT modem cable, a null modem, and a 
gender mender and the Portable will connect to almost 
any serial device. 

I can say it's difficult to plug in since I removed the 
screws many lost screwdrivers ago. Don't believe that--I 
know exactly where the screwdriver is. One is in the 
big computer bag, another is in the pencil holder on my 
desk at work, another in the kitchen cabinet. Anyway 
you get the idea. Now that I have a screwdriver every 
place I use my computer, there is no need to carry a 
screwdriver with me. If I am making a permanent 
connection, I screw them together using the best screws 
I have available. If I can't find screws, my favorite 
substitute is small plastic wire ties. Rubber bands X'ed 
across the connectors are another substitute and are 
quite useful to fIX a flaky temporary connection. 

I could not get tight connections while the screws 
were in the connectors unless I screwed it down. I 
discovered that loose screws were prohibiting the 
connectors from seating tight. When fully seated, any 
supported (on top, not hanging off the edge of the 
desk) connection should be expected to be electrically 
sound. 

( 11 0% continued from p. 7 ) 
1m The SORT program will normally sort by the first 
I'W character on each line unless the SORT command is 
I6.ilIfollowed by a "switch", which looks like SORT 1+10. 
IDThe 10 tells the SORT program to sort by the 10th 

character on the line, instead, which would be the 
i1 extension for the case of the directory. (There must be 

a space between the SORT and the SWitch.) 
As an example, to use this batch file to sort the 

directory c:\wp by file size, one would type dirsort s 
c:\wp. There's nothing holy about the name 
dirsort.bat. One could simply call it d.bat, and then 
simply type in d e to sort the current directory by 
extension! fA copy of this file is available on Ed Keefe'S 
"Fastaid Collection" disk, available from PS for 19.50. 
See the "Through the Looking Glass" column.] 

echo off 
relll Execute IHRSOIH • BAT by typing: DIRSORT HIN DIRECTORY 
relll HOY = n (name), e (extension), s (size), or d (date) 
l"eIII DIRECTORY = Dey.; Path, eg \memo or c: 
relll If 00 parameters, IHRSORT sorts current directory 
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rm by I"IMe 

rem If no DIRECTORY parameter, DIRSORT sorts current 
rm directory by IKII variable 
cls 
if \%1 \ goto name 
if %1==s goto size 
if %1 ==e goto ext 
if %1==d goto date 
if %1 ==n goto name 
: name 
echo SORTING BY NNE 
echo (CTRL s stops and restarts display) 
dir Xl I sort 
goto exitt 
: ext 
echo SORTING BY EXTENSION 
echo (CTRL s stops and restarts display) 
dir Xl I sort /+10 
goto exitt 
:size 
echo SORTING BY SIZE 
dir Xl I sort /+14 
goto exitt 
:date 
echo SORTING BY DATE 
echo (Sorted by IIOrtth not year. 
echo CTRL s stops, restarts display) 
dir Xl I sort /+24 
goto exitt 
:exitt 

Managing Batch Files On A RAMDISK 
byM.E Kabay 
As an HP3000 operations and performance consultant, 
I use my PORTABLE PLUS with 512 Kb with several ROM 
chips and a 1 Mb RAM drawer in my consulting practice. 
I always need lots of room for data capture and 
reduction when I do performance analysis or for 
interview transcripts in organizational analyses. I also 
use WordPerfect 4.2 in RAM, which takes 352,768 bytes 
of me space plus an extra 163,840 bytes of RAM as 
memory above what I would otherwise use (total 
516,608 bytes). 

mJ I tried several approaches to reducing RAM usage. I 
I!II wrote individual batch mes to compress mes using the 
.... SQPC program and the ARC program. [Compression 
II programs are available from PS on the DOS Tools disk 
mil or in ROM and on the 1989 Subscribers' disk.] These 
BfJ would decompress mes before using, say, LOTUS, and 

then compress them again when I finished. These 
methods helped for a year or so. 

The problem was the large number of batch meso 
When I ran the DIRS program in the DOS TOOLS ROM, 
I noticed that a lot of space was being W¥ted Simply 
because they were separate meso For example, 31 .bat 
mes totalling 12,116 bytes actually take up 22,528 bytes 
because of the 512-byte minimum under DOS. 

One me, for instance, shows 61 bytes according to 
the DIR command, but it actually takes 512 according to 
the DIRS utility. One possibility was to extract the 42876 
byte x.com me and add my own procedures to it. 
However, I didn't like the idea of duplicating mes 
already in ROM. [The x.com file in the DOS IDOLS 
ROM (subdirectory B:\DT1) is a command library 
containing the DOS IDOLS utilities. If it is copied into 
RAM, additional • com-type files can be put into it, with 
a significant saving of space. It is also on the "Fastaid 
Collection" disk.] 

One approach I tried was to put all the BAT mes in 
a single me called x.bat and use the GOTO % 1 
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instruction to branch into them. The me basically 
looked like this: 

ECHO OFF 
GOTO %1 
GOTO EXIT 
:L 
<calaands> 
ECHO *** PRESS CONTROl.-C TO ClJIT *** 
GOTO EXIT 
:w 
<another set of commands> 
ECHO *** PRESS CONTROl.-C TO QUIT *** 
GOTD EXIT 

: EXIT 

When one types x I, for example, this "command 
interpreter" branches to the L label and begins 
executing there. At the end of the routine, execution 
goes to the :EXIT routine. However, as this x.bat me 
got larger, the time to find the :EXIT label grew ever 
longer, stretching into many seconds. To eliminate this 
delay, a Ctrl-c at this point aborts the BAT me. 

Here is the listing for the current status of my x.bat 
me: 

ECHO OFF 
IF EXIST %1.BAT GOTD :PRESENT 
ARCE A:\ROOT\ROOT .ARC %1.BAT 
IF EXIST %1.BAT GOTD :PRESENT 
B: 
CD B:\011 
X %1 Xl X3 
GOTO EXIT 
: PRESENT 
%1 Xl X3 
: EXIT 

1) The command interpreter, x.bat, looks for an 
existing .bat me for the desired function before trying 
to extract it from the appropriate archive. 
2) If the desired .bat me doesn't already exist, an 
attempt is made to unarchive it. 
3) If no such .bat me exists in the selected archive, 
x.bat then attempts to apply this command to the 
x.com me in the DOS TOOLS ROM (B: DTl) 
4) The %2 and %3 are parameters that the %l.bat me 
might require. For example if there is a batch me called 
dircpy.bat that copies all the mes of one subdirectory 
to another, then one would enter x dircpy subl 
sub2, where %2 is subl, and %3 is sub2, the two 
subdirectories. 

(permanent .bat mes have their read-only flag turned 
on with the DOS TOOLS ROM program CHANGE, so 
they cannot be accidentally deleted. This makes it easy 
to clear out superfluous .bat mes.) 

Time Manager & Notes 
Time Manager calls MemoMaker to create and save 
Notes. When leaving MemoMaker, the me must be 
saved as "ASCII", rather than "Document". Do this by 
pressing f3 after pressing "Save Memo". If this is not 
done, Time Manager may not be able to find items 
when a search is done. 

Transferring Lotus Worksheets 
If a worksheet originally stored on the HP110 is re-



loaded into another computer with a full-sized screen, 
only 16 lines appear on the screen. (It seems that Lotus 
records the size of the display in the worksheet.) To fix, 
type in /WWH/WWC on the Pc. (This will divide the 
screen into two horizontal windows and then clear the 
window, and the display will look OK.) 

SpaceMaker 
by Gary Goodman 
The FIND, MORE, and SORT functions on the HP 110 

mil Utilities Disk are rarely used because they were not 
included in the ROM and are too big to leave in RAM. 
Did you ever wonder why the more.com file was so 
large when the equivalent IBM version was minuscule? 
You can shrink find.exe and more.com by running 
them through SM (SpaceMaker on the DOS Tools disk) 
with the following results: 

FIND.COM 
MORE.COM 

Original Size 
6331 bytes 
4364 bytes 

SM'd Size 
1277 bytes 
552 bytes 

Savings 
81% 
87% 

(SM shrinks both .exe and .com files. In addition, it 
converts .exe files of size less than 64K to .com files. 
For example an IBM PC version of Multimate is 169K; 
after using SM, it is 11 OK! In addition to the space-saving 
advantages, programs will also load up to 40% faster.) 

Battery Level Indicator 
mil When the P9wer is disconnected or the battery button 

.ali is pressed, the battery level indicator on early HP110's 
IV automatically gets set to 99%. The follOwing gives a 

method for resetting the indicator to 13%: First use 
PAM's system configuration routine to set the power save 
mode to off. Then run the debug program (must be 
gotten from some other computer's DOS disk) by 
entering c:debug. Type in the following: 

o 60 61 [Return) 
o 60 4 f [Return) 
o 60 22 [Return) 
o 60 7f [Return) 
q 
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The "0" at the beginning of each line is the letter "0". 
(Warning: If you don't type in the numbers exactly, you 
might lock up the computer, erase its memory, or have 
other unfortunate results.) See Ed Keefe's "Through the 
Looking Glass" column for how to use debug. 

Mixing Text Be Graphics On The Same Line 
by Paul J. Grimmer 

mil Mixed text/graphics on the ThinkJet is not too difficult 
I (I designed the HPrint program, available from PS, for 

II the Portables primarily to do that). It handles text and 
I!!II graphics just like other HP printers. When you switch 
lUI from text to graphics, a CR is issued. Likewise, after 
II each dot royr of graphics, the equivalent of a CR/LF (one 

dot row advance) is issued. There is nothing you can 
do about this. The difference between the ThinkJet and 
Laser-, Desk-, or Paint Jet is that ThinkJet has no 
technique for horizontal motion control ("cursor" 
positioning) . 

To mix text and graphics on the same line, you do 
the following: (assuming 6 lines per inch) 

1- Print the current line of text (all characters are 12 
dot rows tall) with no CR/LF at the end of the line. 

2- For each dot row of graphics (640 dots or 1280 at 
"double density"), send the escape sequence 
<Esc>*b80W followed by 80 bytes (or 160) of raster 
data for the picture. Positioning of the picture requires 
an appropriate number of null bytes (12 ASCII 0 bytes 
per inch of blank) ahead of the image or behind it. 
The total number of bytes of graphic data sent per dot 
row must match the value in the escape sequence. 

3- At 6 lines/inch, there are four blank dot rows 
between lines of text. You must continue to print the 
picture for these (i.e., there is a total of 12 + 4 = 16 
dot rows of graphics for each line of text @ 6 lpi). 

4- After printing the 16 dot rows, repeat the above 
until the entire image has been sent. 

Note that if the graphic image is not right justified, 
step 2 above can easily be optimized for speed by not 
sending a full dot row of graphics (Le., send only 
enough for the leading white space plus the image). 

(Letters continued from p.4) 

The Portable Plus is the finest 
portable computer I have ever seen. Its 
eventual disappearance will be a great 
loss. 

mil It is my impression that the people of 
... HP have never had the interest of their 
I6iI customers in mind. You can see this 
II time and time again; e.g., they bring out 

subscriber has only one machine and has 
to read information on all the other 
machines. What is your opinion on this 
and what is the opinion of my fellow 
subscribers of the Portable Paper? 
Martin Koenig 

coherent company-wide microcomputer 
strategy. In the past it had an 
individual division, ad hoc, lets-see
what-exciting-product-we-can-bring-to
market approach to product 
introduction. However, the new top
down approach in my opinion will 
probably be even a greater loss to the 
HP customer. It will be more difficult 
for radical products like the HPllO, HP 
Portable Plus, HP150, HP Portable 
Vectra, or HP70 or 80 series to emerge. 
Instead, faster, better-engineered, but 
similar-to-everyone-else products will 
come to the forefront. Since these 
products are part of a coherent, 
company-wide plan, better company 
support will be there. I'd rather have it 
the other way. 

the HP80, the HP72B, etc. and then 
II discontinue as they please regardless of 

how much money the customer has 
invested. 

How does the emergence of the fit Vectra LS/12 affect the Portable Paper? 
You have to bring a little of everything: 
the 110, Plus, Vectra C5, L5/12, and 
whatever comes later. This dilutes the 
information quite considerably if the 

Sun City; Arizona 
[Hopefully, the equivalent foreign 
language Speller/Thesaurus package will 
work on the Personalized Software 
version of wordPetfect 5.0 since that 
version is based on the actual IBM 
version. Everyone, keep us informed as 
to what works and what does not on 
our wordPetfect 5.0 for the Portable 
Plus. 

Many of us have a love/hate 
relationship with HP. I think HP intends 
to be more responSive to its 
microcomputer customers with its more Readers of The Portable Paper know 
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that we usually stay away from HP
bashing. After all, if it wasn't for HP, 
you wouldn't be reading this. I would 
like to hear from some of our many 
readers that work for HP about this 
strategy. 

Each time HP introduces a new 
Portable, our challenge at The Portable 
Paper increases. Most of our current 
customers are HP Portable Plus users, 
so the Portable Plus receives a lot of 
attention in The Portable Paper. 
However, if we can't support future HP 
Portable products, our company, as we 
have defined it so far, won't be around 
five years from now. As the number of 
LS/12 owners increase, we want to 
expand our coverage of the LS/12. 
Perhaps, we will develop a second 
newsletter for Zenith-based HP 
Portables. We are very much open for 
suggestions. - HalJ 

Where is Glow Worm? 
This letter is to ask about the Glow 
Worm, and to tell you about my 
enthusiasm for its production. After 
reading volume 3, number 5 of The 
Portable Paper, my curiosity has grown 
to a compulsion because of built-up 
expectations. My calls to Personalized 
Software and HP have not turned up 
new information-indeed, the secrecy 
about HP 93558B makes your report and 
prototype test appear as a real 
coup-de-tat! Because I among others 
(maybe even a big chorus of others) 
have been suggesting, requesting, 
coaxing, and pleading with HP to offer 
a screen acceptable to the current 
generation of lV-computer freaks for 
years, and had given up, the prospect is 
a tantalizing reawakening. I'm still not 
sure how much I would use the Glow 

HPII0/HPII0+ 

GROUPS 

Worm, but I have several employees and 
associates to whom it would make the 
difference between 'just what they 
wanted' and no interest because it 
causes too much user fatigue. The 
group here would buy from 2-6 Glow 
Worms if they are as your fascinating 
report with comments from 7 others has 
suggested, and if the display was "the 
best," or at least on a par with the best, 
of the backlit LCDs available from any in 
production. 

I have tried to call you to ask about 
when this is possible, but have found 
that you are now insulated more severely 
than any company president I know of. 
Your warning in Portable Paper that you 
don't check your mail makes me hesitate 
in sending an EasyPlex, but this now is 
my action as a last step. 

To wit, we are going to buy laptop 
computers for the group instead of 
continuing the desktop proliferation and 
must make a decision now. If the Glow 
Worms are only something for the 
future, then we might have to decide on 
the new NEC ultralite, or one of the 
lesser-knowns, and abandon all the 
camaraderie and software that are special 
features of HP Portables-a decision not 
taken lightly. However, if the Glow 
Worm is on the way, we would be 
making a giant mistake. 

II Kent Hermsmeyer [73517,2705J 
[First of all, I apologize to you and any III reader who has wanted to talk with me 

I!M but hasn't gotten through. It is vital 
.., that I stay in touch with your feedback 
~ and concerns and hear about your 

successes running software on the HP 
Portables. I have told our phone 
representatives not to be so zealous 
protecting me. 

The thing is that many times our 

phone personnel can handle your 
questions better than I can since they 
answer sales and support questions all 
day. Also, when it gets close to Portable 
Paper deadline time, I get a little 
frenetic and even our own personnel 
would prefer not to talk to me. 

As discussed in this issue's News From 
Personalized Software, we are doing all 
we can to bring the backlit screen to 
market. I continue to be ambiguous 
because I still have not gotten the 
commitments I need to move forward 
on the project. All indications are that 
we will make an offiCial announcement 
next issue. I do read my CompuServe 
EMail.MyID is [72257, 714J- HalJ 

Editor Flaw 
II You should probably take a column 
I!II inch or two of your next paper to 
IiY explain the following serious design flaw 
II Ed Gilbert's Editor v2.02. (I have verified 

this on the IBM version, but it probably 
~ behaves the same on the HP versions.) 

When defining a macro, it is possible 
to assign the macro to the escape key. 
Since the escape key is used for every 
Editor function (including exiting from 
the Editor) it is advisable not to redefine 
it. It can even be redefined accidentally 
if it is pressed with the intention of 
cancelling the prompt "Assign macro to 
what key?" On the IBM version, you can 
use function key f8 instead of escape, so 
all is not lost. 
Joseph Clozwiescski 
Fairfield, Iowa 
[Our solution is to use one of the 
predefined macros included on the 
Editor H disk - C1RL K This macro does 
an ESC Macro Kill command which 
effectively "Kills" any macro definitions, 
liberating the ESC key. -Hal] 

Thanks to so many of you who are willing to help organize local users groups. Users groups 
give an opportunity to share tips, answer questions, discuss other products, trade free software and 
Lotus templates, and meet other professionals. As you will notice some areas have more than one 
contact person and some major areas have none. If you are in a "missing" area and would like to 
organize a group, contact us. If your groups combine also tell us. We will publish this column each 
issue, keeping it up to date. Write Local Users Groups, Box 869, Fairfield, lA, 515·472·6330. 
CaliiOrnia, Southern California We meet 2nd Thur 7-9 at HP sales office, 5161 Lankershim Blvd, 
N6rth Hollywood. Request PORTOVEC Notes Newsletter, Dave Mark, 818-794-4969. San Diego, 
Stephen L. Eyre. 619-452-8530, Dan Butterfield, 619-470-3551. San Mateo, Santa Clara Counties, 
San Francisco Bay Area, BAYCHHU, HP Laptops & Handhelds, meet 2nd Sat of the month, Con-
tact Jim Horn, 707-523-4890 eve., or Michael Felsenstein, 415-564-8279, eve. Sunnyvale, Interex, 
International Hewlettt Packard Users Group, 640 Almanor Ave., 408-738-4848 Colorado, Colorado 

Springs, Dan Ritt, 303-528-8080. Denver, Call Bob Pressey, 303-777-0326 Hawaii, Honolulu, Rodney Y. Fukuya if interested, 808-945-3111. Indiana, 
Indianapolis, Bob Glass, 317-638-2326. Iowa, Mid Iowa, Ed Keefe D: 515-964-6644 E: 515-964-7064. Southeast Iowa, Hal Goldstein, 515-472-6330 
Minnesota Minneapolis/St. Paul, John Ferman (612) 822-1372 Maine, Yarmouth, Every last Tue 6: 30, US Route one, Yarmouth, ME 04096, 846-5497 
North Carolina, Charlotte and surrounding area, JohnJacob, 704-334-3468. Texas, Houston, Thomas R. Page, D: 713-759-4259, E: 713-528-7138. 
Utah, Utah County, Donna Hoover, D: 378-4421, E: 375-4812. Washington, Eastern Washington, Northern Idaho, Western Montana, and possibly 
Western Washington, Bob Sandberg. 509-466-4999. Eastern Washington, Stephen S. Warner. D: 509-534-1588, E: 509-535-3322. Western Washington, 
Portable, Plus, 150, Vectra users meet first Thursday 7-9 p., HP sales office, Bellevue. Pete Ross, 206-342-8875. Portable, 40 & 50 series: 7-9 p. second 
Wed., UWash. computer center, Seattle. Bob Moore, 206-543-7879. Washington D.C., Greater Washington D. C. Area, 8:00 PM, Third Monday of Each 
Month, Ballston Tower #1,800 N. Quincy St., Room 519. Call to confirm and to say, Hi. William F. Cross. D:202-696-4112, E:703-845-9508. Australia, 
8 Avoca St, S. Yarra, Victoria, Australia. Nigel S. Ball. 03-267-8344. Central America, I would be happy to form a users group, either Spanish or English, 
Apartado Postal 1587, Tegucigalpa, Honduras. England, Trafalgar House, Grenville Place, Mill Hill, London, NW7 3SA England. Tim Cullis. (01) 959 
4359. HP Computer Users Association, The Twenty-One Building, 21 Pinner Road, Harrow, Middlesex, England HAl 4LH 01-4275200, FAX: 
01-4278252. Netherlands, Mr. R.M. Franquiner, Menthenbergseweg 13, NL-6816 PR, Arnhem, The Netherlands Spain, Club de usarios HP 110, Pont 
Reyes S.A., A la atencion de D. Enrique Serra, Ronda Universidad, 15,08007, Espana. Sweden, Stockholm, first Thursday each month 6:30 p.m., call 
to confirm. Jens Pettersson 08-713-1710. Telex 14970 gentel S. 
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The EditorH 
You won't believe all the word-processing 
features this $129* program contains-and it ERSlON\cllntllring, 
takes up less than 40K of memory! NE'IJ "lInll and b!:~ nll'IJ 
* (only $99.95 for Portable Paper subscribers) NIJ'II :~:I (l\a~~~' (l\ \/Ilrs1on \. 

po~ tlld tlltO (lIdll frO 
llrln to IlPg 

By Hal Goldstein EasY " 
Let's face it: MemoMaker is an adequate 4. THE EDITOR II takes up less than 40K of 

word-processor, but it has its limits. No search memory. 
and replace. No simple way to merge files. No 5. THE EDITOR II loads and saves files and ex-
destructive backspace key. (To delete the last ecutes commands exceptionally fast. 
character you have to use the left arrow key and 6. THE EDITOR II comes 
the deletion key [ s1.) No compressed or expand- with a well-written ref- ICL'lII.lJl'II~lI~WI~ liIII 

ed printing. No ... -but why go on? If you use erence manual and a HP110 Portable • 
MemoMaker, you probably have your own list of step-by-step tutorial. Portable Plus • 
things you wish it could do. Even in the desktop 

Well we have good news! Now there's an easy- market, it is difficult to 
to-use text editor that runs on the Portable and find a word processor 
Portable Plus that will satisfy almost every item with this many useful 

Portable Vectra • 
HP150 • 
IBM PC and compat. • 
Available on ROM Backup 
for the Portable Plus 

on your wish list. And the program comes with features at this Iowa 
a built-in bonus: It also runs on the HP 150, IBM price. For the Portables, THE EDITOR II simply 
PC, and HP Vectra, which means that now you can't be beat. See for yourself: Order your copy, 
can use the same program and files on your risk-free, today. 
desktop that you use on your Portable. 

The is called THE EDITOR II. It does THE EDITOR II on disk ......... $129.00 
~"""l"1,rthin" MemoMaker does plus a heck of a lot Portable Paper subscriber price ... $99.95 

you don't have to go to the expense PRODUCT NO. rmllNS 

of buying WordStar (for the Portable) or MS ROM BACKUP version ......... $194.95 
Word (for the Plus) to go beyond MemoMaker's (THE EDITOR II on ROM and disks) 
capabilities. PRODUCT NO. Ell12PI' 

THE EDITOR II's most valuable features are For users of Version I or SuperROM: 
listed on the chart to the right. It's quite a list, EDITOR II Upgrade Kit on disk ... $35.00 
isn't it? To me, THE EDITOR II is a real blessing. PRODUCT NO. EDl4NS 

I use it daily instead of MemoMaker, and I've Upgrade Kit on ROM and disk .... $58.00 
silently given thanks to its author, Ed Gilbert, PRODUCT NO. EDl5NR 
many, many times. Just a few minutes with THE 
EDITOR II (that's all it takes to be up and run
ning) and I think you'll be a fan of his too. 

In addition to the great features listed to the 
right, there are six more I especially want to 
emphasize: 

1. THE EDITOR II's Lotus-like menus make it in
credibly easy to use. 
2. THE EDITOR II creates ASCII files, which 
means you can send your files to and from 
almost any other program or computer without 
special formats or codes. 
3. THE EDITOR II will automatically back up 
your files to protect you against mistakes: When 
you save a file, THE EDITOR II saves not just the 
current version, but the previous one as well. 

The Formatter 
THE FORMATTER gives you advanced formatting 

capabilities that even THE EDITOR II can't handlea like: multi-line headers and footers· automatic hy
.phenation (you can even add your own words to the 

built-in dictionary)· user-specified page length and 
line length· automatic page numbering· tables and 
charts. table of contents generation· and more. 

THE FORMATTER works by imbedding special for
matting codes into your EDITOR II, MemoMaker, or 
other ASCII text files. You can customize THE FOR
MATTER for almost any printer. 

II PV users: Be sure to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA' on your 
order so we can send you proper disk format. 

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
See order form for details. 

TO ORDER 
CSt' endosed postage·paid order form 

Ilr send ehrck or eredit card information 
(~. expo date, signature) to: 
Personalized Software 

P.I). Box slln, FairfiPld. IA ;")~;j;jH ·")l:) -t-,~-!i:3:30 

Special combined o"e(
SAVE $30: 
THE EDITOR and THE FORMATTER together-
Only $119.95 total (Portable Paper subscribers only) 

Note: The user manual itself is a challenge, and no 
technical support is available. We therefore recom
mend THE FORMATIER for strong computer users or 
those already familiar with text formatters. 

If you need any of the features listed above, and if 
you're willing to spend the time it takes to learn the 
commands, THE FORMATTER is for you. Order your 
copy, risk-free today. 

THE FORMATTER .................. $59.95 
Portable Paper Subscriber price ....... $49.95 

II PV users: Be sure to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA" on your order so we can send you the proper disk format. 

THE EDITOR II gives yon all these 
great text-editing features and more: 

• Search and replace. 
Just tell THE EDI1DR II what word or 
phrase to look for, and it will display each 
occurrence and/or replace the occurences 
either selectively or globally. 

• Edit two files at once. 
THE EDI1DR II will display two separate 
portions of text at the same time, one above 
the other. You can view and edit two parts 
of the same file-or even two different 
files-simultaneously. 

• Backspace delete. 
You can erase the last character with a 
single keystroke. 

• Block and line centering. 
THE EDI1DR II lets you center blocks and 
lines of text with a few simple keystrokes. 

• Powerful macros. 
Store any sequence of keystrokes and play 
it back at the touch of a single key. Macros 
can be edited, deleted, stored in files-even 
autoloaded on startup. THE EDI1DR II 
comes with over two dozen macros to get 
you started. 

• No limit on file size. 
If you're an HPllO Portable user, you're no 
longer confined by MemoMaker's 8Ig-line 
limit. You can have as large a file as inter
nal memory allows. 

• File merge. 
You can merge two or more files together 
withease. 

• Compressed and expanded. 
You're no longer restricted to bold and 
underline. You can imbed control char
acters in your text to tell your printer to 
print all or part of your text compressed, 
expanded, bold, underlined, or what
ever else your printer can handle. 

• Unlimited line length. 
Your files are no longer limited to 80 
characters per line. This means, for ex
ample, you can print 132-character lines 
on your ThinkJet in compressed mode. 

• Lines per page. 
You can specify the number of lines per 
page, using the control codes required by 
your printer. 

• Easy in, easy out. 
You can exit from THE EDITOR II, run 
another program, then type a one-word 
command and be back in THE EDITOR II 
exactly where you left off. This includes 
exiting DOS-which means you can 
delete, copy, and rename files while run-
ning THE EDITOR II. --

• Right justification and automatic 
paragraph indent. 
A simple command right-justifies your 
text and automatically indents your 
paragraphs however many spaces you 
wish. 

• Undelete. 
A simple command will undelete the last 
line or block of text deleted. 

• Upper/lower case conversion. 
Another simple command lets you 
change between upper case and lower 
case without having to retype anything. 

In terms of useful features per dollar, 
THE EDI1DR II is a truly exceptional buy. 
I urge you to try it. Order yours today. 

© Copyright 1988 Personalized Software 



Portable Plus users: 
At last! A great spelling checker 
available on ROM! 
Webster's (web/stars) n. The spelling checker 
rated Editor's Choice by PC Magazi,ne (Dec. 24, 1985), and now 
available from Personalized Software for the Portable Plus and HP150. 

PC Magazine rated eight leading spell
ing checkers for ease of use, flexibility, 
speed, overall program size, thoroughness, 
and accuracy. WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD 
SPELLING CHECKER came out on top
for a number of good reasons: 

-Customized on 31f2" disk by special arrangement with Simon & Schuster, Inc. 

• Add the word to an auxiliary diction
ary of frequently used words 

• Replace all other occurrences of the 
word 

• Look up the spelling of any other 
word at any time 

best spell-checker we've seen in a long 
spell." Henry Kisor of the Chicago Sun 
Times has called WEBSTER'S "the best 
proofreading software on the market." We 
agree with them both-and we think you 
will too. Order your copy at no risk today. 

Webster's Spelling Checker on 3%" disk 
customized for the Portable Plus and 
HP150, , .................. $79.95 

) 

First, there's sheer size. WEBSTER'S 
contains over 110,000 words in its 
dictionary-five times the number in 
Hayden's Speller, 21f2 times as many as in 
The Word Plus-yet WEBSTER'S dic
tionary and main program take up only 
207K of disk memory. 

WEBSTER'S also lets you mark in your 
text any spelling corrections that change 
length of a word; this lets you quickly 
locate portions of text that may need refor
matting. 

WEBSTER'S will automatically locate 
double repetitions (like "and and"). It can 
correct transpositions ("itme" becomes 
"item"), missing apostrophes ("dont" 
becomes "don't"), and typos of all kinds 
("spellling" becomes "spelling," etc.). 

$69.95 for Portable Paper subscribers. 
PRODUCT NO. WBllNS ) 

Webster's is available on ROM backup 

Second, WEBSTER'S isn't just easy to 
use-it's positively a pleasure. It reads your 
files at high speed, then displays every 
questionable word in context, highlighted. 
At the same time, in a "window" off to the 
side, it gives you a list of possible correct 
spellings. A simple menu gives you the 
following options: 

• Accept the word as is 
• Replace the word with one of the sug

gested spellings 
• Enter the correct spelling manually 

'121111,'JIi!J12m I.: I' 

HPll0 Portable , , Portable Vectra ,-
Portable Plus , - , HP150 ,-

IBM PC and compatibles ,-
Available on ROM Backup for the Portable Plus 

If you're not sure of a word, you can 
even spell it the way sounds, and chances 
are WEBSTER'S will supply the correct 
spelling. ("Fenomenon" gets corrected to 
"phenomenon," for example.) 

In addition, WEBSTER'S will let you 
preview a list of all questionable words 
before displaying them in context; this 
saves you time because it lets you 
eliminate words from the questionable list 
(or add them to your auxiliary dictionary) 
before y'\)U begin the editing pass. 

Joht\ Dvorak, writing in the San Fran
cisco Examiner, called WEBSTER'S "the 

II PV users: Please subtract $10 from subscriber price (since we don't have to send you additional customized 
disks or extra documentation). Be sure to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA" on your order. 

The Portable Paper 
Personalized Software 
P.O. Box 869 
Fairfield, Iowa 52556 
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for an additional $179. See ROM ad ~ 
in this issue for important details. ""'lIlllr' 

WEBSTER'S SPELLING CHECKER works with 
any file produced by the Editor, WordSlar, and 
MemoMaker. II also works with ASCII files 
produced by MS Word and Word Perfect. 
Our version of WEBSTER'S includes a custom
ized 3.5" disk and simple instructions for run
ning the program on the Portable Plus and 
HP150. A special utility allowing WEBSTER'S 
to run on the HP150 is included on the disk. 

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
See order form for details. 

TO ORDER 
lise enclosed postage-paid order form 

or send check or credit card information 
(Ii. expo date. signature) to: 
Personalized Software 

P.O. Box o;mJ. Fairfield, IA 525:;1i 51:; 472-fi:l:lO 
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